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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS

The organization of the XII World Congress of Sociology is carried out by the International Sociological Association, ISA, in collaboration with the Federation of the Spanish Sociological Associations, FASEE, through the Spanish Organising Committee, CECOMS, set up by the latter (see ISA Bulletin 51 for more information about CECOMS).

The ISA Secretariat is responsible for the organization of the academic program of the Congress, the preparations of the ISA administrative meetings and Congress registrations.

CECOMS is concerned with the proper execution of all local arrangements. IBERCOLOR was appointed an official congress travel agency and IBERIA an official airline carrier.

CONGRESS VENUE

The XII World Congress of Sociology will be held at the campus of the Universidad Complutense in Madrid, city district of Moncloa. It is centrally located and well connected by city buses and the underground (line 6, station "Ciudad Universitaria"). Sessions will be held simultaneously in four buildings located around Plaza de Ramón y Cajal; Faculty of Medicine, Stomatology, Pharmacy and Mass Communication. The only exceptions are the Opening and Closing Plenary Sessions which will take place in the Congress Palace in the center of Madrid. All faculties have restaurants and cafeteria service.

HOTELS

Hotels have been blocked by IBERCOLOR, the official Congress travel agency, in all price categories (see Accommodation Form) ranging from student dormitories to luxury class hotels. Student dormitories, called Colegios Mayores, offer single and double rooms, most of them with shower. Majority of dormitories are within walking distance from the Congress venue. Hotels, however, are located downtown therefore it will be necessary to use city transportation to reach the Congress venue.

There is a limited number of rooms booked in each category. Therefore we urge all participants to make their reservations as soon as possible. Bookings, inquiries and special requests should be addressed to:

IBERCOLOR
Gral. Díaz Porlier 99, Madrid, Spain
tel: (34)(1)402.65.62
Fax: (34)(1)309.01.97 Telex: 45283
IBCOL

REGISTRATION

Congress Registration Form is included in this issue of the ISA Bulletin. Additional copies are available from the ISA Secretariat or may be made by photocopy.

As far as congress fees are concerned, it should be clarified that "ISA members" are those who have paid their individual membership dues to the ISA for a current year. All others are "non-members".

Congress participant's kits will be available at the Hospitality Desks at hotels and student dormitories for those who sent their registration fees to the ISA Secretariat before June 1st, 1990, and booked their accommodation through IBERCOLOR. All other participants will have to collect their kits at the Congress Registration Desk which will be opened at the Faculty of Medicine from Sunday morning (8 July 1990) onwards.

Please note that only registered participants will be permitted to attend Congress sessions.

Congress participant's kit includes:

- identity badge
- Program Book
- Book of Abstracts
- special issue of International Sociology
- special volume of Sage Studies in International Sociology
- a volume on Sociology in Spain
- various tourist information leaflets

BOOK EXHIBITION

The Book Exhibition will be opened during the Congress week in the premises of the Faculty of Medicine. Its organization has been delegated to a British firm WISEPRESS where all inquiries should be addressed. (59 Revelstoke Road, Wim- bledon Park, London SW18 5NJ, United Kingdom, tel: (44-1) 9478775, Fax: 8793326).

REPRODUCTION AND SALE OF PAPERS

Papers Reproduction & Sale Center will be organized by CECOMS at the Congress venue and papers will be duplicated on request at a modest price.

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

The official theme of the XII World Congress of Sociology is:

SOCIOLOGY FOR ONE WORLD: UNITY AND DIVERSITY

The scientific program of the Congress will consist of:

- Presidential Session
to be organized by the ISA President, Margaret Archer (Monday, 9 July 1990, 11:00-13:00 hrs, Congress Palace)
- Closing Plenary Session
to be organized by the ISA Vice-President and the Program Committee Chairman, Artur Meier (Friday, 13 July 1990, 17:30-19:30 hrs, Congress Palace)
- Six Symposia
consisting of 24 sessions. These six symposia will run simultaneously from Tuesday, 10 July, through Friday, 13 July, 10:00-13:00 hrs
- Research Committee sessions
Nine regular sessions of each Research Committee will be held in the afternoons 15:00-17:00 hrs and 17:30-19:30 hrs from Monday, 9 July, through Thursday, 12 July, and Friday, 13 July, at 15:00-17:00 hrs. Joint sessions will be scheduled in the evenings 20:00-22:00 hrs.
- Working Groups
will have the same schedule as the Research Committees
### TIMETABLE OF THE ISA ADMINISTRATIVE MEETINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10:00-13:00</th>
<th>15:00-17:00</th>
<th>17:30-19:30</th>
<th>20:00-22:00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saturday</strong>&lt;br&gt;7 July</td>
<td>Research Council&lt;br&gt;1st meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunday</strong>&lt;br&gt;8 July</td>
<td>Research Council&lt;br&gt;2nd meeting: elections</td>
<td>ISA Council&lt;br&gt;1st meeting</td>
<td>Nominating Cttee ISA Council</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monday</strong>&lt;br&gt;9 July</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tuesday</strong>&lt;br&gt;10 July</td>
<td>Nominating Cttee of ISA Council</td>
<td>ISA Council&lt;br&gt;2nd meeting: elections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wednesday</strong>&lt;br&gt;11 July</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thursday</strong>&lt;br&gt;12 July</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday</strong>&lt;br&gt;13 July</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dinner for Old &amp; New Executive Committee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saturday</strong>&lt;br&gt;14 July</td>
<td>ISA Council</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3rd meeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ACADEMIC SESSIONS TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10:00-13:00</th>
<th>15:00-17:00</th>
<th>17:30-19:30</th>
<th>20:00-22:00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monday</strong>&lt;br&gt;9 July</td>
<td>Opening and Presidential Session</td>
<td>Session 1 RC, WG</td>
<td>Session 2 RC, WG</td>
<td>Joint Sessions TG, SSO, AdHoc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tuesday</strong>&lt;br&gt;10 July</td>
<td>Symposia Session 1</td>
<td>Session 3 RC, WG</td>
<td>Session 4 RC, WG</td>
<td>Joint Sessions TG, SSO, AdHoc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wednesday</strong>&lt;br&gt;11 July</td>
<td>Symposia Session 2</td>
<td>Session 5 RC, WG</td>
<td>Session 6 RC, WG</td>
<td>Joint Sessions TG, SSO, AdHoc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thursday</strong>&lt;br&gt;12 July</td>
<td>Symposia Session 3</td>
<td>Session 7 RC, WG</td>
<td>Session 8 RC, WG</td>
<td>Joint Sessions TG, SSO, AdHoc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday</strong>&lt;br&gt;13 July</td>
<td>Symposia Session 4</td>
<td>Session 9 RC, WG</td>
<td>Closing Session</td>
<td>Joint Sessions TG, SSO, AdHoc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RC = Research Committee<br>WG = Working Group<br>TG = Thematic Group<br>SSO = Special Sessions by Other Associations<br>AdHoc = Ad Hoc Sessions
Thematic Groups
Five sessions of each group will be scheduled in the evenings 20:00-22:00 hrs from Monday, 9 July, through Friday, 13 July.
Ad Hoc Sessions and SSO (special sessions by international organizations affiliated to the ISA)
Two sessions of each group will be held in the evenings 20:00-22:00 hrs from Monday, 9 July, through Friday, 13 July.

IMPORTANT DEADLINES
February 1, 1990
is the deadline for submitting abstracts of papers to the ISA Secretariat. Please note that each abstract form has to be signed by a session organizer. Anything received after this date will not be printed in the Sociological Abstracts issue included in the Congress participant’s kit. Sociological Abstracts retain copyright on all abstracts.
June 1, 1990
is the deadline for sending 2 copies of papers to the ISA Secretariat to be deposited at the Papers Reproduction and Sale Counter. ISA retains the English language copyright and CECC retains the Spanish language copyright on all papers delivered and each of them has first option on a publication of papers in a respective language.

GENERAL PROGRAM
The programs presented below were sent to us by the Program Coordinators of the Symposia, Research Committees (RC), Working Groups (WG), Thematic Groups (TG), Ad Hoc Sessions (AHS) and Special Sessions (SSO).
October 1st, 1989 was the deadline for submitting programs and no more changes are accepted any longer.

SYMPOSIUM I
UNIVERSAL DISCOURSE AND DIVERSE PARADIGMS
Program Coordinator: Neil J. Smelser (Dept Sociology, Univ California, Berkeley, CA 94720, U.S.A.)
Session 1 THE EMERGENCE AND CHALLENGE OF MODELS OF RATIONAL CHOICE IN STUDY OF BEHAVIOR
Co-chairs: Duncan MacRae, Jr. (Dept Sociology, Univ North Carolina, CB # 3265, Chapel Hill, Hamilton Hall, NC 27590, U.S.A.)
Claus Offe (Zentrum Sozialpolitik, Univ Bremen, Postfach 33 04 40, 28 Bremen 33, F.R.G.)
Session 2 IS THERE A DISTINICTIVE THIRD WORLD PERSPECTIVE IN SOCIOLOGY?
Co-chairs: Orlando Albornos (Univ Venezuela, Apt 50061, Caracas 1050-A, VENEZUELA)
Akinsola Akiwowo (Dept Sociology, Ondo State Univ. PMB 5363, Ado-Ekiti, Ondo State, NIGERIA)

Session 3 SYNTHESIZING AND INTEGRATING THE MACRO AND MICRO LEVELS OF SOCIOLOGY
Co-chairs: Velitchko Dobrianov (Bulgarian Sociological Assoc, 20 April Str 19, 1506 Sofia, BULGARIA)
Richard Münch (Fac Philosophy, Univ Düsseldorf, Univ 1, 4000 Düsseldorf, F.R.G.)

Session 4 ONTOLOGICAL AND EPISTEMOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF SOCIOLOGICAL INQUIRY
Co-chairs: Paolo Ammassari (School Sociology & Social Resch, Univ Rome, Piazzale Aldo Moro 5, 00185 Roma, ITALY)
Audrei Zdrazoumyslov (c/o Soviet Sociological Assoc, Krizhanovskogo 24/35-5, 117259, USSR)

SYMPOSIUM II
CHANGING SOCIAL STRUCTURES AND GLOBAL INTERDEPENDENCY
Program Coordinator: Paolo Ammassari (School Sociology & Social Resch, Univ Rome, Piazzale Aldo Moro 5, 00185 Roma, ITALY)
Session 1 HEGEMONY AND DEPENDENCE WITHIN AND BETWEEN STATES
Co-chairs: Immanuel Wallerstein (Dept Sociology, State Univ New York, Binghamton, New York 13901, U.S.A.)
Johan Galtung (Inst Peace, 2424 Maile Way, Poteus 717, Honolulu, HI 96822, U.S.A.)
Session 2 NEW TRENDS IN INTERNATIONALIZATION OF THE ECONOMY
Co-chairs: Samir Amin (Third World Forum, BP 3501, Dakar, SENEGAL)
Peter Evans (Dept Sociology, Univ California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093, U.S.A.)
Session 3 CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE IN SOCIALIZATION PATTERNS
Chair: Achille Ardigo (Dept Sociology, Univ Bologna, Via Bellinzona 5, 40100 Bolonia, ITALY)
Session 4 FLOW OF INFORMATION AND CULTURAL EXCHANGE: GLOBALIZATION AND DIVERSIFICATION
Co-chairs: Erwin K. Scheuch (Inst Sozialforschung, Univ Köln, Greinstrasse 2, 5000 Köln 41, F.R.G.)
Jerzy Mikulowski-Pomorski (Inst Int’l Social Relations, Academy Economics, ul. Rakowiecka 27, Krakow, POLAND)

SYMPOSIUM III
NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SOCIETAL TRENDS
Program Coordinator: Chavdar Kluranov (Inst Sociology, 13 A Moskovska Str., 1000 Sofia, BULGARIA)
Session 1 NEW TECHNOLOGY: INTEREST CONFLICTS AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
Co-chairs: Manuel Castells (Inst Sociologia, Univ Autonoma, Canto Blanco, 28049 Madrid, SPAIN)
Lajos Hetly (Research Inst Labour, Mozcar u.14, 1066 Budapest, HUNGARY)
Manfred Lauther (Nationalkomitee, Sozialistische Forschung, J. Dieckmann Str. 19-23, 1086 Berlin, G.D.R.)

Session 2 TECHNOCRACY, BUREAUCRACY AND CORPORATISM
Co-chairs: Colin Crouch (Social Studies Faculty, Univ Oxford, George Str, Oxford OX1 2RJ, UNITED KINGDOM)
Oswal Skharatam (Soviet Sociological Assoc., St. Krzhizhanovsky 24/35-5, 117259 Moscow, USSR)

Session 3 NEW TECHNOLOGY AND CHANGES OF WORK
Co-chairs: Jolanta Kulpinaka (Kaspazra 55 m 8 91-078 Lodz, POLAND)
Krunyco Petkov (Trade Union Research Inst, Petko Napodov Str. 34 P. 1680 Sofia, BULGARIA)

Session 4 THE CONTROL OF TECHNOLOGY AND DEPENDENCY IN INTERNATIONAL DIVISION OF LABOUR
Co-chairs: Juanes R.B. Lopez (R. Eng. Teixeira Soares, 492, CEP 05505 S.Paulo, BRAZIL)
Pierre Rolle (Dept Sociologie, Univ Paris X, 200 Ave de la Republique, 92001 Nanterre, Cedex, FRANCE)

SYMPOSIUM IV
GLOBAL PROBLEMS AND SOCIAL RESOURCES FOR SURVIVAL
Program Coordinator: Gennady Osipov (Inst Sociological Research, Soviet Sociological Assoc., Krzhizhanovsky 24/35-5, 117259 Moscow, USSR)

Session 1 GLOBAL PROBLEMS
Co-chairs: Elc Oyen (Health & Social Policy Studies, Univ Bergen, Festnings Minde, 5014 Bergen, NORWAY)
Luís Ramallo (ISSC, UNESCO, Rue Moillot 1, 75015 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 2 PEACE KEEPING VERSUS MILITARIZATION
Chair: Maria Carrilho (Rua Feio Terenas 29 r/c, 1100 Lisboa, PORTUGAL)

Session 3 QUALITY OF LIFE - POPULATION AND HEALTH
Co-chairs: Martin Albro (Univ College, P.O. Box 78, Cardiff CF1 1XL, UNITED KINGDOM)
Jesús de Miguel (Fac Ciencias Economicas, Univ Central Barcelona, Av Diagonal 690, 08034 Barcelona, SPAIN)

Session 4 HUMAN RIGHTS AS SOCIAL RESOURCES
Co-Chairs: Joaquín Arango (Fac Ciencias Politicas y Sociologia, Univ Complutense de Madrid, Campus Somosaguas, 28023 Madrid, SPAIN)
Slimi Afoaja (Dept Sociology & Anthropology, Obafemi Awolowo Univ, P.O. Box 1052, Ille Ife, NIGERIA)

SYMPOSIUM V
NEW ACTORS AND NEW IDENTITIES
Program Coordinator: T.K. Oommen (School Social Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru Univ, 5, Dakshinaparam, 110067 New Delhi, INDIA)

Session 1 MODERNITY AND THE SUBJECT
Co-chairs: Daniel Bertaux (CEMS-CNRS, 54 Bd Raspail, 75006 Paris, FRANCE)
Anthony Giddens (Social & Political Sciences, Univ Cambridge, Free School Lane, Cambridge CB2 3RQ, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 2 SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND THE ISSUE OF DEMOCRACY
Co-chairs: Elisabeth Jellin (CEDES, Puyredon 510, 1032 Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA)
Alain Touraine (EHESS, 54, Bd Raspail, 75006 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 3 IDENTITIES FOR COLLECTIVE ACTIONS
CLASS, NATION, ETHNICITY, GENDER
Co-chairs: Fernando Calderón Gutiérrez (CLACSO, Callao 875, 3° Piso E, Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA, Phone: 54(1)417224)
György Szell (FB Sozialwissenschaften, Univ Osnabrück, PF 4469, 4500 Osnabrück, F.R.G., Phone: 49(541)508 4570)

Session 4 NEW ACTORS IN THE WORLD POWER STRUCTURE
Co-chairs: Shunjiro Yazawa (Fac Social Studies, Hitotsubashi Univ, 2-1 Naka, Kunitachi-cho, Tokyo 186, JAPAN)
Arnaud Sales (Fac Etudes Supérieures, Univ Montrêal, C.P. 6128, Succ A, Montréal, Quebec H3C 3J7, CANADA)

SYMPOSIUM VI
MORAL ISSUES IN GLOBAL SOCIETY
Program Coordinator: Janusz Ziółkowski (Inst Sociology, Univ Poznan, ul. Skarka 23, 60-348 Warszawa, POLAND)

Session 1 MORAL PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIOLOGY
Co-chairs: Margaret Archer (Dept Sociology, Univ Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UNITED KINGDOM)
Salvador Cínzer (Fac Ciencias Economicas, Univ Barcelona, Ave Diagonal 690, 08017 Barcelona, SPAIN)
Session 2 BELIEFS AND RELIGIONS IN ONE WORLD
Co-chairs: James Beckford (Dept Sociology, Univ Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UNITED KINGDOM) Liliane Voué (Dept Sociology, Univ Catholique Louvain, 1 Place Montesquiou, 1348 Louvain, BELGIUM)

Session 3 PRACTICAL ETHICS
Chair: Wlodzimierz Wesolowski (Inst Sociology, Polish Acad Sciences, Nowy Swiat 72, 00-330 Warsaw, POLAND)

Session 4 SOCIOLOGICAL CONCEPTIONS OF HUMAN NATURE
Co-chairs: Steven Lukes (Dept Political & Social Sci, European Univ Inst, C.P. 2330, 50100 Firenze, ITALY) Igor Kon (Inst Ethnography, Soviet Acad Sciences, Vavilova 48, Apto 372, Moscow 117333, USSR)

RC 01 ARMED FORCES AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION FORCES ARMEES ET RESOLUTION DES CONFLITS
Program Coordinator: Jürgen Kuhlman (Sozialwissenschaftliches, Inst Bundeswehr, Winzererstr. 52, 8000 München 40, F.R.G., tel. 89-12003.200/204)

Session 1 ARMED FORCES DURING THE TRANSITION PROCESS: SPAIN, SOUTH CONE, GUATEMALA, PHILIPPINES, ETC
Co-chairs: Julio Busquets (Fac Sociology, Univ Autonoma, Barcelona, SPAIN) Carlos Gil Muñoz (Ministerio Defensa, Castellana 109, 28071 Madrid, SPAIN)

Session 2 MILITARY RELATED SOCIAL RESEARCH IN THE MAINSTREAM OF SOCIOLOGY
Chair: Antony Ciddens (Social & Political Sciences, Univ Cambridge, Free School Lane, Cambridge CB2 3RQ, UNITED KINGDOM)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 ARMED FORCES IN A WARLESS SOCIETY
Chair: Nora Stewart (US Army Research Inst, Behavioral & Social Sciences, Alexandria, VA, U.S.A.)

Session 4 ARMED FORCE IN THE USSR AND CHINA - A COMPARATIVE APPROACH
Co-chairs: Eberhard Sandachneider (Univ Saarlandes, Saarbrücken, F.R.G.) Anton Bebler (Zupanciceva 2, 61000 Ljubljana, YUGOSLAVIA)

Session 5 THE IMPACT OF DEMOCRATIC CONSOLIDATION ON MILITARY POLITICS
Chair: Raphael Banon Martinez (SPAIN)

Session 6 SOCIOLGY OF NON-VIOLENCE: FACILITATING AND DETERRING CONDITIONS FOR NON-VIOLENT CONFLICT RESOLUTION WITHIN AND BETWEEN NATIONS
Chair: Proshanta Nandi (Sociology & Anthropology, Prog., Sangamon State Univ, Springfield, IL 62794-9243, U.S.A.)

Session 7 MILITARY PROFESSIONALISM
Co-chairs: Giuseppe Caforio (Via Galdi 9,56017 S. Giuliano, ITALY) Jersy Wiatr (Inst Sociology, Univ Warszawa, Karowa 18,00-333 Warszawa, POLAND)

Session 8 SOCIAL IMPACT OF ARMED FORCES ON PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS
Chair: Christopher Dandecker (Dept Sociology, Univ Leicester, Leicester, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 9 SOCIAL RESEARCH APPLIED IN THE NAVIES: A SPECIAL SOCIOLOGY?
Co-chairs: Roger Little (U.S.A.) Milan Marinovic Pino Milan Marinovic Pino (Las Canales, Santiago, CHILE) Jay Stanley (U.S.A.)

RC 02 ECONOMY AND SOCIETY ECONOMIE ET SOCIETE
Program Coordinator: Alberto Martinelli (Dept of Sociology, Univ Milano, Via Conservatorio 7, 20122 Milano, ITALY, Tel: 2-783258, Fax: 2-72001172)

Session 1 THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ECONOMY AND SOCIETY
Co-chairs: Alberto Martinelli (Dept Sociology, Univ Studi Milano, Via Conservatorio 7, 20122 Milano, ITALY, Phone: (02) 783259) Neil J. Smelser (Dept Sociology, Univ California, Berkeley, CA 94720, U.S.A.)

Session 2 ECONOMIC REFORMS IN EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
Session 3 NEWLY INDUSTRIALIZING COUNTRIES
Co-chairs: Renato R. Boschli (IUPERJ, Rua da Matriz 82, 22260 Rio de Janeiro, BRAZIL), Hagen Koo (Dept Sociology, Univ Hawaii at Manoa, Porteus Hall 347, Honolulu, HI 96822, U.S.A.)

Session 4 MODERNIZATION, ECONOMY AND CULTURE
Co-chairs: Amitai Etzioni (George Washington Univ, 714 Gelman Library, 2130 H St N.W., Washington, D.C. 20052, U.S.A.), Ken'ichi Taminaga (Dept Sociology, Univ Tokyo, 7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN)

Session 5 WOMEN AND THE ECONOMY

Session 6 GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRY RELATIONSHIPS AND THE NEW PUBLIC POLICIES OF PRIVATIZATION, DEFICIT REDUCTION AND REINDUSTRIALIZATION
Co-chairs: Arnaud Sales (Fac Etudes Superieures, Univ Montreal, C.P. 6128, Succ A, Montreal, Quebec H3C 3J7, CANADA), Jean Michel Sauvageot (Group Sociologie Travail, Univ Paris VII, 2 Place Jussieu, Tour Centrale, 75271 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 7 INDUSTRIAL CORPORATIONS AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Co-chairs: Cary Corelli (Dept Sociology, Duke Univ, Durham, NC 27706, U.S.A.), Harry M. Makler (Dept Sociology, Univ Toronto, Toronto M5S 2JF, CANADA)

BUSINESS MEETING: Thursday, 17:30 hrs

RC 08 COMMUNITY RESEARCH RECHERCHES COMMUNAUTAIRES
Program Coordinator: Dan Chekki (Dept Sociology, Univ Winnipeg, 515 Portage Ave, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B 2E9, Canada)

Session 1 THE CONTEXT AND DYNAMICS OF LOCAL INNOVATION
Co-chairs: Antoni Kamiński (Inst Sociology, Warsaw Univ, ul. Karowa 18, 00-324 Warsaw, POLAND), Ludmilla Khakutulina (Inst Public Opinion Studies, 146, Lenbin Av, 11704 Moscow, USSR), Witold Morawski (Inst Sociology, Warsaw Univ, Karowa 18, 00-324 Warsaw, POLAND)

Session 2 THE NEW POLITICAL CULTURE: NEW LEADERS, NEW PARTIES, NEW GROUPS (PART I)
Co-chairs: Terry Nichols Clark (Univ Chicago, 1126 E. 59th, Room 322, Chicago, IL 60637, U.S.A.), Ari Ylen (Univ Tampere, Aakkulantu 10, 33700 Tampere 70, FINLAND)

Session 3 THE NEW POLITICAL CULTURE (PART II)
Co-chairs: Vincent Hoffmann-Martinot (Univ Chicago, 1126 East 59th Street, Chicago, IL 60637, U.S.A.), Lynne Zucker (Dept Sociology, Univ California, Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.)

Session 4 LOCAL POLITICS AND POWER IN THE LONGUE DUREE: MODELS AND TRENDS
Co-chairs: Jean-Yves Nevers (Univ Toulouse le Mirail, 5 Allée A. Machado, 31 058 Toulouse Cedex, FRANCE), George Steinmetz (Dept Sociology, Univ Chicago, 1126 East 59th Street, Chicago, IL 60637, U.S.A.)

Session 5 MOVIMIENTOS SOCIALES, PODER COMUNITARIO E INNOVACION URBANA
Co-chairs: Martha Diaz de Landa (CIJS, Univ Nacional Caseros. 311-CP 5000 Cordoba, ARGENTINA), Jordi Capo Gioi (Dept Derecho Constitucional, Univ Barcelona, Sta. Magdalena Sofia 4, 08014 Barcelona, SPAIN)

Session 6 CHANGING CONCEPTIONS OF THE URBAN COMMUNITY: CAN CITIES ENGAGE IN REDISTRIBUTION ON THEIR OWN?
Co-chairs: Dan Chekki (Dept Sociology, Univ Winnipeg, 515 Portage Ave, Winnipeg R3B 2E9, CANADA), Paul Eberts (Dept Rural Sociology, Cornell Univ, Warren Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853, U.S.A.)

Session 7 CLIENTELISM: WHERE AND WHY DO PERSONAL CONTACTS MATTER?
Co-chairs: Michael Goldsmith (Dept Politics & Contemporary H. Salford Univ, Salford M5 4WT, UNITED KINGDOM), Ayse Guzue-Ayata (Dept Public Administration, Univ Ankara, 4 Cadde 2/1 Enak, Inonu Belvar, 06531 Ankara, TURKEY)

Session 8 ORGANIZED INTERESTS IN THE CITY
Co-chairs: Richard Balme (Inst Etudes Politiques, Domaine Universitaire, 33405 Talence BP 101, FRANCE)
LYNNE LOUISE BERNIER (Dept Political Science, Carroll College, Waukesha, WI 53186, U.S.A.)

BUSINESS MEETING: Friday, 15:00 hrs.

JOINT SESSIONS

Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 24 SOCIAL ECOLOGY: NEW URBAN FORUMS AND POLITICAL PROCESS

Chair: Henry Teune (Dept Political Science C2, Univ Pennsylvania, 217 Stiteler Hall, Philadelphia, PA 19104, U.S.A.)

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with IPSA: STRATEGIES FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT: INSIGHTS FROM LDC'S

Co-chairs: Dele Olouw (Dept Public Administration, Univ ife, Ile Ife, NIGERIA)

Dhirendra K. Vajpeyi (Dept Political Science, Univ Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA 50614-0404, U.S.A.)

RC 04
SOCIOMETRY OF EDUCATION
SOCIOLOGIE DE L'EDUCATION

Program Coordinator: Jaap Dronkers (Schotersingle 99, 2023 AA Haarlem, NETHERLANDS, Phone: 31-23-262639)

Session 1 CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF EDUCATIONAL EXPANSION

Chair: Abraham Yoge (School Education, Tel Aviv Univ, POB 39004, Tel Aviv 69978, ISRAEL)

Session 2 UNEMPLOYMENT AND EDUCATION

Chair: Mariano Fernandez Enguita (Fac CC, Politicas y Sociologia, Univ Complutense, Campus Somososaguas, 28023 Madrid, SPAIN, Phone: 34 1 5822860)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 SCHOOLING AND CREDENTIALISM: THE LONG-LASTING EFFECTS OF EDUCATION

Chair: Lawrence J. Sah (Dept Sociology, Australian National Univ, Box 4, GPO, Canberra, ACT 2601, AUSTRALIA)

Session 4 PRIVATE AND PUBLIC EDUCATION

Chair: Luisa Riboli (Inst Sociologia, Univ Cattolica Sacro Cuore, Largo Gemelli 1, 20123 Milano, ITALY)

Session 5 PEOPLES OR POPULAR MOVEMENTS IN EDUCATION

Chair: M.T. Sirvent (Inst Ciencias de la Educacion, 25 de Mayo, 217, Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA)

Session 6 IDEOLOGICAL LEGITIMATION OF EDUCATIONAL POLICY

Chair: R. Pannu (Dept Educational Foundations, Fac Education, Univ Alberta, Edmonton, T6G 2G5, CANADA)

Session 7 INTERNATIONAL DIVISION OF LABOR AND EDUCATION

Co-chairs: Patrick V. Dias (P3W, Univ Frankfurt, Postfach 11 19 32, D-6000 Frankfurt 11, F.R.G.)

Etienne Gelpi (11 Rue Cambronner, Paris XV, FRANCE)

Session 8 SCHOOL AND CLASSROOM PROCESSES

Chair: P. Woods (School Education, Open Univ, Walton Hall, Milton Keynes, MK 77 AA, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 9 DISTRIBUTED PAPERS

Chair: Jaap Dronkers (Schotersingle 99, 2023 AA Haarlem, NETHERLANDS)

JOINT SESSIONS

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 34 SOCIOLOGY OF YOUTH: YOUTH, EDUCATION AND POLITICAL CHANGE

Chair: Don S. Anderson (Dept Sociology, RSSS, Australian Nat Univ, GPO Box 4, Canberra City, ACT 2601, AUSTRALIA, Fax: 62571803)

Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 05 ETHNIC, RACE AND MINORITY RELATIONS: EDUCATION IN MULTI-ETHNIC SOCIETIES

Co-Chairs: Jaap Dronkers (Schotersingle 99, 2023 AA Haarlem, NETHERLANDS, Phone: 31-23-262639)

Sally Tomlinson (Dept Educational Research, Lancaster Univ, Cartmel College, Lancaster LA1 4YL, UNITED KINGDOM)

Friday, 13 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 05 ETHNIC, RACE AND MINORITY RELATIONS: EDUCATION AND ETHNIC CONFLICT

Co-chairs: Tamas Kozma (School Education, CFE, Syracuse Univ, 259 Huntingdon Hall, Syracuse, N.Y. 13244-2340, U.S.A., Phone: 1 315 443-9218, Fax: 1 315 443-5732)

Sally Tomlinson (Dept Educational Research, Lancaster Univ, Cartmel College, Lancaster LA1 4YL, UNITED KINGDOM)

RC 05
ETHNIC, RACE AND MINORITY RELATIONS
RELATIONS ENTRE LES RACES, LES ETHNIES ET LES MINORITES
Program Coordinator: Chris Mullard (Cntr Race & Ethnic Studies, Univ Amsterdam, Prinsengracht 227, 1015 DT Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS, tel: 31-20-5252913)

Session 1 BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 15:00 hrs
Co-chairs: Heribert Adam (Dept Sociology, Simon Fraser Univ, Vancouver B.C., V5A 1S6, CANADA, Phone: 1-604-291-3146)
Chris Mullard (Cntr Race & Ethnic Studies, Univ Amsterdam, Prinsengracht 227, 1015 DT Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS, tel: 31-20-5252913)

Session 2 THEORY, METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH PRACTICE
Chair: Michael Banton (Dept Sociology, Univ Bristol, 12 Woodland Road, Bristol, BS8 1UQ, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 3 GENDER, RACE AND CLASS
Co-Chairs: Ploya Anthias (Dept Sociology, Thames Polytechnic, Wellington Str. London SE18 6PF, UNITED KINGDOM)
Nira Yuval-Davis (Dept Sociology, Thames Polytechnic, Wellington Str. London SE18 6PF, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 4 ETHNICITY AND DEVELOPMENT
Co-chairs: A. Mazrui (Dept Political Science, State Univ New York, Binghamton, NY 13901, U.S.A.)
M.W. Murphree (Cntr Applied Social Sciences, Univ Zimbabwe, PO Box MP 167, Mount Pleasant, Harare, ZIMBABWE, Phone: 303211)

Session 5 EDUCATION, POWER AND SOCIAL MOBILITY
Co-chairs: Stephen Castles (Cntr Multi-Cultural Studies, Wollongong Univ, POB 1144, Wollongong NSW 2500, AUSTRALIA)
Sally Tolmimson (Dept Educational Research, Lancaster Univ, Cartmel College, Lancaster LA1 4YL, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 6 POLICIES AND STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE AND CONTROL
Chair: Eliezer Ben-Rafael (Dept Sociology, Tel Aviv Univ, Ramat-Aviv, Tel-Aviv 69978, ISRAEL)

Session 7 LANGUAGE, CULTURE AND ETHNICITY
Co-chairs: Elizabeth Protacio-Marcelino (Dept Psychology, Univ Phillipines, Diliman, Quezon City 1101, PHILIPPINES, Phone: 992728)
Lachman Khubchandani (Cntr Communication Studies, 270 Sind Society, Ganesh Kind, Pune 411 007, INDIA)

Session 8 STATE, NATION AND ETHNIC VIOLENCE

Chair: Wilmot James (Dept Sociology, Univ Cape Town, Rondebosch 7700, SOUTH AFRICA)

Session 9 RELIGION AND ETHNICITY
Chair: Remy Leveu (Inst Etudes Politiques, 27 Rue Saint Guillaume, Paris 75341 Cedex 07, FRANCE)

JOINT SESSIONS
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 31 SOCIOLOGY OF MIGRATION and RC 36 ALIENATION THEORY AND RESEARCH: ALIENATION AND ETHNIC DIMENSIONS OF STATE MIGRATION: REFUGEE POLICY
Co-chairs: John Horton (Dept Sociology, Univ California, 405 Hilgard Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.)
Silva Mezmaric (Inst Migration & Nationalities, Univ Zagreb, Trnjanska 66, YU Zagreb 41000, YUGOSLAVIA)
C. Michael Launphuer (Dept Sociology, York Univ, 4700 Keele Street, North York, Ontario M3J 1P3, CANADA)

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 21 REGIONAL AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT: RACIAL AND ETHNIC RELATION AND SEGREGATION
Co-Chairs: Malcolm Crowe (Cntr Ethnic Racial Studies, Univ Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UNITED KINGDOM)
Michael Harloe (Dept Sociology, Univ Essex, Colchester, Essex CO4 3SQ, UNITED KINGDOM)

Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 04 SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION: EDUCATION IN MULTI-ETHNIC SOCIETIES
Co-Chairs: Jaap Dronkers (Schotersingel 99, 2023 AA Haarlem, NETHERLANDS, Phone: 31-23-262639)
Sally Tomlinson (Dept Educational Research, Lancaster Univ, Cartmel College, Lancaster LA1 4YL, UNITED KINGDOM)

Thursday, 12 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 32 WOMEN IN SOCIETY: GENDER, RACE AND CLASS
Co-Chairs: Sheila Allen (School Social Sciences, Thames Polytechnic, Wellington Str., Woolwich, London SE18 6PF, UNITED KINGDOM)
Ploya Anthias (School Social Sciences, Thames Polytechnic, Wellington Str., Woolwich, London SE18 6PF, UNITED KINGDOM)
Nira Yuval-Davis (School Social Sciences, Thames Polytechnic, Wellington Str., Woolwich, London SE18 6PF, UNITED KINGDOM)

Friday, 13 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 04 SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION: EDUCATION AND ETHNIC CONFLICT
Co-chairs: Tamas Kosma (School Education, CFE, Syracuse Univ. 259 Huntington Hall, Syracuse, N.Y. 13244-2340, U.S.A., Phone: 1 315 443-9218, Fax: 1 315 443-5732)
Sally Tomlinson (Dept Educational Research, Lancaster Univ., Cartmell College, Lancaster, LAI 4YL, UNITED KINGDOM)

RC 06
FAMILY RESEARCH
RECHERCHES SUR LA FAMILLE

Program Coordinator: Salustiano del Campo (Fac Ciencias Politicas y Sociologia, Univ Complutense, Campus Somosaguas, 28023 Madrid, SPAIN, tel:34-1-2434809, 7348503)

Session 1 FAMILY SOCIOLOGY IN THE WEST
Chair: Rosemarie Nave-Herz (Inst Soziologie, Univ Oldenburg, Birkenweg 5, 2500 Oldenburg, F.R.G.)

Session 2 FAMILY SOCIOLOGY IN THE THIRD WORLD
Chair: Stella R. Quah (Dept Sociology, National Univ Singapore, 10 Kent Ridge Crescent, Singapore 0511, SINGAPORE, Phone: 7756666)

Session 3 WORK AND FAMILY: CHANGING GENDER ROLES
Chair: Phyllis Moen (National Science Foundation, 1800 G Street N.W. Room 336, Washington, D.C. 20550, U.S.A., Phone: (202) 357-7802, BITNET: pmoen@note.nsf.gov)

Session 4 FREE PAPERS
Chair: Salustiano del Campo (Fac CC. Politicas y Sociologia, Univ Complutense, Campus Somosaguas, 28023 Madrid, SPAIN, Phone: 34-1-5822660)

Session 5 COHABITATION AND NEW FAMILY FORMS
Chair: Jan Trout (Dept Sociology, Uppsala Univ, Box 513, 7 51 20 Uppsala, SWEDEN, Phone: 46 18 18 25 00, Fax: 46 18 11 11 93)

Session 6 FAMILY SOCIAL INDICATORS
Chair: Wolfgang Glatzer (Fach Gesellschaftswiss., J.W. Goethe Univ, Pfaffen 111932, R. Mayerstrs. 5, 6000 Frankfurt am Main 11, F.R.G.)

Session 7 FAMILY POLICY
Chair: Laszlo Cseh-Szombathy (Inst Sociology, Hungarian Acad Science, Uni Utca 49, Budapest 1, HUNGARY)

Session 8 THE USE OF THEORY IN FAMILY RESEARCH
Chair: Joan Aldous (Dept Sociology, Univ Notre Dame, 431 Decio, Notre Dame, IN 46556, U.S.A.)

BUSINESS MEETING: Thursday, 17:30 hrs
JOINT SESSIONS
Thursday, 12 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 34 SOCIOLOGY OF YOUTH: POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION IN THE FAMILY

Co-chairs: Sibylle Hübner-Funk (Deutsches Jugendinstitut, Freidadstrasse 30, 8000 München 90, F.R.G.)
Salustiano del Campo (Fac Ciencias Politicas y Sociologia, Univ Complutense, Campus Somosaguas, 28023 Madrid, SPAIN, tel:34-1-2434809, 7348503)

RC 07
FUTURES RESEARCH
RECHERCHES SUR LA FUTUROLOGIE

Program Coordinator: Radmila Nakarada (Palmira Toljatija 2, Novi Belgrade 11070, YUGOSLAVIA)

Session 1 SOCIOLOGY FOR ONE WORLD - UNITY AND DIVERSITY IN THE FUTURE
Co-chairs: Eleonora Massini (C.P. 6203, Rome-Prati, ITALY)
Andrzej Sirinski (Inst Philosophy & Sociology, Polish Acad Sciences, Nowy Swiat 72, 00-330 Warsaw, POLAND)

Session 2 GLOBAL PROBLEMS, CONFLICTING NATIONAL INTERESTS AND VISIONS OF RESOLUTION
Chair: Igor Bestuzhev-Lada (Inst Sociological Research, Krzhanovskogo 24/35-5, 117259 Moscow, USSR)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 THE MANY WORLDS OF WORK IN ONE WORLD - THE FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
Chair: Anna Coen (Inst Studi Program. Economica, Corso V. Emanuele 254, 00186 Rome, ITALY)

Session 4 THE POLITICAL FOUNDATIONS OF "ONE WORLD/MANY WORLDS" AND ETHICAL DEVELOPMENTS: CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE
Chair: Velichko Dobrianov (Bulgarian Sociological Assoc, 20 April Str 19, 1606 Sofia, BULGARIA)

Session 5 THE FUTURE OF CROSS-CULTURAL DIALOGUE. THE FUTURE OF UNITY IN DIVERSITY
Chair: Narendra Singh (Dept Sociology, Univ West Indies, St. Augustine, TRINIDAD)

Session 6 THE FUTURE OF SOCIALISM IN A WORLD OF CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE
Co-chairs: Tatjana Zaalavakaja (Soviet Sociological Assoc., Krzhizhanovskogo 24/35-5, 117259 Moscow, USSR)
Radmila Nakarada (P. Teljašija 2, 11070 N. Belgrade, YUGOSLAVIA. Phone: 011-596-658)

Session 7 THE FUTURE OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN ONE WORLD
Chair: Pradip Sarbadhikari (Lakehead Univ, Thunder Bay, Ontario P7B 5E1, CANADA)

Session 8 NUEVAS TECNOLOGIAS Y CAMBIO SOCIAL
Chair: José Antonio Díaz Martínez (Fac Ciencias Políticas y Socio, U.N.E.D., Senda del Rey s/n, 28040 Madrid, SPAIN, Phone: 91-593.23.39)

Session 9 OPEN SESSION
Co-Chairs: Eleonora Masini (C.P. 5203, Rome-Prati, ITALY)
Igor Beatushev-Lada (Inst Sociological Research, Krzhizhanovskogo 24/35-5, 117259 Moscow, USSR)

RC 08 HISTORY OF SOCIOLOGY
HISTORIE DE LA SOCIOLOGIE


Session 1 HOW CAN WE JUSTIFY STUDING THE HISTORY OF SOCIOLOGY WITH REGARD TO HUMANKIND’S PRESENT SITUATION
Chair: Kurt H. Wolff (58 Lombard Street, Newton, MA 02158, U.S.A.)

Session 2 THE USES OF SOCIOLOGY

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday. 20:00 hrs

Session 3 PHILOSOPHICAL BACKGROUND OF SOCIOLOGICAL CLASSICS
Chair: Hans Jonas (Inst Soziologie, Univ Erlangen-Nürnberg, Kochstrasse 4, 8520 Erlangen, F.R.G.)

Session 4 ECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF SOCIOLOGICAL CLASSICS
Chair: Dénes Németh (Inst Sociology, Eötvös Univ, Pesti B. u. 1., 1052 Budapest, HUNGARY)

Session 5 PROCESSES OF INTERNATIONALIZATION IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIOLOGY

Chair: Nikolai Genov (Inst Sociology, Bulgarian Acad Sciences, Moskovska str 13 A, 1000 Sofia, BULGARIA)

Session 6 SOCIOLGY AND FASCISM: ANALYSES AND ENGAGEMENT
Helmut Steiner (Zentralinst Geschichte, Akademie Wissenschaften, Prenzlauer Promenade 149-152, 1100 Berlin, G.D.R.)

Session 7 THE EMERGENCE OF THE CLASSICS AND NEGLECTED TRADITIONS: THE PROCESS OF SELECTION IN SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY
Co-chairs: Josef Langer (Inst Soziologie, Univ Klagenfurt, Universitästraße 67, 9010 Klagenfurt, AUSTRIA)
Sanro Segre (Dept Economia Politica, Univ Luigi Bocconi, Via R. Sarrisotti 25, 20136 Milano, ITALY)

Session 8 IBERIAN AND LATIN-AMERICAN TRADITIONS IN THE HISTORY OF SOCIOLOGY
Chair: Stephen P. Turner (Dept Philosophy, Univ South Florida, 4202 Fowler Ave. Tampa, FL 33620, U.S.A.)

Session 9 CONTRIBUTED PAPERS
Chair: Stephen P. Turner (Dept Philosophy, Univ South Florida, 4202 Fowler Ave. Tampa, FL 33620, U.S.A.)

JOINT SESSIONS
Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 22 SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION: DURKHEIM: SOCIETY AND THE SACRED
José A. Prados (Dept Sciences Religieuses, Univ Québec, CP 8888, Succ "A", Montréal, Québec H3C 3P8, CANADA)

Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 33 LOGIC AND METHODOLOGY IN SOCIOLOGY: THE HISTORY OF EMPIRICAL SOCIAL RESEARCH
Co-chairs: Martin Bulmer (Dept Social Science, London School Econ & Pol Sci, Houghton St, London WC2A 2AE, UNITED KINGDOM, Fax: 44-1-242-0392)
Jennifer Platt (Arts Bldg, Univ Sussex, Falmer, Brighton, Sussex BN1 9QH, UNITED KINGDOM)

Friday, 13 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 23 SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE: INTELLECTUALS AS "NEW CLASS": HISTORY AND THEORY
**RC 09**

SOCIAL PRACTICE AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION
LES PROCESSES D'INNOVATION DANS LE CHANGEMENT SOCIAL

Program Coordinator: Y. Michal Bodemann (119 Rusholme Rd, Toronto, Ontario M6H 2Y6, Canada, Phone: (416)5341956)

**Session 1 LEADERSHIP AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION**

Chair: Brinda Rao (662/6 38th Cross, 14th Main Rd, 4th ‘T’ Block, Jayanagar, Bangalore 560041, India)

**Session 2 SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES**

Chair: K. Gopal Iyer (Land Reforms Unit, LBS National Academy Adm, Mussoorie 248179, India)

**BUSINESS MEETING:** Monday, 20:00 hrs

**Session 3 PRACTICAS SOCIALES EN PERIODOS DE TRANSICION, AMERICA LATINA**

Chair: Juan Carlos Gorliar (Catr Estudios Avanzados, Univ Buenos Aires, Florida 439, 2 piso, Buenos Aires 1005, Argentina, Phone: (541) 393-8108)

**Session 4 PATHS TO SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION: COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES**

Co-chairs: Peter Park (Dept Sociology, Univ Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003, U.S.A.)

Hynuk-Bum Kwon (Dept Political Science, Univ of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003, U.S.A., Phone: 413-545-0456)

**Session 5 PROBLEMS OF POST-REVOLUTIONARY SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION: NICARAGUA AND OTHER MODELS**

Co-chairs: Milagro Barahona (Apto 3257, Canaparaoicas, Managua, Nicaragua)

Birgit Müller (Ethnologisches Inst, Freie Univ Berlin, Albrechtstr 36a, 1000 Berlin 41, F.R.G.)

**Session 6 FEMINIST SOCIOLOGY: PRACTICES WITHIN THE ACADEMY**

Chair: Linda Christiansen Ruffman (Dept Sociology, Saint Mary’s Univ, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 3C3, Canada)

**Session 7 PERESTROIKA IN EASTERN EUROPE**

**Chair:** Andrea Szegő (Inst Sociology, Hungarian Acad Sciences, Unv u. 49, 1014 Budapest, Hungary)

**Session 8 CRISIS AND CONSOLIDATION IN GREEN AND ALTERNATIVE MOVEMENTS**

Chair: Y. Michal Bodemann (Univ Toronto, 119 Rusholme Rd, Toronto, Ont. M6H 2Y6, Canada)

**Session 9 NEW EXPERIENCES IN PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH**

Chair: Orlando Pule Borda (Apto Aereo 52508, Penta de Lamea, Bogota, D.E., Colombia)

**JOINT SESSIONS**

Tuesday, 10 July 1990

Joint Session with RC 26 SOCIOTECHNICS: SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE: THE NEW TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL POLICY

Chair: Ellen B. Hill (6654 Cavigliano, Ticino, Switzerland)

**RC 10**

PARTICIPATION, WORKERS’ CONTROL, AND SELFMANAGEMENT
PARTICIPATION, CONTROLE DES TRAVAILLEURS ET AUTOGESTION

Program Coordinator: György Szél (FB Sozialwis. Univ Osnabrück, Postfach 4469, 4500 Osnabrück, F.R.G., tel: 541-6682386/2375, EARN/BITNET: szelguy@ODOSUN11)

**Session 1 PARTICIPATION AND SELFMANAGEMENT FOR ONE WORLD: UNITY AND DIVERSITY**


Cornelis J. Lammers (Inst Sociology, Univ Leiden, P.O.B. 9555,2300 RB Leiden, Netherlands)

**Session 2 PARTICIPACION, DEMOCRACIA ORGANIZACIONAL Y AUTOGESTION EN EL AREA IBEROAMERICANA**

Co-chairs: Antonio Colomer Vilad (Fac Derecho, Univ Autonoma Madrid, 28049 Madrid, Spain)

María José Stock (Dept Sociology, Univ Evora, Apto 94, 7001 Evora, Portugal)

**Session 3 NEW AND OLD FORMS OF OWNERSHIP AND OF PARTICIPATION**

Co-chairs: Veljko Ruč (Lubejiva 1, 61000 Ljubljana, Yugoslavia)

Raymond Russell (Dept Sociology, Univ California, Riverside, CA 92521-04419, U.S.A.)
Session 4 NEW MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES, TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND DEMOCRATIZATION

Co-chairs: Ake Sandberg (ALC Box 5606, 114 86 Stockholm, SWEDEN, Phone: 46-87909526, Fax: 46-8-106851)
Lars Erik Karlsson (Kungstensgatan 6/IV, 113 29 Stockholm, SWEDEN)
L outweighs B (GLYS/CNRS, Mbash, 14 Ave Berthelo, 60363 Lyon, Cedex 7, FRANCE)

Session 5 POLITICAL AND LEGAL CHANGES AND THE FUTURE OF DEMOCRACY

Co-chairs: Andras Sajó (Inst Legal Sciences, Acad Sciences, P.O.B. 25, 1250 Budapest, HUNGARY)
Dunko Sekulic (Inst Sociology, Fac Philosophy, 41000 Zagreb, YUGOSLAVIA)

Session 6 GLOBALIZATION OF ECONOMICS AND DEMOCRACY

Co-chairs: Claris Cornforth (School Management, Open Univ, Milton Keynes MK11 BY, UNITED KINGDOM)
C. Laskhmanaa (16 D. Feroz Shah Rd. New Delhi 110001, INDIA)

Session 7 TRADE UNIONS AND ORGANIZATIONAL DEMOCRACY

Co-chairs: Pierre-Eric Tixier (CNRS, IRESO, 59-61 rue Pouchet, 75849 Paris, Cedex 17, FRANCE, Phone: (1) 40 25 10 25
Akhtar Sulikawa (Inst Social Sciences, Chuo Univ, 742-1 Higashinakane, Hachioji-shi, 192-03 Tokyo, JAPAN)

Session 8 DECENTRALIZATION AND CENTRALIZATION

Co-chairs: Krystyna Petkov (Inst Sociology, 13 A Moskowska Str. Sofia 1000, BULGARIA)
Hang Al Yun (Dept Sociology, National Univ Singapore, 10 Kent Ridge Crescent, Singapore 0511, SINGAPORE, Phone: 7756666)

Session 9 BUSINESS MEETING: Friday, 15:00 hrs

Co-chairs: Gyorgy Szell (FB Sozialwissenschaften, Univ Osnabrueck, Pf 4460, 4500 Osnabrueck, F.R.G., Phone: 49(541)680 4570)
Chris Cornforth (School Management, Open Univ, Milton Keynes MK11 BY, UNITED KINGDOM)

JOINT SESSIONS

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 32 WOMEN IN SOCIETY and RC 36 ALIENATION THEORY AND RESEARCH: EMPOWERMENT AND ALIENATION

Co-chairs: Selma Adjepong-Asem (Technology Planning & Development, Obafemi Awolowo Univ, Ile-Ife, NIGERIA)

Lita Nikolaou-Smokovitza (Dept Management, Univ Pireaus, 40 Karazi & Demetriou Street, Pireaus, GREECE)
Eva Alterman Blay (Dept Sociology, USP, Rua do Lago 717, Caixa Postal 8105, Sao Paulo, BRAZIL)

Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 30 SOCIOLOGY OF WORK and RC 36 ALIENATION THEORY AND RESEARCH: ALIENATION AND DE-ALIENATION IN WORK: COMPARATIVE SOCIALIST-CAPITALIST PERSPECTIVES

Co-chairs: Walter Heinz (Human & Sozialwissenschaften, Univ Bremen, FB 9, PF 330 440, 2800 Bremen 33, F.R.G.)
Gyorgy Szell (FB, Univ Osnabrueck, Postfach 4460, Osnabrueck, F.R.G.)
Wolfgang Littek (Univ Bremen, FB 11, Postfach 330 440, 2800 Bremen 33, F.R.G., Phone: 421-2182160)

Friday, 13 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 26 SOCIOTECHNICS - SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE: WORKERS' PARTICIPATION, AUTONOMOUS WORKING GROUPS, WORKERS' INTEREST REALIZATION

Co-chairs: Thomas J. Keil (Dept Sociology, Univ Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292, U.S.A.)
 Istvan Javor (Dept Sociology, Technical Univ Budapest, Egry Jozsef u. 1 E.V.2/a, 1111 Budapest, HUNGARY)

RC 11 SOCIOLOGY OF AGING
SOCIOLOGIE DU VIEILLISSEMENT

Program Coordinator: Anne Marie Guillermard (CEMS CNRS, 54 blvd Raspail, 75006 Paris, FRANCE, tel: 33 1 45443979)

Session 1 AGING, WORK AND RETIREMENT, NEW FRONTIERS, NEW DEVELOPMENTS
Chair: Anne Marie Guillermard (CEMS-CNRS, 54 blvd Raspail, 75006 Paris, FRANCE, tel: 33-1-45443979)

Session 2 SOCIAL JUSTICE AND INTERGENERATIONAL EXCHANGE
Chair: James J. Dowd (Dept Sociology, Univ Georgia, Athens, GA 30602, U.S.A.)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 INFORMAL AND FORMAL CARE (I)
Co-Chairs: Wim van den Heuvel (Dept Medical Sociology, Univ Groningen, Oostersingel 59,9713 EZ Groningen, NETHERLANDS)
Neena L. Chappell (Cnt Aging, Univ Manbota, 338 Ibister Bldg, Winnipeg, Manbota R3T 2N2, CANADA)
RC 12

SOCIOLOGY OF LAW
SOCILOGIE DU DROIT

Program Coordinator: Jean Van Houtte (Univ Antwerp, UFSIA, Prinsstraat 13, 2000 Antwerp, BELGIUM)

Session 1 LAW IN TOTALITARIAN SOCIETIES
Chair: Adam Podgorecki (Dept Sociology, Carleton Univ, Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6, CANADA)

Session 2 SOCIAL SYSTEMS AND LEGAL SYSTEMS
Chair: Adam Podgorecki (Dept Sociology, Carleton Univ, Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6, CANADA)

Session 3 LEGAL PROFESSIONS, STATES AND MARKETS
Chair: Terence C. Halliday (American Bar Foundation, 750 North Lake Shore Dr, Chicago Drive, IL 60611, U.S.A.)

Session 4 LEGAL PROFESSIONS, STATES AND MARKETS
Chair: Terence C. Halliday (American Bar Foundation, 750 North Lake Shore Dr, Chicago Drive, IL 60611, U.S.A.)

BUSINESS MEETING: Tuesday, 20.00 hrs

Session 5 DOCUMENTATION
Chair: Vicente Ferrari (Via Larga 6, 20122 Milano, ITALY)

Session 6 LAW AND COMMUNICATION
Chair: Alberto Febbraro (Univ Macerata, Via Crescimbeni 14, 62100 Macerata, ITALY)

Session 7 STATE TRANSFORMATION, LEGAL PLURALISM AND COMMUNITY JUSTICE
Chair: Boaventure de Sousa Santos (Fac Economia, Univ Coimbra, Ave Ditas da Silva 165, 3000 Coimbra, PORTUGAL)

Session 8 STATE TRANSFORMATION, LEGAL PLURALISM AND COMMUNITY JUSTICE
Chair: Boaventure de Sousa Santos (Fac de Economia, Univ de Coimbra, Ave Ditas da Silva 165, 3000 Coimbra, PORTUGAL)

Session 9 RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
Chair: Jean Van Houtte (Univ Antwerp, UFSIA, Prinsstraat 13, 2000 Antwerp, BELGIUM)
JOINT SESSIONS
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 26 SOCIOTECHNICS - SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE and RC 29 DEVIANCE AND SOCIAL CONTROL: CHANGING PATTERNS AND TECHNOLOGIES OF SOCIAL CONTROL

Chair: Maria Lou (Dept Criminology, Univ Ottawa, Ontario K1N 6N5, CANADA)

RC 15
SOCIOLOGY OF LEISURE
SOCIOLOGIE DU LOISIR

Program Coordinator: Teus J. Kamphorst (Fac Sociale Wetenschappen, Univ Utrecht, Heidelberglaan 2, 3508 TC Utrecht, NETHERLANDS, Tel: 30-534700, Fax: 30-531619)

Session 1 LEISURE FOR ONE WORLD: UNITY AND DIVERSITY; LEISURE THEORIES
Co-chairs: Phillip Bosserman (300 Whitman Ave, Salisbury, MD 21801, U.S.A.)
          Elery Hamilton-Smith (Philips Inst Technology, P.O. Box 36, Carlton South, Victoria 3053, AUSTRALIA)

Session 2 LEISURE: POLICY, MEDIA, (NEW) TECHNOLOGY
Co-chairs: Gilles Pronovost (Dept Sciences du Loisir, Univ Quebec, C.P. 500, TR RIV. Quebec G9A 5H7, CANADA)
          Elke Koch Weser (Dept Statistica, Univ Roma "La Sapienza", Piazzale Aldo Moro 5, 00185 Roma, ITALY)

Session 3 LEISURE, WORK AND THE ECONOMY
Co-chairs: Bohdan Jung (Inst Dev. Countries, School Planning, Al. Niepodleglosci 162, 02-554 Warszawa, POLAND)
          Ken Roberts (Dept Sociology, Univ Liverpool, Liverpool L69 3BX, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 4 COMPARATIVE STUDIES IN LEISURE
Co-chairs: Linda Hantrais (Dept Modern Language, Univ Aston, Gosta Green, Birmingham B4 7ET, UNITED KINGDOM)
          Nicole Samuel (CNRS, 3 Ave Lycée Lakanal, 92340 Bourg-la Reine, FRANCE)

Session 5 LEISURE AND LIFESTYLE
Co-chairs: Blanca Filipceva (Inst Phil & Sociology, Academy Sciences, Jilska 1, 110000 Praha, CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
          Walter Tokarczki (Gesamthochschule, Kassel Univ, Arnold Bodestras. 10, 3500 Kassel, G.D.R.)

Session 6 LEISURE OF WOMEN AND OTHER SPECIFIC SOCIAL CATEGORIES
Co-chairs: Rosemary Deen (Dept Social Studies, Open Univ, Milton Keynes MK12 5JU, UNITED KINGDOM)
          Rosaline Dartevelle-Bonill (Inst Sociologie, Univ Libre, 44 Ave Jeanne, Brussels, BELGIUM)

BUSINESS MEETING: Thursday, 15:00 hrs
JOINT SESSIONS
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 37 SOCIOLOGIE OF ARTS; LEISURE AND THE ARTS

Chair: Maria Sagi (Inst Culture, Corvin Ter 8, 1251 Budapest, HUNGARY)

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 27 SOCIOLOGIE OF SPORT; LEISURE AND SPORTS

Co-chairs: Livin Bollaeert (Hloco, Vrije Univ Brussel, Pleinlaan 2, Brussels, BELGIUM)
          Gyorgy Foki (Magyar Testnevelesi Fors, Akkutas Utca 44, 1123 Budapest XII, HUNGARY)

Friday, 13 July 1990
Joint Session with TG 04 SOCIOLOGIE OF INTERNATIONAL TOURISME; LEISURE AND TOURISME

Co-Chairs: Claude Moulin-Mairet (Dept Leisure Studies, Univ Ottawa, 550 Cumberland, Ottawa, Ontario K1N 6N5, CANADA)
          Ueli Mader (Buro Entwicklungs & Sozialfragen, Missionstr. 23, 4055 Basel, SWITZERLAND)

RC 14
SOCIOLOGY OF COMMUNICATION, KNOWLEDGE AND CULTURE
SOCIOLOGIE DES COMMUNICATION, DE LA CONNAISSANCE ET DE LA CULTURE

Program Coordinator: Miguel de Aguilera (Fac Cien-
cias de la Informacion, Univ Complutense, 28040 Madrid, SPAIN, tel:34-1-4319721. Tel:27156
UCO-ES, Fax:5404182)

Session 1 THE NEWS RESEARCH: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
Co-chairs: Joaå Vidal-Benyeto (24 Rue Henri Barbusse, 75005 Paris, FRANCE)
          Robert Karl Manoff (10 Washington Place, New York, NY 10003, U.S.A.)

Session 2 THE SOCIOLOGY OF POLITICAL NEWS
Chair: Peter Dahlgren (Dept Journalism & Communic-
catio, Univ Stockholm, Gjörwellsgatan 26, 112 60 Stockholm, SWEDEN)

Session 3 SOCIOLOGY OF TELEVISION FICTION: CURRENT TRENDS IN RESEARCH
Chair: Giovanni Bechelli (Sociologia Processi Culturali, Univ Florence, Via S. Caterina D'Alessandria 3, 50129 Firenze, ITALY)
Session 4 COMMUNICATION AND PARTICIPATION

Co-Chair: Leonard Henney (Cnr International Media Resch., Mijnendensdijk 74, 3631 NS Nieuwerluike, NETHERLANDS)
Alejandro Peraleu (General Peron 32, 201, 28020 Madrid, SPAIN)

Session 5 LA CULTURE DE LA PEUR: LES PEURS POLITIQUES, LES PEURS CIVILES, LA PEUR DES SAVOIRS
Chair: Jacques Leenhardt (EHESS, 10, Rue Monsieur le Prince, 75006 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 6 LA CULTURE DE LA PEUR: LES PEURS POLITIQUES, LES PEURS CIVILES, LA PEUR DES SAVOIRS
Chair: Jacques Leenhardt (EHESS, 10, Rue Monsieur le Prince, 75006 Paris, FRANCE)

BUSINESS MEETING: Wednesday, 20:00 hrs

Session 7 THE MINORITY COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSES
Chair: Gonzalo Soruco (School Journalism & Mass Comm., Florida International Univ, North Miami Campus, North Miami, FL 33181, U.S.A.)

Session 8 MORALLE COLECTIVE ET TEMPORALITE SOCIALE
Chair: Gerard Namers (8, Domaine de Château Gaillard, Maison Alfort 94700, FRANCE)

Session 9 COMMUNICATIONS AND CULTURE: INTERACTIONS AND PROSPECTIVES
Chair: Kurt Lang (School Communications, Univ Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, U.S.A.)

JOINT SESSION
Tuesday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 25 SOCIOLINGUISTICS: SOCIOLOGIE, SEMIOTIQUE ET COMMUNICATION: UNE RECONSTRUCTION POSSIBLE
Chair: Gerard Imbert (Inst d'Etudex Hissp, 31 rue Gay Lussac, 75005 Paris, FRANCE)

RC 15
SOCIOLOGY OF HEALTH
SOCIOLOGIE DE LA SANTE

Program Coordinators: Ray Elling (Dept Community Medicine, Univ Connecticut Health Center, Farmington, CT 06032, U.S.A.)
Rance P.L. Lee (The Chinese Inst Social Studies, Univ of Hong Kong, Shatin, N.T., HONG KONG)

Session 1 THE SOCIOLOGY OF HEALTH PROMOTION, CHRONIC DISEASE AND DISABILITY
Co-chairs: Gary L. Albrecht (School Public Health, Univ Illinois, P.O. Box 6998, Chicago, IL 60680, U.S.A., Phone: 312-996-5765)
Robert Anderson (European Fam Improve, Living Condit.Loughlinstown H., Shankill, Dublin, IRELAND, Phone: 01 826988)

Session 2 THE SOCIOLOGY OF LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT FOR HEALTH FOR ALL THROUGH PRIMARY HEALTH CARE
Chair: Masahira Akesaki (School Medicine, Nihon Univ, 30-1 Oyaguchi-Kamimachi, Itabashi-ku, Tokyo 173, JAPAN)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 SOCIAL ASPECTS OF TROPICAL DISEASES
Co-chairs: Roberto Briceno-Leon (Lab Investigaciones Sociales, Univ Central de Venezuela, Caracas, VENEZUELA)
Carol Vlastoff (Socio-Economic Research, TDR, WHO 1211, Geneva 27, SWIZERLAND)

Session 4 COMBATING AIDS: RESEARCH ON NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL RESPONSES
Chair: Robert S. Broadhead (Dept Sociology, Univ Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06268, U.S.A.)

Session 5 THE SOCIOLOGY OF WORKERS HEALTH AND SAFETY
Chair: Hans-Ulrich Deppe (Zentrum Psychosozialen, J.W. Goethe Klinikum Univ, 6000 Frankfurt am Main 70, F.R.G.)

Session 6 HEALTH SOCIOLOGY IN LATIN AMERICA
Chair: Ana Cristina Laureli (Univ Aut. Metopoli Xochimilco, Aptdo Postal 20-212, 04510 Mexico DF, MEXICO)

Session 7 ADVANCES IN HEALTH SOCIOLOGY
Chair: Rance P.L. Lee (Inst Social Studies, Chinese Univ, Shatin, N.T., HONG KONG)

Session 8 THE CRISIS OF WELFARE STATE
Chair: Vicente Navarro (John Hopkins Univ, 624 North Broadway, Baltimore, MD 21205, U.S.A.)

Session 9 GENDER AND THE DIVISION OF LABOR IN MEDICINE CROSS-NATIONAL PERSPECTIVES
Chair: Ellanne Riaka (Dept Sociology, Abo Akademi Univ, Gezeliusg, 2 A, 20500 Abo, FINLAND)

RC 16
NATIONAL MOVEMENTS AND IMPERIALISM SOCIOLOGIE DES MOUVEMENTS NATIONAUX ET DE L'IMPERIALISME
Program Coordinator: Anouar Abdel-Malek (MSH-CNRS, 54 bdv Raspiell, 75006 Paris, FRANCE, tel:33-1-45443979 ext 207)

Session 1 THE NATION AS CRUCIBLE
Co-chairs: Tuomo Melasuo (TARRI, Univ Tampere, B.P. 447, 33101 Tempe, FINLAND)
Ahmed Abdalla (I.D.S., Cairo, EGYPT)

Session 2 NATIONAL COHESIVENESS: THE DIALECTICS OF UNITY AND CULTURAL PLURALISM
Chair: T. Dos Santos (BRAZIL)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 NATIONAL LIBERATION AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION
Co-chairs: Issam El-Zaim (UNIDO, Greinergasse 1/1/17, Wien 1190, AUSTRIA)
Andre Gonder Mancke (Univ Amsterdam, Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS)

Session 4 NATIONAL FORMATIONS, DEMOCRACY AND SOCIALISM
Chair: Jin Tian-ming (Central Inst Nationalities, Beijing, CHINA)

Session 5 THE NATION IN THE MAKING OF THE NEW WORLD
Chair: Modjtaba Sadria (U.Q.A.M., Montreal, CANADA)

RC 17
SOCIOLGY OF ORGANIZATION
SOCIOLGIE DES ORGANISATIONS

Program Coordinator: Marshall W. Meyer (Yale School of Organization and Management, Box 1 A, New Haven, CT 06520, U.S.A.)

Session 1 POLITICAL ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATIONS
Chair: Jean-Gustave Paciroleau (ESSEC, B.P. 105, 95021 Cergy Pontoise, FRANCE)

Session 2 ORGANIZATIONAL DISCOURSE
Chair: Nils Brunsson (Stockholm School Economics, Box 6501, 113 83 Stockholm, SWEDEN, Phone: 46-8-736 9000)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 CROSSNATIONAL STUDIES OF ORGANIZATIONS
Chair: Arvid Sorge (Dept Economics & Business Adm., Univ Limburg, P.O. Box 616, NETHERLANDS, Phone: 31-43-888603)

Session 4 ORGANIZATIONAL COGNITION
Chair: Massimo Wariglen (Dept Economia, Univ Studi Venezia, Ca’ Bembo, S. Trovaso 1075, 30123 Venezia, ITALY, Phone: 39-41-5240892)

Session 5 ORGANIZATIONAL THEORIZING
Chair: Stuart Clegg (Univ New England, Armidale, New South Wales, AUSTRALIA)

Session 6 ORGANIZATIONS EAST AND WEST
Chair: E. Genzel (Caesarstr 22, 1157 Berlin, G.D.R., Phone: 37-2-5082921)

Session 7 L’ORGANISATION, UN OBJET MULTIDISCIPLINAIREE
Co-chairs: Ronaud Sainsaulieu (LSCI - IRESO, 59-61 rue Fouche, 75017 Paris, FRANCE)
Catherine Ballé (CSO, 19 rue Amélie, 75007 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 8 NEW METHODS IN ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS
Chair: Jitendra V. Singh (Dept Management, Wharton School, PA 19104, U.S.A., Phone: 215-898-6005)

Session 9 ORGANIZATIONAL ETHICS
Chair: Chiulla (Dept Legar Studies, Wharton School, PA 19104, U.S.A., Phone: 215-898-9369)

RC 18
POLITICAL SOCIOLGY
SOCIOLGIE POLITIQUE

Program Coordinator: Derek Urwin (Dept Politics, Univ Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UNITED KINGDOM, tel: (44-203) 523523)

Session 1 THEORIES OF TRANSITION FROM FASCIST, AUTHORITARIAN RULE
Co-chairs: Leonardo Morlino (Dip Sciencia Poltica, Univ Studi di Firenze, 48 Via Laura, 50121 Firenze, ITALY)
Stein Ugelvik Larsen (Inst Comparative Politics, Univ Bergen, Christiesgate 15, 5007 Bergen, NORWAY)

Session 2 POLITICAL PARTIES AND TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS
Chair: Leonard Weinberg (Dept Political Science, Univ Nevada, Reno, NV 89557, U.S.A.)

Session 3 POLITICAL PARTIES AND TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS
Chair: Leonard Wienberg (Dept Political Science, Univ Nevada, Reno, NV 89557, U.S.A.)

Session 4 MODELING PARTY CHANGE
Co-chairs: Kris Deeschouwer (Centrum Politicologie, Vrije Univ Brussel, Pleinlaan 2, 1050 Brussels, BELGIUM)
Kenneth Janda (Dept Political Science, Northwestern Univ, Evanston, IL 60208, U.S.A.)

BUSINESS MEETING: Tuesday, 20:00 hrs

Session 5 FRAGMENTATION OF SOCIETY AND RECOMBINATION OF ITS FRAGMENTS WITH OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCES
Chair: Matthew Dogan (CNRS, 72 Bd Arago. 75013 Paris, FRANCE, Phone: 45 35 00 52)

Session 6 THE 1960s: A COMPARATIVE REVIEW SOME THIRTY YEARS ON
Chair: Richard G. Braungart (Dept Sociology, Syracuse Univ, Syracuse, NY 13244-1230, U.S.A.)

Session 7 THE CONSOLIDATION OF REGIMES
Chair: Juan J. Linz (Dept Sociology, Yale Univ, P.O. Box 1965 Yale Station, New Haven, CT 06520-1965, U.S.A.)

Session 8 PUBLIC POLICIES AND POLITICS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Chair: Richard I. Hofferbert (Dept Political Science, State Univ New York, Binghamton, NY 13901, U.S.A.)

Session 9 BUSINESS AND LABOR IN AN INTEGRATED EUROPE
Chair: Philippe C. Schmitter (Dept Political Science, Stanford Univ, Building 160, Stanford, CA 94305-2044, U.S.A., Phone: (415) 723-0539, Fax: (415) 725-2592)

JOINT SESSIONS
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 20 COMPARATIVE SOCIOLGY: INTERDISCIPLINARY ADVANCES IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
Chair: Peter Floras (Seminargebäude A 5, Univ Mannheim, 6800 Mannheim 1, F.R.G.)

RC 19
SOCIOLOGY OF POVERTY, SOCIAL WELFARE AND SOCIAL POLICY
SOCIOLOGIE DE LA PAUVRETÉ, DU BIEN-ÊTRE SOCIAL ET DE LA POLITIQUE SOCIALE

Program Coordinator: Walter Korpi (Inst Social Research, Stockholm Univ, 106 91 Stockholm, SWEDEN, tel. 3-163450)

Session 1 LABOUR MARKET SEGMENTATION AND INEQUALITY

Co-chairs: Thomas Boje (Inst Economics & Planning, Roskilde Univ, Box 260, 2900 Roskilde, DENMARK)
Aage Botter Sorensen (Dept Sociology, Harvard Univ, Cambridge, MA 02138, U.S.A.)

Session 2 SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF LABOUR MARKET INEQUALITIES
Chair: Duncan Gallie (Nuffield College, Oxford OX1 INF, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 3 ECONOMIC WELL-BEING IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Co-chairs: Lee Rainwater (Dept Sociology, Harvard Univ, Cambridge, MA 02138, U.S.A.)
Hannu Uusitalo (Helsinki School of Economics, Ruenberginkatu 14-16, 00100 Helsinki, FINLAND)

Session 4 WELFARE STATE DEVELOPMENT IN A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Co-chairs: Walter Korpi (Swedish Inst Social Research, Univ Stockholm, 106 91 Stockholm, SWEDEN)
John Myles (Dept Sociology, Carleton Univ, Ottawa, Ont. K1S 5B6, CANADA)

BUSINESS MEETING: Tuesday, 20:00 hrs

Session 5 ALTERNATIVE PROSPECTS OF SOCIAL POLICY IN EASTERN MIDDLE EUROPE
Chair: György G. Márkus (Inst Social Sciences, Benczur u. 33, Budapest 1068, HUNGARY)

Session 6 SOCIAL POLICY AND THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY IN THE 1990’s
Chair: Anne-Marie Guillemand (CEMS, 54, Bd Raspail, 75005 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 7 ALTERNATIVES TO THE WELFARE STATE IN THE THIRD WORLD
Chair: Roberta Mutiso (Dept Sociology, Univ Nairobi, P.O. Box 30197, Nairobi, KENYA)

Session 8 COMPARATIVE HEALTH POLICY
Co-chairs: Jens Alber (Max-Planck-Inst, Lothringer Str 78, 5000 Cologne, F.R.G., Phone: 0221 22605 44)
Christa Altenstetter (Graduate School, City Univ New York, 33 West 42 Str, Box 380, N.Y. 10036-8099, U.S.A.)

Session 9 THE NEW RIGHT AND SOCIAL POLICY IN A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Chair: Ramesh Mishra (York Univ, 4700 Keele Str, North York, Ontario M3J IP3, CANADA)

JOINT SESSIONS
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 32 WOMEN IN SOCIETY: WOMEN AND THE WELFARE STATE
Co-chairs: Francesa Fox Piven (Graduate Sch & Univ Centre, City Univ New York, 33 West 42 Street, New York 10036-8099, U.S.A.) 
Staffan Marklund (Dept Sociology, Univ Umea, Umea 901 87, SWEDEN)

Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Joint Session with WG03 LABOUR MOVEMENTS: OCCUPATIONAL WELFARE, THE LABOUR MOVEMENT AND THE STATE
Chair: Michael Shalev (Dept Sociology, Univ Jerusalem, Mount Scopus, 91905 Jerusalem, ISRAEL)

Thursday, 12 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 11 SOCIOLOGY OF AGING: THE FUTURE OF THE WELFARE STATE IN AGING SOCIETIES: DEBATES AND REFORMS
Chair: John Myles (Dept Sociology, Carleton Univ, Ottawa, Ont., K1S 5B6, CANADA)

RC 20
COMPARATIVE SOCIOLOGY
SOCILOGIE COMPARATIVE

Program Coordinator: Mattei Dogan (CNRS, 72 blvd Arago, 75013 Paris, FRANCE, tel:33-1-43530052)

Session 1 PRESIDENCY IN PRESIDENTIALIST REGIMES
Chair: Fred W. Riggs (Dept Political Science, Univ Hawaii, 2424 Maila Way, Honolulu, HI 96822, U.S.A.)

Session 2 RELIGION AND POLITICS IN NON-WESTERN SOCIETIES
Chair: Peter H. Merkl (Dept Political Science, Univ California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106, U.S.A.)

Session 3 RELIGION, CLASS AND POLITICS
Chair: Mattei Dogan (CNRS, 72 Bd Arago, 75013 Paris, FRANCE, Phone: 45 35 80 52)

Session 4 ANALYSE COMPARATIVE DU CHANGEMENT SOCIAL
Chair: Henri Mendras (OFCE, 69 quai d’Orsay, Paris 7, FRANCE)
BUSINESS MEETING: Tuesday, 20:00 hrs

Session 5 COMPARATIVE SURVEY RESEARCH
Chair: Richard Sisson (Dept Political Science, UCLA, Brunche 4335, Los Angeles, U.S.A., Phone: [213] 825-4017)

Session 6 COMPARATIVE SOCIOLOGY: THEORY, METHODE, SUBSTANCE

Chair: Ali Kazancigil (Institut Social Sciences, Journal, UNESCO, Place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 7 COMPARING POLITICAL ELITES: CHANGES OVER GENERATIONS
Chair: Mattei Dogan (CNRS, 72 Bd Arago, 75013 Paris, FRANCE, Phone: 45 35 80 52)

Session 8 COMPARING METROPOLITAN CITIES
Chair: Jean Gottmann (Univ Oxford, 19 Beiley Court, Oxford OX26 6HV, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 9 COMPARING BASIC VALUES
Chair: Hélène Riffault (Faits et Opinions, 25 rue Cambon, 75001 Paris, FRANCE)

JOINT SESSIONS
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 18 POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY: INTERDISCIPLINARY ADVANCES IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
Chair: Peter Flora (Seminargebade A 5, Univ Mannheim, 6800 Mannheim 1, F.R.G.)

RC 21
REGIONAL AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPPEMENT REGIONAL ET URBAIN

Program Coordinator: Susan Fainstein (Dept Urban Planning, Rutgers Univ, Kilmer Campus, New Brunswick, NJ 08903, U.S.A.)

Session 1 THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY AND URBAN TRANSFORMATION
Chair: Anna Haila (Inst Real Estate, Helsinki Univ Technology, Otakaari 1, 02150 Espoo, FINLAND, Fax: 358046307, BITNET: kila-akh at finunet)

Session 2 ECONOMIC RESTRUCTURING AND URBAN CONVERGENCE/DIVERGENCE: SOCIALIST AND CAPITALIST NATIONS
Co-Chairs: Ovei Shkaratan (Soviet Sociological Assoc, Kizhianovskogo 24 5, 117259 Moscow, USSR) Ivan Szelemyi (Dept Sociology, UCLA, 405 Hilgard Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1551, U.S.A.)

Session 3 ECONOMIC RESTRUCTURING AND URBAN CONVERGENCE/DIVERGENCE CENTRE, SEMIPERIPHERY, PERIPHERY
Co-chairs: Jeffrey Henderson (Manchester Business School, Univ Manchester, Booth Str West, Manchester M15 6PB, UNITED KINGDOM) Allen J. Scott (Dept Geography, Univ California, Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.)
BUSINESS MEETING: Tuesday, 17:30 hrs
Session 4 STATE AND MARKET IN THE DETERMINATION OF URBAN OUTCOMES
Chair: Michael Peter Smith (Dept Applied Behavioral Sci., Univ California, Davis, CA 95616, U.S.A.)

Session 5 GENDER AND URBAN AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Co-chairs: Kerstin Bohm (Nordic Inst Studies in Urban, & Regional Planning, Box 1658, 111 86 Stockholm, SWEDEN)
Adele Pescio (Cntr Links, Via del Prapello 25, 40122 Bologna, ITALY)

Session 6 THE PRIVATIZATION OF PUBLIC SERVICES
Chair: Dominique Lorrain (CNRS, CEMS, Fondation des Villes, 28 bis bd de Sebastopol, 75004 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 7 CHANGING PATTERNS OF URBAN SOCIAL STRUCTURE
Co-chairs: Edmond Preteceille (CNRS, 59 Rue Pouchet, 75849 Paris, Cedex 17, FRANCE)
Jesus Leal (Fac Ciencias Politicas, Univ Complutense, Campus Somosaguas, 28023 Madrid, SPAIN)

Session 8 HIGH TECHNOLOGY, THE INFORMATION ECONOMY AND URBAN STRUCTURE
Chair: Manuel Castells (Univ Autonoma, Canto Blanco, 28049 Madrid, SPAIN)

Session 9 NEW TRENDS IN URBAN RESEARCH
Chair: Edmond Preteceille (CNRS, 59 Rue Pouchet, 75849 Paris, Cedex 17, FRANCE)

JOINT SESSIONS
Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Session with RC 05 ETHNIC, RACE AND MINORITY RELATIONS: RACIAL AND ETHNIC AND RELATION AND SEGREGATION
Co-Chairs: Malcolm Cross (Cntr Ethnic Racial Studies, Univ Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UNITED KINGDOM)
Michael Harloe (Dept Sociology, Univ Essex, Colchester, Essex CO4 3SQ, UNITED KINGDOM)

Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 24 SOCIAL ECOLOGY: ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENTS: THINKING GLOBALLY AND ACTING LOCALLY
Co-chairs: Ib Jorgensen (Inst Development & Planning, Univ Aalborg, DENMARK)
Raimondo Strasoldo (Ple M. Kolbe 4, 33100 Udine, ITALY. Phone: 432-430876) ITALY)

Thursday, 12 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 30 SOCIOLOGY OF WORK: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF MASS UNEMPLOYMENT AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Co-chairs: Enrico Pugliese (Dept Sociology, Univ Napoli, Largo San Marcelino 10, 80130 Napoli, ITALY)
Yvette Lucas (Ermoprs, Univ Toulouse le Mirail, Allée Antonio Machado 5, 31058 Toulouse Cedex, FRANCE)

Friday, 13 July 1990
Joint Session with INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION: CENTRALIZATION AND DESCENTRALIZATION OF POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS
Co-chairs: Michael Goldsmith (Dept Politics, Univ Salford, Salford, UNITED KINGDOM)
Soledad Garcia (Dept Sociologia, Univ Central, Avda. Diagonal 590, 08034 Barcelona, SPAIN)

RC 22 SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION
SOCIOLOGIE DE LA RELIGION
Program Coordinator: Roberto Cipriani (Dept Sociology, Univ Roma, Via Torino 95, 00184 Roma, ITALY. Tel: 6-4785400, 4743591)

Session 1 CHURCH-STATE RELATIONS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA
Chair: Adriana Kantor (Inst Anthropology & Sociology, Free Univ. P.O. Box 7161, 1007 MC Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS)

Session 2 SITUACION DE LA RELIGION EN ESPAÑA
Chair: Joaquim M. Cervera 1 Duran (C/Antonio Machado 26, 28035 Madrid, SPAIN. Phone: 316 50 59/373 30 32)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 RELIGION AND THE STATE IN AFRICA
Co-chairs: Bennetta Jules-Rosette (Dept Sociology, Univ California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093, U.S.A.)
Jacob K. Olupona (Obafemi Awolowo Univ. P.O. Box 1010, ILE-IFE, NIGERIA)

Session 4 RELIGION IN ASIAN COUNTRIES
Chair: Jan Swyngedouw (Nanzen Univ. 18, Yamazatocho, Showa-ku, Nagoya 466, JAPAN)

Session 5 RELIGION IN THE AMERICAS
Chair: Ivan Varga (Dept Sociology, Queen's Univ. Kingston, Ont. K7L 3N6, CANADA)

Session 6 MEMBERS' WORK IN PROGRESS
Chair: Eileen Barken (Dept Sociology, LSE, Houghton Str. London WC2A 2AE, UNITED KINGDOM)
Session 7 RELIGION AND POLITICS IN THE POSTMODERN ERA

Co-chairs: Karol Borowski (Dept Political Science, Univ Maryland, Towson, MD 21204, U.S.A.)
Ivan Varga (Dept Sociology, Queen's Univ, Kingston, Ont. K7L 3N6, CANADA)

Session 6 RELIGION AND POLITICS IN THE POSTMODERN ERA

Co-chairs: Karol Borowski (Dept Political Science, Univ Maryland, Towson, MD 21204, U.S.A.)
Ivan Varga (Dept Sociology, Queen's Univ, Kingston, Ont. K7L 3N6, CANADA)

Session 9 MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS

Chair: Enzo Pace (Via Tre Garafoni 49, 35100 Padova, ITALY)

JOINT SESSIONS

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 08 SOCIOLOGY OF HISTORY: DURKHEIM; SOCIETY AND THE SACRED

Co-chairs: Dirk Käsler (Inst Soziologie, Univ Hamburg, Allende-Platz 1, 2000 Hamburg 13, F.R.G., Phone: 49-40-41255081)
José A. Prados (Dept Sciences Religieuses, Univ Québec, CP 8888, Succ "A", Montréal, Québec H3C 3P8, CANADA)

RC 28
SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGIE DE LA SCIENCE

Program Coordinator: Stuart Bhume (Dept Science Dynamics, Univ Amsterdam, Nieuwe Achtergracht 166, 1018 WV Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS, tel.20-5256595)

Session 1 SCIENCE AND DEPENDENT DEVELOPMENT

Chair: Steven Yearley (Dept Social Studies, Queens Univ, Belfast BT1 1NN, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 2 THE CHANGING ROLE OF UNIVERSITY RESEARCH IN KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Chair: Simon Schwartsman (NUPES, Univ Sao Paolo, Rua do Anfiteatro 181, C.P. 8191, CEP 01051, BRAZIL)

Session 3 SCIENCE AND PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES

Chair: Olga Amsterdamska (Dept Science Dynamics, Univ Amsterdam, Nieuwe Achtergracht 166, 1018 WV Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS)

Session 4 THE CHANGING CULTURE OF RESEARCH

Chair: John Ziman (Science Policy Support Group, 22 Henrietta Street, London WC2E 8NA, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 5 TECHNOLOGY, MARKETS AND INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATION

Chair: Richard Whitley (Manchester Business School, Booth Str West, Manchester M15 6PB, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 6 SCIENTIFIC WORK


Session 7 SOCIOLOGY OF THE SCIENCES OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Chair: Kamini Adhikari (Indian Inst Management, P.O. Box 16757, Alipore PO, Calcutta 700 027, INDIA)

Session 8 CRITICAL SOCIOLOGY OF INTELLECTUALS: INTELLECTUALS AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN DEVELOPING NATIONS

Co-chairs: Raj Mohan (Dept Sociology, Auburn Univ, 6090 Haley Center, Auburn, AL 36849-5209, U.S.A.)
Nico Cloete (Dept Sociology, Auburn Univ, 6090 Haley Cntr, Auburn, AL 36849-5200, U.S.A.)

Session 9 SOCIOLOGY OF THE SOCIOLOGY IN SPAIN

Chair: María Antonia Careña de León (Fac Filosofía, Edif.B. Univ Complutense, Campus Moncloa, Madrid 28040, SPAIN)

JOINT SESSIONS

Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 32 WOMEN IN SOCIETY: WOMEN IN SCIENCE: PROBLEMS AND PERSPECTIVES

Chair: Veronica Stolte-Heiskanen (Dept Sociology, Univ Tampere, P.O. Box 607, 33301 Tampere, FINLAND)

Thursday, 12 July 1990
Joint Session with WG 08 SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY: SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE AND SOCIAL THEORY

Co-Chairs: Björn Wittrock (SCASS, Slottor ing. A, 752 37 Uppsela, SWEDEN)
Peter Wagner (Wissenschaft. Sozialfor., Reichspietschucker 50, 1000 Berlin 30, F.R.G.)

Friday, 13 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 08 HISTORY OF SOCIOLOGY: INTELLECTUALS AS "NEW CLASS": HISTORY AND THEORY
Chair: **Dick Pels**  (Inst Sociology, Univ Amsterdam, Oude Hoogstraat 24, 1012 CE Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS)

RC 24  
SOCIAL ECOLOGY  
ECOLOGIE SOCIALE

Program Coordinator: **John D. Kasarda** (Dept Sociology, Univ North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210, U.S.A., tel:919-9621007, 9296170)

Session 1  
SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

Chair: **Riley E. Dunlap** (Dept Sociology & Rural Sociology, Washington State Univ. Pullman, WA 99164-4006, U.S.A., Fax: 509-335-0116)

Session 2  
INTERNATIONAL URBANIZATION PROCESSES

Chair: **John D. Kasarda** (Dept Sociology, Univ North Carolina, Hamilton Hall 3210, Chapel Hill 155, NC 27599-3210, U.S.A.)

Session 3  
INFORMATION, TECHNOLOGY, AND THE NEW MEANING OF SPACE

Chair: **Jürgen Friedrichs** (Dept Sociology, Univ Hamburg, Allende-Platz 1, 2000 Hamburg 13, F.R.G.)

Session 4  
GLOBALIZATION, TECHNOLOGY AND TERRITORIAL IDENTITIES

Chair: **Zdravko Milnar** (Fac Sociology, Political Science, Edward Kardelj Univ, Kardeljeva Ploscak 5, 61 000 Ljubljana, YUGOSLAVIA, Phone: (061) 341 461)

BUSINESS MEETING: Tuesday, 20:00 hrs

Session 5  
GIANT CITIES OF THE WORLD

Chair: **Mattel Dogan** (CNRS, 72 Bd Arago, 75013 Paris, FRANCE, Phone: 45 35 80 52)

Session 6  
EUROPEAN INTEGRATION AND SOCIO SPATIAL RESTRUCTURING

Chair: **Bernd Hamm** (FB Sociology, Univ Trier, Schneidershof, 5500 Trier, F.R.G.)

Session 7  
NEW URBAN FORMS AND POLITICAL PROCESSES

Chair: **Henry Teune** (Dept Political Science, Univ Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 19104-6215, U.S.A.)

Session 8  
SOCIAL ECOLOGY REVISITED: IN SEARCH OF NEW THEORIES

Chair: **Jiri Musil** (Inst Building & Architecture, Malé Strana, Letenska 3, Praha 1, CZECHOSLOVAKIA)

JOINT SESSIONS

Monday, 9 July 1990

Joint Session with RC 03 COMMUNITY RESEARCH: NEW URBAN FORUMS AND POLITICAL PROCESS

Chair: **Henry Teune** (Dept Political Science C2, Univ Pennsylvania, 217 Stetler Hall, Philadelphia, PA 19104, U.S.A.)

Wednesday, 11 July 1990

Joint Session with RC 21 REGIONAL AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT: ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENTS: THINKING GLOBALLY AND ACTING LOCALLY

Co-chairs: **Ib Jorgensen** (Inst Development & Planning, Univ Aalborg, DENMARK)  
**Raimondo Strassoldo** (Ple M. Kolbe 4, 33100 Udine, ITALY, Phone: 432-460876)  
ITALY)

RC 25  
SOCIOLINGUISTICS  
SOCIOLINGUISTIQUE

Program Coordinator: **Zbigniew Bokssanski** (Inst Sociology, Univ Lodz, Rewolucji 1905r. 41/43, 90-214 Lodz, POLAND)

Session 1a  
LANGUAGE, SOCIAL CATEGORIES AND INTERACTION

Co-chairs: **Deirdre Boden** (Washington Univ, Box 1113, One Brookings Drive, St Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A.)  
**John Heritage** (Dept Sociology, Univ California, Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.)

Session 1b  
LANGUAGE, INTERACTION AND GENDER

Co-chairs: **Deirdre Boden** (Washington Univ, Box 1113, One Brookings Drive, St Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A.)  
**Carol Gardner** (Dept Sociology, Indiana Univ, 425 Agees Str, IN 46202, U.S.A.)

Session 2  
VIDEO ANALYSIS: THE INTERACTIONAL ORGANISATION OF VERBAL AND NONVOCAL ACTIVITIES

Chair: **Christian Heath** (Cambridge EuroPARC, 61 Regent Str, Cambridge CB2 1AB, UNITED KINGDOM, Phone: 44 223 341500, Fax: 44 223 341510)

Session 3  
LANGUAGE AND ETHNICITY

Co-chairs: **L.M. Khubchandani** (Indian Inst Advanced Study, Shimla, INDIA)  
**R. Pandharipande** (Univ Illinois Urbana, U.S.A.)

Session 4  
LANGUAGE POLITICS AND LANGUAGE PLANNING
Session 5 METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF SOCIOLINGUISTIC RESEARCH
Chair: Paul Ten Have (Inst Sociology, Oude Hoogstraat 24, 1012 CE Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS)
Session 6 NEGOTIATIONS AND DEBATES IN INSTITUTIONAL SETTINGS
Chair: Peter Eglin (Dept Sociology & Anthropology, Wilfrid Laurier Univ, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3C5, CANADA. Phone: (519) 884-1970 Ext2877)
Session 7 ORIENTATIONS AND DEBATES IN SOCIOLINGUISTICS THEORIES
Co-chairs: H.G. Seoefner (FernUniv Hagen, F.R.G.) H. Kellner (Univ Frankfurt, F.R.G.)
Session 8 SOCIALIZATION, EDUCATION AND LANGUAGE
Chair: R. Jacobson (Univ Texas, San Antonio, U.S.A., Phone: (512) 691-4620)
Session 9 TALK AND ORGANIZATION OF LIFE EXPERIENCES: BODY AND BIOGRAPHY, IDENTITIES, SOCIAL WORLDS
Chair: W. Fischer-Rosenthal (Justus Liebig Univ, Gießen, F.R.G.)

JOINT SESSION
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 14 SOCIOLOGY OF COMMUNICATION, KNOWLEDGE AND CULTURE: SOCIOLOGIE, SEMIOTIQUE ET COMMUNICATION: UNE RENCONTRE POSSIBLE
Chair: Gerard Imbert (Inst d’Etudes Hisp. 31 rue Gay Lussac. 75005 Paris, FRANCE)

RC 28
SOCIOTECHNICS - SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE - PRATIQUE SOCIAL
Program Coordinator: Mark van de Vall (Dept Sociology, Erasmus Univ Rotterdam, Post Box 1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam, NETHERLANDS)
Session 1 THEORY AND METHODS OF SOCIAL POLICY RESEARCH
Co-chairs: Mark van de Vall (Dept Sociology, Erasmus Univ Rotterdam, Post Box 1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam, NETHERLANDS) Irwin Deutsch (4740 Conn. Ave, NW 1007, Washington DC 20008, U.S.A.)
Session 2 ORGANIZATION AND INNOVATION AS A SOCIOTECHNICAL PROBLEM
Chair: Alexander J. Matejko (Dept Sociology, Univ Alberta, Edmonton T6G 2H4, CANADA)
Session 3 ILLUSTRATIONS IN SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE
Co-chairs: Alexander Boves (Dept Sociology, Kent State Univ, Kent OH 44242, U.S.A.) Istvan Javor (Mikszath u. 37, 1205 Budapest, HUNGARY)
Session 4 KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER AND UTILIZATION
Chair: James Macaulay (17 MacLaren Str. Ottawa, Ontario K2P 0K3, CANADA)
Session 5 SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE IN HEALTH CARE
Session 6 SOCIAL INTERVENTION THEORIES AND METHODS
Co-chairs: Jack Rothman (Cntr Child & Family Policy, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.) Kees Meerman (NETHERLANDS)

BUSINESS MEETING: Wednesday, 20:00 hrs
Session 7 CONFLICT INTERVENTION: THEORY AND PRACTICE
Co-chairs: Jean Marie Prits (Dept Sociology, California State Univ, 5500 Univ Parkway, San Bernardino, CA 92407-2997, U.S.A.) Phillip Robinette (Southern California College, 1433 North Meads Ave, Orange, CA 92669, U.S.A.)
Session 8 PARADIGMS OF EFFICIENT SOCIAL ACTION
Co-chairs: Adam Podgorecki (Dept Sociology & Anthropology, Carleton Univ, Ottawa K1S 5B6, CANADA) Jerzy Z. Kubin (Inst Philosophy & Sociology, Polish Acad Science, 00-330 Warsaw, POLAND) Joachim K.H.W. Schmidt (SoReGa, Wiesenbarg Str. 44, Postfach 13 01 52, 5000 Köln 1, F.R.G.)
Session 9 SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE - CASES AND TRENDS
Co-chairs: Mark van de Vall (Dept Sociology, Erasmus Univ Rotterdam, Post Box 1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam, NETHERLANDS) Carolyn R. Dexter (Sch Business Administration, Penn State Univ Harrisburg, E-355 Omlsted Building, Middletown, PA 17057, U.S.A.)
JOINT SESSIONS
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 12 SOCIOLOGY OF LAW and RC 29 DEVIANCE AND SOCIAL CONTROL: CHANGING PATTERNS AND TECHNOLOGIES OF SOCIAL CONTROL

Chair: Maria Lou (Dept Criminology, Univ Ottawa, Ontario KIN 6N5, CANADA)

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 09 SOCIAL PRACTICE AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION: THE NEW TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL POLICY

Chair: Ellen B. Hill (6654 Cavigliano, Ticino, SWITZERLAND)

Thursday, 12 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 36 ALIENATION THEORY AND RESEARCH: PARTICIPATIVE INTERVENTION IN ORGANIZATIONS AND THE REDUCTION OF ALIENATION AND OPPRESSION

Co-chairs: Judith Buber Agassi (Philosophy Dpt, York University, 4700 Keele Street, North York, Ontario M3J 1P3, CANADA)
Alex Borca (Dept Sociology, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio 44242, U.S.A.)

Friday, 13 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 10 PARTICIPATION, WORKERS' CONTROL, AND SELF-MANAGEMENT: WORKERS' PARTICIPATION, AUTONOMOUS WORKING GROUPS, WORKERS' INTEREST REALIZATION

Co-chairs: Thomas J. Keil (Dept Sociology, Univ Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292, U.S.A.)

István Jávor (Dept Sociology, Technical Univ Budapest, Egy József u. 1 E.V.2/a, 1111 Budapest, HUNGARY)

RC 27
SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT
SOCILOGIE DU SPORT

Program Coordinator: Peter Donnelly (School Physical Education, McMaster Univ, Hamilton, Ontario L8S 4K1, CANADA, tel: 416-5259140 ext 4462)

Session 1 SPORT AND THE MASS MEDIA

Co-Chairs: Pierre Henquet (CIEPSS/CESSP, UNESCO-M52 38, 1 Rue Miollis, 75015 Paris, FRANCE)
Kevin Young (Dept Sociology, Univ Calgary, 2500 Univ Dr. N.W., Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4, CANADA)

Session 2 GENDER, SPORT, AND LEISURE

Chair: Kari Fastning (Norges Idrettsfagskole, POB 40 - Krubgjesa, 0807 Oslo 8, NORWAY)

Session 3 GENDER, SPORT, AND LEISURE

Chair: Kari Fastning (Norges Idrettsfagskole, POB 40 - Krubgjesa, 0807 Oslo 8, NORWAY)

Session 4 SPORT AND HUMANISM FROM A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

Co-chairs: Zbigniew Krawczyk (Akad Wychowania Fizycznego, 34 Marymoncka m. 26, Warsaw, POLAND)
Tohoku Saeki (Inst Sport & Health Sciences, Univ Tsukuba, Tennodai 1-1-1, Tsukubashi, Ibaraki-ken 305, JAPAN)

Session 5 SPORT AND SPACE: ISSUES IN URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

Co-chairs: Nuria Puig (Inst Nacional Educació Física, Sant Mateu s/n, Esplugues de Llobregat, SPAIN)
Alain Ingham (Dept HPER, Miami Univ, Oxford, OH 45056, U.S.A.)

Session 6 SPORT AND VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS

Chair: Klaus Heinzemann (Inst Sociology, Univ Hamburg, Alleehe Platz 1, 2000 Hamburg 13, F.R.G.)

BUSINESS MEETING: Wednesday, 20:00 hrs

Session 7 OPEN PAPERS

Chair: Kalevi Olim (Jyväskyläns Yliopisto, Liikunnan Sosiaalitieteen Seinaarintketo 15. 40100 Jyväskylä, FINLAND)

JOINT SESSIONS
Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 13 SOCIOLOGY OF LEISURE: LEISURE AND SPORTS

Co-chairs: Livio Holmberg (Hilc, Vrije Univ Brussels, Pleinlaan 2, Brussels, BELGIUM)
György Foldesi (Magyar Testnevelési, Föiskola, Alkotás Utca 44, 1123 Budapest XII, HUNGARY)

RC 28
SOCIAL STRATIFICATION
STRATIFICATION SOCIALE

Program Coordinator: Julio Carabana (Facultad de Ciencias Políticas y Sociología, Univ Complutense, Campus Somosaguas, 28023 Madrid, SPAIN, tel: 34-1-2090273)

Session 1 CLASS STRUCTURES AND STRATIFICATION SYSTEMS: INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS

Chair: Gordon Marshall (Dept Sociology, Univ Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester CO4 3SQ, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 2 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION IN DEVELOPING SOCIETIES
Chair: Bam Dev Sharda (Dept Sociology, Univ Utah. Salt Lake City, UT 84112, U.S.A.)

Session 3 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION IN INDUSTRIAL SOCIETIES
Chair: Peter Hedström (Dept Sociology, Univ Stockholm, 10691 Stockholm, SWEDEN)

Session 4 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION AND THE DIFFERENTIATION OF LIFE STYLES
Chair: Harry B.G. Ganzeboom (Utrecht State Univ. Empirical & Theoretical Sociology, Heidelbergaan 2, 3584 CS Utrecht, NETHERLANDS. Phone: (31) 30-532101)

Session 5 GENDER, CLASS AND STATUS
Chair: Sazouja Szelcnyi (Stanford Univ, Palo Alto, CA, U.S.A.)

Session 6 METHODS AND MODELS IN STRATIFICATION RESEARCH
Chair: Thomas A. DiPrete (Dept Sociology, Duke Univ, Durham, NC 27705, U.S.A. Phone: 919-684-2915)

BUSINESS MEETING: Wednesday, 20:00 hrs

Session 7 BIOGRAPHY AND THE LIFE COURSE
Chair: Karl Ulrich Mayer (Inst Human Develop., Max-Planck-Instit., Lentzeallee 94, 1000 Berlin 33, F.R.G.)

Session 8 EDUCATIONAL MOBILITY
Chair: Yossi Shavit (Dept Sociology, Univ Haifa, Mount Carmel, Haifa 31999, ISRAEL)

Session 9 CHANGES IN SOCIAL MOBILITY PATTERNS. DISTRIBUTED PAPERS
Co-Chairs: Richard Wanner (Dept Sociology, Univ Calgary. Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4. CANADA)
Julián Carabanchel (Facultad de Ciencias Políticas y Sociología, Univ Complutense, Campus Somosaguas, 28023 Madrid, SPAIN. tel.:34-1-2009273)

JOINT SESSIONS
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 38 BIOGRAPHY AND SOCIETY: QUALITATIVE APPROACHES TO SOCIAL MOBILITY
Co-Chairs: Daniel Bertaux (CNRS/CEMS, 54 Bd Raspail, 75006 Paris, FRANCE)
Rudolf Andorka (Dept Sociology, Univ Economics, Dimitrov 8, Pf 489, 1828 Budapest, HUNGARY)

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 31 SOCIOLOGY OF MIGRATION: MIGRATION AND SOCIAL STRATIFICATION
Co-Chairs: Rudolf Andorka (Inst Sociology, Univ Economics & Sociology, Dimitrov 8, Budapest 5, Pf. 469, HUNGARY)
Ursula Mehrlinder (Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Godesberger Allee 149, 5300 Bonn 2, F.R.G.)

RC 29
DEVIANCE AND SOCIAL CONTROL
DEVIANCE ET CONTROLE SOCIAL

Program Coordinator: Manfred Brusten (Dept Social Sciences, Univ Wuppertal, Gauss-Str 20, 5600 Wuppertal 1, F.R.G.)
Louise Shelley (School of Justice, American Univ, 4400 Massachusetts Ave, NW, Washington, DC 20016, U.S.A.)

Session 1 STATE AND SOCIAL CONTROL: CONTEMPORARY AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES
Chair: Dario Melossi (Dept Sociology, Univ California, Davis, CA 95616, U.S.A.)

Session 2 POLICE, POLICY AND POLITICS
Co-Chairs: Manfred Brusten (Dept Social Sciences, Univ Wuppertal, Gauss Str 20, 56000 Wuppertal 1, F.R.G.)
René Levy (CESDIP, 4, rue de Mondovi, 75001 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 3 ORGANIZED CRIME
Chair: Menachem Amir (Inst Criminology, Hebrew Univ, Jerusalem, ISRAEL)

Session 4 JUVENILE CRIME AND JUSTICE
Chair: Jim Hackler (Dept Sociology, Univ Alberta, Edmonton, T6G 2H4, CANADA)

BUSINESS MEETING: Tuesday, 20:00 hrs

Session 5 WOMEN, CRIME AND THE JUSTICE SYSTEM
Chair: Susanne Karstedt-Henke (Univ Bielefeld, SFB 227, Teilprojekt C3. Postfach 8840, 4800 Bielefeld, F.R.G.)

Session 6 ABUSE OF POWER
Chair: Richard Hemel (Dpt Sociology, Univ Western Ontario, London N6A 5C2, Ontario, CANADA)

Session 7 PATTERNS OF CRIME, DEVIANCE AND DEVELOPMENT
Chair: Gary LaFlure (Dept Sociology, Univ New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131, U.S.A.)

Session 8 TRENDS IN WESTERN EUROPEAN CRIME
Chair: Philippe Robert (G.E.R.N., 4, rue de Mondovi, 75001 Paris, FRANCE)
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RECENT ISSUES:

Vol. 36, No.3, Winter 1988
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RECENT ISSUE Vol.4, No. 4, December 1989
Papers from Chinese Sociology
LI LULU: Theoretical Theses on ‘Social Modernisation’
YE KELIN, ZOU NONGJI AN and YE NANEKE: The Establishment of Market Town Sociology with Chinese Characteristics
THE INVESTIGATION GROUP OF NANKAI UNIVERSITY: Report on Nationwide Demand for Sociology Graduates during the period of the Seventh Five-Year Plan
Other Articles
NEIL J. SMELSER: External Influences on Sociology
ANDREAS BUSS: The Economic Ethics of Russian-Orthodox Christianity: Part II - Russian Old Believers and Sects
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RECENT TITLES IN THE SERIES
vol. 36 (1989):
NATIONAL TRADITIONS IN SOCIOLOGY
Nikolas Genov

vol. 37 (1989):
CHANGING FACE OF RELIGION
James A. Beckford and Thomas Luckmann

EDITORSHIP OF S.S.I.S.
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Other services and publications available:
- Information entered into the database since 1963 is available online to information professionals from BRS (file label SOCA), Data-Star (file label SOCA), and Dialog (file 37)
- Sociosearch - a service offering researchers and librarians an opportunity to consult with information specialists who answer research questions with fast comprehensive searches of SA and related databases:
  - Social Planning/Policy, and Development Abstracts (SOPODA) - published since 1979 as a response to the expressed needs of scholars and educators, for a compression of the applied sociology and social science literature into an easily accessible format;
- Note Us - a free newsletter to facilitate communication between the producers of SA and its several thousands of users;
- A slide/tape show Sociological Abstracts - in Print and Online offering information and instruction on use of this comprehensive sociological database. The presentation is available for purchase ($70) or it can be borrowed for a two-week period. at no charge.
- The new completed first edition of the SA Thesaurus of Sociological Terms is being used to index all SA and SOPODA records; Dialog Information Services will mount the online thesaurus.

Subscription to SA is $325 per year. Single issues are $50. Orders and enquiries can be placed with:

Sociological Abstracts P.O. Box 22200 San Diego, CA 92122-0200, USA
Session 9 DECARCERATION ACROSS COUNTRIES AND IN COMPARISON: WHAT IS HAPPENING AND WHY?

Chair: Dario Meliussi (Dept of Sociology, Univ of California, Davis, Davis, CA, 95616, U.S.A., Phone: USA-016-752-0751, Fax: USA-016-752-6363)

JOINT SESSIONS

Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 12 SOCIOLOGY OF LAW and RC 26 SOCIOTECHNICS - SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE: CHANGING PATTERNS AND TECHNOLOGIES OF SOCIAL CONTROL

Chair: Marla Loe (Dept Criminology, Univ Ottawa, 1 Stewart Str. Ottawa, Ontario K1N 6N5, CANADA)

RC 30

SOCIOLOGY OF WORK
SOCIOLOGIE DU TRAVAIL

Program Coordinator: Albert L. Mok (Dept PSW-UIA, Univ Antwerpen, Universiteitsplein 2, 2610 Wilrijk, BELGIUM)
Wolfgang Littek (Fachb. 11, Univ Bremen, Postfach 330 440, 2800 Bremen 33, F.R.G.)

Session 1 UNEMPLOYMENT, UNDEREMPLOYMENT AND REDISTRIBUTION OF WORK

Co-Chairs: Diane G. Tremblay (Univ Québec, 4835 Ave Christophe Colomb, Montréal, Québec H2J 4C2, CANADA)
Alain Leroux (Inst Int’l Labour Studies, C.P. 6,1211 Geneve 22, SWITZERLAND)

Session 2 TRANSFERTS DE TECHNOLOGIE

Co-Chairs: Claude Durand (Groupe Sociologie du Travail, CNRS - Univ Paris 7, 2 Place Jussieu, 75251 Paris Cedex 05, FRANCE)
Cecelia Canasias-Montero (PREALC, Oficina Internacional Trabajo, Casilla 618, Santiago de Chile, CHILE)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION AND THE DIVISION OF LABOUR DEBATE

Co-Chairs: Wolfgang Littek (Univ Bremen, FB 11, Postfach 330 440, 2800 Bremen 33, F.R.G., Phone: 421-2132216)
Marc Maurice (LEST, 36 Ave Jules Ferry, 13626 Aix-en-Provence, Cedex, FRANCE)
Natalia Chernina (Inst Economics, Tereszkovoj 40 KV 41, 630072 Novosibirsk 72, USSR)

Session 4 INFORMAL LABOUR

Co-chairs: J.J. Cerasuolo (School Social Sciences, Claverton Down, Bath BA2 7AY, UNITED KINGDOM)
J.J. Godschalk (Sociologisch Inst, Oude Hoogstraat 24, 1012 CE Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS)

Session 5 WHAT MAKES PEOPLE WORK? WORK INCENTIVES AND SATISFACTION IN WORK

Co-chairs: Chavdar Kivranov (Inst Sociology, 13 A Moskovska Str. 1000 Sofia, BULGARIA, Phone: 883200)
Jolanta Kulpinska (Inst Sociology, Univ Lodz ul. Rewolucji 1905 r. 41/43, 90-214 Lodz, POLAND)

Session 6 BIOGRAPHIES, WORK HISTORIES AND OCCUPATION FORMATION

Pierre Bouvier (CRNS/IRESCO, 59/61 Rue Pouchet, 75017 Paris, FRANCE)
Albert L. Mok (Dept PSW-UIA, Univ Instilling Antwerpen, Universiteitsplein 2, 2610 Wilrijk, BELGIUM)

Session 7 WORKING TIME AND THE STATUS OF WOMEN

Chair: Judith Buber-Aguasi (Dept Sociology, Univ Roma “La Sapienza”, Piazzale A. Moro 5, 00185 Roma, ITALY)

Session 8 PROFESSIONS AND WORK IN COMPARATIVE CONTEXT

Co-chairs: Louise H. Orza (Rutgers Univ, P.O. Box 457, Boston, MA 02258, U.S.A.)

Session 9 LABOUR RELATIONS IN DEVELOPED AND UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Co-chairs: Francisco Zapata (Colegio Mexico, Apto Postal 20-671, 01000 Mexico D.F., MEXICO)
Vinita Srivastava (Dept Commerce & Business Management, Punjab Univ, 160 014 Chandigarh, INDIA)

JOINT SESSIONS

Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 34 SOCIOLOGY OF YOUTH: YOUTH AT WORK

Co-Chairs: Peter Groccings (CEDEFOP, Bundeallee 22, 1000 Berlin 15, F.R.G.)
Graham Lowe (Dept Sociology, Carleton Univ, Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6, CANADA)
Michael Stefanov (Inst Youth Studies, 17, Tchervena Iska Str. 1619 Sofia, BULGARIA)

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 38 BIOGRAPHY AND SOCIETY: WORK BIOGRAPHIES
Co-chairs: Pierre Bouvier (CNRS/IRESCO, 59 rue Pouchet, 75017 Paris, FRANCE)
Hanna-Georg Brose (Inst Soziologie, Philipps Univ Marburg, Wilhelm Röpke Str. 6 B, 3550 Marburg, F.R.G.)
Albert Mok (Dpt PSW-UJA, Univ Instelling Antwerpen, Universiteitsplein 2, 2010 Wilrijk, BELGIUM)

Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 10 PARTICIPATION, WORKERS’ CONTROL, AND SELFMANAGEMENT and RC 36 ALIENATION THEORY AND RESEARCH: ALIENATION AND DEALIENATION IN WORK: COMPARATIVE SOCIALIST CAPITALIST PERSPECTIVES

Co-chairs: Walter Heinz (Human & Sozialwissenschaften, Univ Bremen, FB 9, PF 330 440, 2800 Bremen 33, F.R.G.)
Georgy Szel (FBS, Univ Osnabrück, Postfach 4469, Osnabrück, F.R.G.)
Wolfgang Lüttke (Univ Bremen, FB 11, Postfach 330 440, 2800 Bremen 33, F.R.G., Phone: 421-2182160)

Thursday, 12 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 21 REGIONAL AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF MASS UNEMPLOYMENT AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Co-chairs: Enrico Pugliese (Dept Sociology, Univ Napoli, Largo San Marco 10, 80130 Napoli, ITALY)
Vivette Lucas (ERMOPRS, Univ Toulouse le Mirail, Allée Antonio Machado 5, 31058 Toulouse Cedex, FRANCE)

Friday, 13 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 32 WOMEN IN SOCIETY: GENDER AND WORK

Co-chairs: Danielle Kergoat (CNRS, Rue Pouchet 59-61, 75017 Paris Cedex 17, FRANCE)
Leni Beukema (NETHERLANDS)
Nea Filguerra (URUGUAY)

RC 31
SOCI OCIOLOG Y OF MI GRATION
SOCI OCIOLOG Y DES MIGRATIONS

Program Coordinator: Ursula Mehrländner (Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung Godesberger Allee 149, 5300 Bonn 2, F.R.G., tel:228-8334949)

Session 1 SOCIOLOGICAL THEORIES OF MIGRATION/METHODS AND TECHNIQUES FOR MIGRATION STUDIES
Chair: Hans-Joachim Hoffmann-Nowotny (Inst Sociology, Univ Zürich, Rämistrasse 69, 8001 Zürich, SWITZERLAND)

Session 2 SOCIOLOGICAL THEORIES OF MIGRATION/METHODS AND TECHNIQUES FOR MIGRATION STUDIES
Chair: Robin Cohen (Cntr Research Ethnic Relations, Univ Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 3 SOCIOLOGICAL THEORIES OF MIGRATION/METHODS AND TECHNIQUES FOR MIGRATION STUDIES
Chair: Elizabeth McLean Petran (Dept Regional Science, Univ Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104, U.S.A.)

Session 4 NEW TRENDS IN MIGRATION POLICIES
Chair: Hans Entzinger (Fac Sociale Wetenschappen, Univ Utrecht, Postbus 80 140, 3508 TC Utrecht, NETHERLANDS)

Session 5 NEW TRENDS IN MIGRATION POLICIES
Chair: Helmut Loiskandl (Dept Anthropology & Sociology, Univ Queensland, St. Lucia 4067, AUS TRALIA)

Session 6 INTEGRATION PROCESSES OF MIGRANTS AND/OR REFUGEES
Chair: Anthony Ayok Chol (Fac Commerce & Management, Univ Dar es Salaam, P.O. Box 35 046, Dar es Salaam, TANZANIA)

Session 7 INTEGRATION PROCESSES OF MIGRANTS AND/OR REFUGEES
Chair: Charola Soló (Dept Sociología, Univ Autónoma, Aribau, 146 bis 2, 08193 Bellaterra, Barca, SPAIN, Phone: (3) 2372012)

Session 8 CURRENT TRENDS IN MIGRATION IN DIFFERENT AREAS OF THE WORLD: MIGRATION TO EUROPE
Chair: Francesco Paolo Cerase (Via Aquileia 15, 00190 Roma, ITALY)

BUSINESS MEETING: Friday, 20:00 hrs

Session 9 MIGRATION FROM LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN TO NORTH AMERICA
Co-chairs: Luz Marina Diaz (Fac Ciencias Humanas, Univ Nacional Colombia, Apartado Aéreo 53519, Bogotá 2, COLOMBIA)
Juan E. Hernández-Cruz (CISCLA, Univ Interamericana, Call Box 5100, San German, PR 00753, U.S.A.)

JOINT SESSIONS
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 05 ETHNIC, RACE AND MINORITY RELATIONS and RC 36 ALIENATION THEORY AND RESEARCH: ALIENATION AND ETHNIC DIMENSIONS OF STATE MIGRATION; REFUGEE POLICY
Co-chairs: John Horton (Dept Sociology, Univ California, 405 Hilgard Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.)
Silva Meznaric (Inst Migration & Nationalities, Univ Zagreb, Trnjanska 66, YU Zagreb 41000, YUGOSLAVIA)
C. Michael Lampier (Dpt Sociology, York Univ, 4700 Keele Street, North York, Ontario M3J 1P3, CANADA)

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 28 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION: MIGRATION AND SOCIAL STRATIFICATION

Co-chairs: Rudolf Andorka (Inst Sociology, Univ Economics & Sociology, Dimitrov 8, Budapest 5, Pf. 489, HUNGARY)
Ursula Mehrländer (Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Godesberger Allee 149, 5300 Bonn 2, F.R.G.)

Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 32 WOMEN IN SOCIETY: WOMEN IN INTEGRATION

Co-chairs: Lourdes Arisleu (Campesire 54, Mexico 01060 DF, MEXICO)
Josef Gugler (Dept Sociology, Univ Connecticut, Box U-68, 344 Mansfield Rd, Storrs, CT 06269-2068, U.S.A.)

RC 32
WOMEN IN SOCIETY
FEMMES ET SOCIETE

Program Coordinator: Neera Desai (Resch Ctr for Women’s Studies, SNDT Women’s Univ, Vitabadas Vidyaivihar, Juhu Rd., Santacruz, Bombay 400 049, INDIA, Phone: 6126648)

Session 1 HOUSEHOLD AND ALLOCATIONAL PRACTICES IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Co-chairs: Deniz Kandiyoti (10 Ashmount Rd, London N19 3BUN, UNITED KINGDOM)
Ayeah M. Iman (Dept Sociology, Ahmadu Bello Univ, Zaria, NIGERIA)

Session 2 THE EFFECTS OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC CRISIS ON WOMEN
Co-chairs: Neuza Aguilar (IUPERJ, Rua Paulino Fernandes 32, Botafogo R.122270, BRAZIL)
Bozani Awe (Inst African Studies, Univ Ibadan, Ibadan, NIGERIA)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 WOMEN IN POVERTY: CREATING ALTERNATIVES FROM THE PERSPECTIVES OF WOMEN
Chair: Noelleen Heyzer (Asian & Pacific Development, P.O. Box 12224, 50770 Kuala Lumpur, MALAYSIA, Phone: 2548088; Fax: 603-2550316)

Session 4 WOMEN AND DEVELOPMENT: VARIATIONS IN CHANGING POLITICAL ECONOMIES
Co-chairs: Marcia Segal (Dept Sociology, Indiana University Southeast, 42101 Grant Line Rd, New Albany, IN 47150, U.S.A.)
Esther Ngnan-Ling Chow (American University, U.S.A.)

Session 5 WOMEN, POPULATION POLICY AND REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS
Co-chairs: Carmen Barroso (Fundacao Carlos Chagas, Ave Prof Francisco Morato 1565, 05513 Sao Paulo, SP, BRAZIL)
Yolanda M. Koller-Tjejero (Inst für Soziologie, Ludwig-Maximilians-Univ, Konradstrasse 6, 8000 München 40, F.R.G.)

Session 6 WOMEN IN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTION
Co-chairs: Ruza First Dillie (ECCRASS, Grünangerg. 2, 1011 Viena, AUSTRIA)
Carmen Alemayhe Gómez (Cntr Etusis dona e soc., Muntaner 178, 08036 Barcelona, SPAIN)

Session 7 WOMEN’S MOVEMENT
Chair: Neera Desai (Resch Ctr for Women’s Studies, SNDT Women’s Univ, Vitabadas Vidyaivihar, Juhu Rd., Santacruz, Bombay 400 049, INDIA, Phone: 612 66 48)

Session 8 GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES ON WOMEN, FUNDAMENTALISM, AND RELIGIOUS REVIVALISM
Co-chairs: Hanna Papanek (Cntr Asian Develop. Studies, Boston University, 264 Bay State Rd, Boston, MA 02215, U.S.A.)
Vina Mazumdar (Cntr Women’s Develop. Studies, B-43 Panschsheel Enclave, New Delhi 110 017, INDIA)
Khawar Mumtaz (18-A Min Mir Rd, P.O. Moghul Para, Lahore 15, PAKISTAN)

Session 9 GENDER DISCRIMINATION: ITS ARTICULATION WITH RACE, CLASS AND CASTE DISCRIMINATION
Co-chairs: Kamela Carneel (804 Wallace Apts, Sleater Rd., Bombay 400 007, INDIA)
Caree Marias (CNRAS, Group Southern Africa, 20 Rue St Martin, 75004 Paris, FRANCE, Phone: 1-45583815)

JOINT SESSIONS
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 19 SOCIOLOGY OF POVERTY, SOCIAL WELFARE AND SOCIAL POLICY: WOMEN AND THE WELFARE STATE
Co-chairs: Frances Fox Piven (Graduate Sch & Univ Centre, City Univ New York, 33 West 42 Street, New York 10036-8099, U.S.A.)
          Staffan Marklund (Dept Sociology, Univ Umea, Umea 901 87, SWEDEN)

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 10 PARTICIPATION, WORKERS’ CONTROL, AND SELFMANAGEMENT and RC 36 ALIENATION THEORY AND RESEARCH: EMPOWERMENT AND ALIENATION

Co-chairs: Selina Adjepong-Asem (Technology Planning & Develop., Obafemi Awolowo Univ, Ile-Ife, NIGERIA)
          Litsa Nikolau-Suckoviti (Dept Management, Univ Piraeus, 40 Karacouli & Demetriou Street, Piraeus, GREECE)
          Eva Alterman Bley (Dept Sociologia, USP, Rua do Largo 717, Caixa Postal 8105, Sao Paulo, BRAZIL)

Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 23 SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE: WOMEN IN SCIENCE: PROBLEMS AND PERSPECTIVES

Chair: Veronica Stolte-Heiskanen (Dept Sociology, Univ. Tampere, POB 607, 33101 Tampere, FINLAND)

Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 31 SOCIOLOGY OF MIGRATION: WOMEN IN MIGRATION

Co-chairs: Josef Gugler (Dept Sociology, Univ Connecticut, Box U-68, 344 Mansfield Rd, Storrs, CT 06269-2068, U.S.A.)
          Luírdes Ariaspe (Campestre 54, Mexico 01060 DF, MEXICO)

Thursday, 12 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 05 ETHNIC, RACE AND MINORITY RELATIONS: GENDER, RACE AND CLASS

Co-Chairs: Sheila Allen (School Social Sciences, Thames Polytechnic, Wellington Str., Woolwich, London SE18 6PF, UNITED KINGDOM)
          Floya Anthias (School Social Sciences, Thames Polytechnic, Wellington Str., Woolwich, London SE18 6PF, UNITED KINGDOM)
          Nira Yuval-Davis (School Social Sciences, Thames Polytechnic, Wellington Str., Woolwich, London SE18 6PF, UNITED KINGDOM)

Friday, 13 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 30 SOCIOLOGY OF WORK: GENDER AND WORK

Co-chairs: Danielle Kergont (CNRS, Rue Pouchet 59-61, 75017 Paris Cedex 17, FRANCE)
          Leni Beukema (NETHERLANDS)
          Nea Filgueiras (URUGUAY)

RC 28
LOGIC AND METHODOLOGY IN SOCIOLOGY
LA LOGIQUE ET LE METHODOLOGIE DANS LA SOCIOLOGIE

Program Coordinator: Manfred Kuechler (Dept Sociology, Hunter College CUNY, 695 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10021, U.S.A., BITNET: makhc at cunyvm)

Session 1 COMPARATIVE METHODOLOGY

Chair: Ray Pawson (Dept Sociology, Univ Leeds, LS2 9JT, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 2 LONGITUDINAL METHODOLOGY I

Co-chairs: John Byuner (Social Statistics Rsch Unit, City Univ, Northampton Square, London EC1V 0HB, UNITED KINGDOM)
          Ray Pawson (Dept Sociology, Univ Leeds, LS2 9JT, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 3 CURRENT ISSUES IN SOCIOLOGICAL METHODOLOGY

Chair: Manfred Kuechler (Dept Sociology, Hunter College (CUNY), 695 Park Ave, New York, NY 10021, U.S.A., BITNET: makhc at cunyvm)

BUSINESS MEETING: Tuesday, 17:30 hrs

Session 4 STATISTICAL AND METHEMATICAL MODELLING

Co-chairs: Manfred Kuechler (Dept Sociology, Hunter College (CUNY), 695 Park Ave, New York, NY 10021, U.S.A., BITNET: makhc at cunyvm)
          Robert Kaufman (Dept Sociology, Ohio State Univ, Columbus, OH 43210, U.S.A., BITNET: ts3505 at ashstvma)

Session 5 ISSUES ON ATTITUDE SCALE CONSTRUCTION

Co-chairs: Willem E. Saris (SRF, van Boshnienstr 225, 1083 AW Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS)
          Dagmar Krebs (ZUMA e.v., B21 Postfach 122155, 6800 Mannheim, F.R.G.)

Session 6 LONGITUDINAL METHODOLOGY II

Co-chairs: John Byuner (Social Statistics Rsch Unit, City Univ, Northampton Square, London EC1V 0HB, UNITED KINGDOM)
          Ray Pawson (Dept Sociology, Univ Leeds, LS2 9JT, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 7 INTERRELATION BETWEEN TYPE OF ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Session 8 NETWORK ANALYSIS METHODS
Chair: Peter J. Carrington (Dept Sociology, Univ Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, CANADA, Phone: (519)885-1211/ex3061, BITNET: PJC at WATDCS.UWaterloo.ca)

Session 9 COMPUTER ASSISTED PERSONAL INTERVIEWING
Chair: Peter Halfpenny (Cntr Applied Social Research, Univ Manchester, Manchester, M13 9PL, UNITED KINGDOM, Fax: 061 275 4751, BITNET: MSRSSH@UK.AC.MCC.CMS)

JOINT SESSIONS
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 35 COCTA - COMMITTEE ON CONCEPTUAL AND TERMINOLOGICAL ANALYSIS: IDEAL TYPES AND SOCIAL RESEARCH
Chair: Norman W.H. Blaikie (Dept Social Science, Royal Melbourne Inst Technol, GPO Box 2476V, Melbourne, Vic 3001, AUSTRALIA)

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 35 COCTA - COMMITTEE ON CONCEPTUAL AND TERMINOLOGICAL ANALYSIS: THE CONCEPT OF MEASUREMENT
Co-chairs: K. Walter Schwager (Dept Sociology & Anthropology, Laurentian University, Sudbury, Ontario P3E 2C6, CANADA) Alberto Marradi (Viale Duse 32, 50137 Firenze, ITALY)

Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 08 HISTORY OF SOCIOLOGY: THE HISTORY OF EMPIRICAL SOCIAL RESEARCH

RC 34 SOCIOLOGY OF YOUTH SOCIOLOGIE DE LA JEUNESSE
Program Coordinator: Jürgen Hartmann (Inst Sociology, Uppsala Univ, POB 513, 751 20 Uppsala, SWEDEN, tel:18-145.800)

Session 1 YOUTH AND PERESTROIKA

Co-Chairs: Peter-Emil Mitev (Dept Philosophy, Sofia Univ, Bd Ruskî 15, 1000 Sofia, BULGARIA) Vladimir Shouhkin (Inst International Labour Mov., Kolpachinni per. 9A, Moscow, USSR)

Session 2 THEORY AND METHODS IN YOUTH RESEARCH
Co-chairs: Richard G. Braungart (Dept Sociology, Syracuse Univ, Syracuse, NY 13244-1230, U.S.A.) Dalibor Holda (Inst Marxism-Leninism, Karl Univ, 11636 Praha 1, CZECHOSLOVAKIA)

Session 3 DESARROLLO DE LA INVESTIGACION SOBRE JUVENTUD EN PAISES DE HABLA HISPANICA
Chair: Cecilia Braslavsky (FLACSO, Fred Lacroze 2097, 1426 Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA)

Session 4 INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF YOUTH
Chair: Jürgen Hartmann (Inst Sociology, Uppsala Univ, POB 513, 751 20 Uppsala, SWEDEN)

Session 5 YOUTH MOBILITY AND REGIONAL IDENTITY
Chair: Peter Heskel (Welfare Training & Resch Cntr, Berggasse 17, 1090 Vienna, AUSTRIA)

Session 6 YOUTH AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES: EUROPEAN COUNTRIES IN COMPARISON
Co-chairs: Michael Stefanov (Inst Youth Studies, 17, Tchervena Iskra Str, 1619 Sofia, BULGARIA) Ruza Pirat-Dilic (ECCRASS, P.O. Box 974, Grunangergasse 2, 1011 Vienna, AUSTRIA)

Session 7 YOUTH AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Chair: Vedka C. Simbuezi (Dept Sociology, Andhra Univ, Waltair, Visakhapatnam 530 003, INDIA, Phone: 64871, ext. 311)

Session 8 IDENTITY AND COMMUNICATION OF YOUTH

Session 9 BUSINESS MEETING: INTERNATIONAL YOUTH RESEARCH 1990-1994
Chair: Jürgen Hartmann (Inst Sociology, Uppsala Univ, POB 513, 751 20 Uppsala, SWEDEN)

JOINT SESSIONS
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 30 SOCIOLOGY OF WORK: YOUTH A WORK
Co-Chairs: Peter Grootings (CEDEFOP, Bundesallee 22, 1000 Berlin 15, F.R.G.)
Graham Lowe (Dept Sociology, Carleton Univ, Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6, CANADA)
Michael Stefanov (Inst Youth Studies, 17, Tchervena Iskra Str, 1610 Sofia, BULGARIA)

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 04 SOCIOMETRY OF EDUCATION: YOUTH, EDUCATION AND POLITICAL CHANGE

Chair: Don S. Anderson (Dept Sociology, RSSS, Australian Nat Univ, GPO Box 4, Canberra City, ACT, 2601, AUSTRALIA. Fax: 62571893)

Thursday, 12 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 06 FAMILY RESEARCH: POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION IN THE FAMILY

Co-chairs: Sibylle Hübner-Punk (Deutsches Jugendinstitut, Friedadstrasse 30, 6000 München 90, F.R.G.)
Salustiano del Campo (Fac Ciencias Politicas y Socioologia, Univ Complutense, Campus Somosaguas, 28023 Madrid, SPAIN. tel:34-1-2434609, 7348503)

RC 35
COCERTA - COMMITTEE ON CONCEPTUAL AND TERMINOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
COMITE SUR L’ANALYSE CONCEPTUELLE ET TERMINOLOGIQUE

Program Coordinator: Alberto Marradi (Viale Duse 32, 50137 Firenze, ITALY)

Session 1 RATIONALITY
Chair: Stephen Turner (Dept Philosophy, Univ South Florida, Tampa, FL 33620-5550, U.S.A.)

Session 2 DEVELOPMENT
Chair: Jan-Erik Lane (Dept Economics, Univ Lund, P.O. Box 7082, 220 07 Lund, SWEDEN)

Session 3 FACTOR ANALYSIS, VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY
Chair: John Bynner (Social Statistics Rsch Unit, City Univ, Northampton Square, London EC1Y 0HB, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 4 EVERYDAY CONSTRUCTS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE
Chair: Norman W.H. Blaikie (Dept Social Science, Royal Melbourne Inst Technolog, GPO Box 2476V, Melbourne, Vic 3001, AUSTRALIA)

Session 5 COMMON SENSE AND RESEARCH TECHNIQUES
Chair: Jürgen Kriz (Univ Osnabrück, FB 8, P.OB 4469, 4500 Osnabrück, F.R.G.)

Session 6 THE CONCEPT OF GLOBALITY

Chair: Henry Teune (Dept Political Science C2, Univ Pennsylvania, 217 Stitler Hall, Philadelphia, PA 19104, U.S.A.)

Session 7 THE INTEROCTA PROJECT: A ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION
Chair: Fred W. Riggs (Dept Political Science, Univ Hawaii, 2424 Maile Way, Honolulu, HI 96822, U.S.A.)

Session 8 A PROJECT ON META-TERMS AND META-CONCEPTS: A ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION
Chair: Alberto Marradi (Viale Duse 32, 50137 Firenze, ITALY)

Session 9 BUSINESS MEETING: Friday, 15:00 hrs
Chair: Jan-Erik Lane (Dept Economics, Univ Lund, P.O. Box 7082, 220 07 Lund, SWEDEN)

JOINT SESSIONS
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 33 LOGIC AND METHODOLOGY IN SOCIOLOGY: IDEAL TYPES AND SOCIAL RESEARCH
Chair: Norman W.H. Blaikie (Dept Social Science, Royal Melbourne Inst Technolog, GPO Box 2476V, Melbourne, Vic 3001, AUSTRALIA)

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 33 LOGIC AND METHODOLOGY IN SOCIOLOGY: THE CONCEPT OF MEASUREMENT

Chair: K. Walter Schwager (Dept Sociology & Anthropology, Laurentian University, Sudbury, Ontario P3E 2C6, CANADA)
Alberto Marradi (Viale Duse 32, 50137 Firenze, ITALY)

RC 36
ALIENATION THEORY AND RESEARCH: THEORIZING ET RECHERCHER SUR L’ALIENATION

Program Coordinator: Felix Geyer (SISWO, P.O.Box 19079, 1000 GB Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS. Tel. (3120)240075)

Session 1 KEYNOTE SESSION
Chair: Felix Geyer (SISWO, P.O. Box 19079, 1000 GB Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS)

Session 2 ALIENATION, MEDITATION AND MYSTICISM (FROM SECULAR, SCIENTIFIC AND CROSSTRAIN CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE)
Chair: Raja Ganesan (Dept Education, Univ Madras, Madras 600 005, INDIA)

Session 3 ALIENATION IN SOCIAL INTERACTION
Chair: Walter Heinz (Human & Sozialwissenschaften, Univ Bremen, FB 9, PF 330 440, 2800 Bremen 33, F.R.G.)

Session 4 ALIENATION AND AIDS
Chair: Esther K. Hickey (SISWO, P.O. Box 19079, 1000 GB Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS)

Session 5 ALIENATION AND DEMOCRACY
Chair: John R. Horton (Dept Sociology, Univ California, 405 Hilgard Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1551, U.S.A.)

Session 6 URBAN ALIENATION AND GRASS ROOTS PROTEST
Chair: Andrew Oldenquist (Dept Philosophy, Ohio State Univ, 230 North Oval Mall, Columbus, OH 43210-1365, U.S.A.)

Session 7 THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL ADVANCES
Chair: Richard Schacht (Dept Philosophy, Univ Illinois, 810 South Wright Str, Urbana, IL 61801, U.S.A.)

Session 8 DE-ALIENATION AND DIS-ANOMIE: THEORY, RESEARCH, PRACTICE
Chair: David Schelsky (Dept Anthropology & Sociology, Univ British Colombia, 6303 N.W. Marine Drive, Vancouver, B.C. V6T 2B2, CANADA)

Session 9 STIGMA, ALIENATION, AND THE DEVIANT PERSONALITY
Chair: Shlomo Shoham (Inst Criminology, Tel-Aviv Univ, Ramat-Aviv 69978, Tel-Aviv, ISRAEL)

BUSINESS MEETING: Friday, 20:00 hrs

JOINT SESSIONS

Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 05 ETHNIC, RACE AND MINORITY RELATIONS and RC 31 SOCIOLOGY OF MIGRATION: ALIENATION AND ETHNIC DIMENSIONS OF STATE MIGRATION: REFUGEE POLICY

Co-chairs: John Horton (Dept Sociology, Univ California, 405 Hilgard Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.)
Silva Mearsic (Inst Migration & Nationalities, Univ Zagreb, Trnajska 66, YU Zagreb 41000, YUGOSLAVIA)
C. Michael Lashier (Dept Sociology, York Univ, 4700 Keele Street, North York, Ontario M3J 1P3, CANADA)

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 10 PARTICIPATION, WORKERS’ CONTROL, AND SELF-MANAGEMENT and RC 32 WOMEN IN SOCIETY: PARTICIPATION, WORKER’S CONTROL, AND SELF-MANAGEMENT / THEORY AND RESEARCH: EMPOWERMENT AND ALIENATION

Co-chairs: Selina Adjeibeng-Asem (Technology Planning & Develop., Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, NIGERIA)
Liza Nikolaou-Smokovitris (Dept Management, Univ Piraeus, 40 Karaouli & Demetriou Street, Piraeus, GREECE)
Eva Alterman Bey (Dept Sociologia, USP, Rua do Lago 717, Caixa Postal 8105, Sao Paulo, BRAZIL)

Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 30 SOCIOLOGY OF WORK and RC 10 PARTICIPATION, WORKERS’ CONTROL, AND SELF-MANAGEMENT: ALIENATION AND DE-ALIENATION IN WORK: COMPARATIVE SOCIALIST-CAPITALIST PERSPECTIVES

Co-chairs: Walter Heinz (Human & Sozialwissenschaften, Univ Bremen, FB 9, PF 330 440, 2800 Bremen 33, F.R.G.)
György Szell (FBS, Univ Osabruck, Postfach 4469, Osabruck, F.R.G.)
Wolfgang Lütteke (Univ Bremen, FB 11, Postfach 330 440, 2800 Bremen 33, F.R.G., Phone: 421-2182160)

Thursday, 12 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 26 SOCIOTECHNICS - SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE: PARTICIPATIVE INTERVENTION IN ORGANIZATIONS AND THE REDUCTION OF ALIENATION AND STRESS

Co-chairs: Judith Bubener Agassai (Philosophy Dept, York University, 4700 Keele Street, North York, Ontario M3J 1P3, CANADA)
Alex Boros (Dept Sociology, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio 44242, U.S.A.)

RC 37 SOCIOLOGIE DES ARTS

Program Coordinator: Iván Vitányi (Inst Culture, Corvin tér 8, 1251 Budapest, HUNGARY)

Session 1 THEATER IN SOCIETY

Co-Chairs: Maria Shevtsova (Dept French Studies, Univ Sydney, NSW 2006, AUSTRALIA)
Roger Deldime (Inst Sociology, Fondé Ernest Solvay, Av. Jeanne 44, 1050 Brussels, BELGIUM)

Session 2 ARTISTIC RECEPTION
Chair: Jeffrey A. Halley (Dept Sociology, Univ Connecticut, 344 Mansfield Rd, CT 06269-2068, U.S.A.)

Session 3 INSIDER VERSUS OUTSIDER ART
Chair: Vera L. Zolberg (Dept Sociology, New School Social Rsch, 65 Fifth Ave, New York, NY 10003, U.S.A.)
Session 4 CULTURAL CAPITAL IN THEORY AND RESEARCH

Chair: Richard A. Peterson (Dept Sociology, Vanderbilt Univ, Box 1635 Station B, Nashville, TN 37235, U.S.A., BITNET: petersrnvctruvax)

BUSINESS MEETING: Tuesday, 20:00 hrs

Session 5 POLITICS AND ART

Chair: Jeffrey C. Goldfarb (New School Social Resch, 65 Fifth Ave, NY 10003, U.S.A., Phone: (212)741-5767)

Session 6 POLITICS AND ARTISTIC INSTITUTIONS

Co-chairs: Raymonde Moulin (Cntr Sociologie des Arts, Ecole Hautes Etudes Scienc. So, 54 Bd Raspail, 75006 Paris Cedex, FRANCE)
Philippe Urfalino (CNRS, Cntr Sociologie Organisation, 19 Rue Amelie, 75006 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 7 ARTISTIC PROFESSIONS AND LABOR MARKETS

Chair: Pierre-Michel Menger (Cntr Sociologie Arts, EHESS, 54, Bd Raspail, 75006 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 8 SOCIOLOGY OF FASHION

Co-chairs: Sergei Plotzukov (Chernyakhovskogo 8A Flat 92, 1253 19 Moscow, USSR)
Fred Davis (Dept Sociology, Univ California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093, U.S.A., Phone: (619)4520279/5340494)

Session 9 ART AND SOCIETY

Co-chairs: Ivan Vitanyi (Inst Culture, Corvin Ter 8, 1251 Budapest, HUNGARY)
Maria Sagi (Inst Culture, Corvin Ter 8, 1251 Budapest, HUNGARY)

JOINT SESSIONS

Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 13 SOCIOLOGY OF LEISURE, LEISURE AND THE ARTS
Chair: Maria Sagi (Inst Culture, Corvin Ter 8, 1251 Budapest, HUNGARY)

RC 88 BIOGRAPHY AND SOCIETY BIOGRAPHIE ET SOCIETE

Program Coordinator: Daniel Bertaux (CEMS-CNRS, 54 Bd Raspail, 75006 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 1 GREAT PARADIGMS IN THE ANALYSIS OF LIFE STORIES/GRANDS PARADIGMES D'ANALYSE DES RECITS DE VIE

Co-Chair: Consuelo Corradi (Dpt Sociologia, Univ di Roma, Via Cassia 85B, 00158 Rome, ITALY)
Francis Godard (GERM-CERCOM, Ecole Hautes Etudes Scienc. So., 2 rue de la Charité, 13002 Marseille, FRANCE)

Session 2 FAMILY HISTORIES AND GROUP BIOGRAPHIES/HISTOIRES DE FAMILLES ET BIOGRAPHIES DE GROUPE

Co-chairs: Paul Thompson (Dept Sociology, Univ Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester CO4 3SQ, UNITED KINGDOM)
Brian Elliott (Dept Social Science, Cariboo College, P.O.B. 3010, Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5N3, CANADA)

Session 3 ORAL CULTURE AND WRITTEN CULTURE IN THE WORKINGS OF MEMORY/L'ORAL ET L'ECRIT DANS LE TRAVAIL DE LA MEMOIRE

Chair: Mercedes Vilanova (Fac Geografia i Historia, Univ Barcelona, Zona Pedralbes, 08038 Barcelona, SPAIN)

Session 4 TYPES OF BIOGRAPHICAL DATA AND THEIR USES FOR SOCIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS/LES TYPES DE MATIERAUX BIOGRAPHIQUES ET LEURS MODALITES D'ANALYSE

Chair: Maria I. Marcotli (Dept Sociologia, Univ Studi Roma, Via V.E. Orlandi 75, 00185 Roma, ITALY)

Session 5 WRITTEN AUTOBIOGRAPHIES: COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS/S AUTOBIOGRAPHIES ECRITES: RECUEIL ET ANALYSE

Chair: J.P. Roos (Dept Social Policy, Univ Helsinki, Franzoninkatu 13, 00500 Helsinki 50, FINLAND)

Session 6 NARRATIVITY IN LIFE STORIES / MODELES NARRATIFS DANS LES RECITS DE VIE

Chair: Régine Roblin (Dept Sociologie, Univ Quebec à Montréal, C.P. 8888, Succ. "A", Montréal, PQ H3C 3P8, CANADA)

Session 7 BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIALIZATION / SOCIALISATION BIOGRAPHIQUE

Chair: Erika M. Hoerning (Max-Planck Inst Human Devlp., Lentzeallee 94, 1000 Berlin 33, F.R.G.)

Session 8 BIOGRAPHY BETWEEN HISTORY AND EVERYDAY LIFE / LES BIOGRAPHIES ENTRE L'HISTOIRE ET LA VIE QUOTIDIENNE

Co-chairs: Claude Javeau (Inst Sociologie, Univ Libre, Ave Jeanne 44, 1000 Bruxelles, BELGIQUE)
Luben Nikolov (Dept Sociology, Univ Sofia, Bd Lenin 125, Sofia, BULGARIA)
Session 9 BIOGRAPHY AND SOCIETY IN THE 1990'S/BIOGRAPHIE ET SOCIETE DANS LES ANNEES '90
Chair: Daniel Berteaux (CEMS-CNRS, 54 Bd Raspail, 75006 Paris, FRANCE)

JOINT SESSIONS
Monday, 9 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 28 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION: QUALITATIVE APPROACHES TO SOCIAL MOBILITY
Co-chairs: Daniel Berteaux (CNRS/CEMS, 54 Bd Raspail, 75006 Paris, FRANCE)
Rudolf Andorka (Dept Sociology, Univ Economics, Dimitrov 8, Pf 489, 1828 Budapest, HUNGARY)

Tuesday, 10 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 30 SOCIOLOGY OF WORK: WORK BIOGRAPHIES
Co-chairs: Pierre Bouvier (CNRS/IRESCO, 50 rue Pouchet, 75017 Paris, FRANCE)
Hannes-Georg Broeze (Inst Soziologie, Philipps Univ Marburg, Wilhelm Röpke Str. 6 B, 3550 Marburg, F.R.G.)

Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 11 SOCIOLOGY OF AGING: AGING AND THE RESTRUCTURING OF THE LIFE COURSE. SESSION JOINTLY ORGANIZED BY RC 11 AND RC 38 BIOGRAPHY AND SOCIETY
Chair: Martin Kohli (Inst Sociology, Free Univ Berlin, Hittorfstrasse 16, D-1000 Berlin 33, F.R.G.)

RC 39 SOCIOLOGY OF DISASTERS
SOCIOLOGIE DES DESASTRES
Program Coordinator: Russell R. Dynes (Disaster Research Center, Dept Sociology, Univ Delaware, Newark, DE 19716, U.S.A.)

Session 1 CROSS NATIONAL APPROACHES TO DISASTER - RESEARCH AND PLANNING
Chair: Uriel Roseenthal (Dept Public Administration, Univ Leiden, Wassenaarseweg 52, P.B. 9555, 2300 RB Leiden, NETHERLANDS)

Session 2 COMPARATIVE EVOLUTION OF NATIONAL DISASTER PLANNING
Chair: Roger Wettenhall (School Administrative Studies, Canberra College Advanced Educ, P.O. Box 1, Belconnen ACT 2616, AUSTRALIA)

Session 3 MASS MEDIA IN DISASTER

Chair: Hirotada Hirose (Dept Psychology, Tokyo Women's Christian Univ, Zempukuji 2, Suganami-ku, Tokyo 167, JAPAN)

Session 4 POLITICS OF DISASTER RESPONSE IN ASIA
Chair: Habibul H. Khondker (Dept Sociology, National Univ Singapore, 10 Kent Ridge Crescent, Singapore 0511, SINGAPORE)

Session 5 RESEARCH ON RISK
Co-chairs: Eugene A. Rosa (Dept Sociology, Washington State Univ, Pullman, WA 99064-4014, U.S.A., Phone: (509) 335-4621, Fax: (509) 335-0116)
Thomas Dietz (Dept Sociology, George Mason Univ, Fairfax, VA 22030, U.S.A., Phone: (703) 994-2916, Fax: (703) 994-1639)

Session 6 DISASTER IMPACT AND RECONSTRUCTION
Co-chairs: Joseph Scanlon (School Journalism, Carleton Univ, Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6, CANADA)
Dorel Abraham (Design Inst Typified Buildings, IPCT, Tudor Argezari 21, Bucharest, ROMANIA)

Session 7 RISK AND RISK MANAGEMENT
Co-chairs: Russell R. Dynes (Disaster Resch Cntr, Univ Delaware, Newark, DE 19716, U.S.A.)
George Rogers (Oak Ridge National Laboratorty, Oak Ridge, TN, U.S.A.)
Anthony Oliver-Smith (Dept Anthropology, Univ Florida, 1350 Turlington Hall, Gainesville, FL 32611, U.S.A.)

BUSINESS MEETING: Thursday, 12 July 1990, 20:00 hrs

Session 8 POST CHERNOBYL STUDIES
Chair: Wolf R. Dombrowsky (Inst Soziologie, Christian-Albrechts Univ, Olshausenstrasse, 40, 2300 Kiel 1, F.R.G.)

Session 9 COMPARATIVE EVOLUTION OF NATIONAL DISASTER PLANNING
Chair: Carlo Paladina (Inst International Sociology, ISIG, Via Mazzini 13, Gorizia, ITALY)

RC 40 SOCIOLOGY OR AGRICULTURE
SOCIOLOGIE DE L'AGRICULTURE
Program Coordinator: Alessandro Bonanno (Dept Rural Sociology, Univ Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211, U.S.A.)

Session 1 THE GLOBALIZATION OF THE AGRI-FOOD SYSTEM
Chair: William H. Friedland (Merrill College, Univ California, Santa Cruz, CA, U.S.A.)
Session 2 AGRICULTURAL LABOR AND INFORMAL ECONOMY
Chair: Patrick Mooney (Dept Sociology, Univ Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506, U.S.A.)

Session 3 COMMODITY SYSTEMS
Chair: Phillip McMichael (Dept Rural Sociology, Cornell Univ, Ithaca, NY 14853, U.S.A.)

Session 4 FOOD SYSTEMS
Chair: Phillip McMichael (Dept Rural Sociology, Cornell Univ, Ithaca, NY 14853, U.S.A.)

Session 5 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN AGRICULTURE (PART 1)
Chair: Roland Waast (ORSTROM, FRANCE)

Session 6 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN AGRICULTURE (PART 2)
Chair: David Goodman (Univ College London, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 7 ROUNDTABLE SESSION
Chair: Alessandro Bonanno (Dept Rural Sociology, Univ Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211, U.S.A.)

BUSINESS MEETING: Thursday, 20:00 hrs

Session 8 POLITICAL MOVEMENTS AND ORGANIZATIONS IN AGRICULTURE
Chair: Bertrand Hervieu (FNSP, 27 rue Saint-Guillaume, 75006 Paris, FRANCE)

RC 41
SOCIOLOGY OF POPULATION SOCIOLOGIE DE LA POPULATION
Program Coordinator: Farhat Yusuf (School of Economics and Financial Studies, Macquarie Univ, North Ryde, Sydney, NSW 2113, AUSTRALIA. Phone: 889659, Telex: MACQUIN 227377)

Session 1 POPULATION AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT: UNITY AND DIVERSITY

Session 2 SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHY AND HEALTH
Chair: Jo M. Martinez (ASTPH, World Bank, 1818 H Str, NW Washington, DC 20433, U.S.A.)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC DETERMINANTS AND CONSEQUENCES OF AGEING
Chair: Paul I. Ahmed (Special Foreign Currency Prog., NCHS, 3700 East-West Highway, Hyattsville, MD 20782, U.S.A.)

Session 4 COMPARATIVE SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE LIFE COURSE
Chair: William F. Stinner (Dept Sociology, Utah State Univ, Logan, UT 84322-0730, U.S.A.)

Session 5 INFLUENCE OF CULTURE ON FERTILITY
Chair: John Simons (Carr Population Studies, Sch Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, 99 Gower Str, London WC1B 3EL, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 6 SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHY OF ETHNIC MINORITIES AND REFUGEES
Chair: Farhat Yusuf (School Economics & Financial Studies, Macquarie Univ, Sydney, NSW 2109, AUSTRALIA. Phone: Sydney-889659)

Session 7 HISTORICAL DEMOGRAPHY
Chair: J. Dennis Willigan (Dept Sociology, Univ Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112, U.S.A.)

Session 8 EMERGING ISSUES IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF POPULATION I - DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Chair: S.B. Mani (Dept Sociology & Anthropology, Slippery Rock Univ, Slippery Rock, PA 16057-1326, U.S.A., Phone: (412) 794-7363)

Session 9 EMERGING ISSUES IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF POPULATION II (DEVELOPED COUNTRIES)
Chair: Frans Leenew (Dept Policy Evaluation, Netherlands Court Audit, P.O. Box 20015, 2500 EA, Hague, NETHERLANDS)

RC 42
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY PSYCHOLOGIE SOCIALE
Program Coordinator: Mincho Draganov (Inst Sociology, 13 A Moskovska Str, 1000 Sofia, BULGARIA)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 15:00 hrs

Session 1 SCHOOL IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY: PROCESSES AND PERSPECTIVES FOR THEIR INTEGRATION
Co-chairs: James House (Dept Sociology, Univ Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, U.S.A.)
Igor Koz (Inst Ethnography, Soviet Acad Sciences, Vavilova 48, Apto 372, Moscow 117333 USSR)

Session 2 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF PEACE AND DISARMAMENT
Session 3 ECOLOGICAL PSYCHE OF MODERN MAN: STATE-OF-ART, PROBLEMS, TRENDS
Co-chairs: Alex Inkeleu (Hoover Institution of War, Stanford, CA 94305-6010, U.S.A.)
Alexandra Jasinska-Kania (Inst Sociology, Univ Warsaw, ul. Karowa 18, 00-330 Warsaw, POLAND)

Session 4 INTERETHNIC CONFLICTS AND INTERETHNIC COLLABORATION
Co-chairs: Elliot Aronson (Adai E. Stevenson College, Univ California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064, U.S.A.)
Leenio Garai (Budafoki 10 A, III Budapest, HUNGARY)

Session 5 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE OF SOCIAL REPRESENTATIONS
Co-chairs: Serge Moscovici (EHESS, Groupe de Psychologie Sociale, 44 Rue de la Tour, 75016 Paris, FRANCE)
Janusz Rejewski (Inst Psychology, Plac Malachowskiego 1, 00-963 Warsaw, POLAND)

Session 6 CURRENT RESEARCH IN SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Co-chairs: Ralph H. Turner (Dept Sociology, Univ California, Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.)
Vladimir A. Yadov (Inst Sociology, Krzhizhanovskogo 24/35-5, 117259 Moscow, USSR)

Session 7 WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE CRISIS OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY? AND BEYOND (MAS ALLA DE LA CRISIS DE LA PSICOLOGIA SOCIAL)
Co-chairs: Jose Ramon Torregrosa Peris (Colegio Doctores y Licenciados, en CC Politicas y Sociologia, Quintana 29, Madrid 28008, SPAIN)
Florencio Jimenez Burillo (Dept Psicologia Social, Univ Complutense, 28023 Madrid, SPAIN)

WORKING GROUP 1
CLINICAL SOCIOLOGY
SOCILOGIE CLINIQUE

Program Coordinator: Robert Ségivgy (Dept Sociology, Univ Montréal, C.P. 6128, Succ. "A", Montréal, Québec P.Q. H3C 3J7, CANADA)
WORKING GROUP 2
HOUSING AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
LE LOGEMENT ET LE CADRE BÂTI

Program Coordinator: Willem van Vliet (College Environmental Design, Inst Behavioral Science, Univ Colorado, Campus Box 314, Boulder, CO 80309-0314, U.S.A., Phone: 303-4927711)

Session 1 NEW TRENDS IN ACCESS TO HOMEOWNERSHIP
Chair: Marc Choko (INRS-Urbanisation, Univ Québec, 3455 Rue Durocher, Montréal, Québec H2X 2C6, CANADA)

Session 2 SOLIDARITIES AND HOUSING
Chair: Dan Perrand-Bechmann (23 Rue Conseller Collignon, 75016 Paris, FRANCE)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 HOUSING AND INEQUALITY: WOMEN AND OTHER GROUPS
Co-chairs: Elizabeth Huttman (Sociology Dept. California State Univ, Hayward, CA 94542, U.S.A.)
Sylvia F. Pava (34-13 80th Str. Apto 41, Jackson Heights, NY 11372, U.S.A.)

Session 4 URBAN POLICIES AND RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION UNDER STATE SOCIALISM
Co-chairs: Bronislaw Mirostal (Dept Sociology, Indiana Univ, Purdue University, Fort Wayne, IN 46805, U.S.A.)
Jürgen Friedrichs (Dept Sociology, Univ Hamburg, Tropowitzstr 7, 2000 Hamburg 54, F.R.G.)

Session 5 RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Co-chairs: John O'Loughlin (Inst Behavioral Science, Univ Colorado, Campus Box 314, Boulder, CO 80309-0314, U.S.A.)
Daniel J. Monti (Cnt International Studies, Univ Missouri-St. Louis, 8001 Natural Bridge Rd. St. Louis, MO 63121-4499, U.S.A.)

Session 6 HOUSING AND FAMILY LIFE
Co-chairs: David Poponeoe (Office the Dean, Rutgers Univ, 17 Hamilton Ave. New Brunswick, NJ 08903, U.S.A.)
Willem van Vliet (Inst Behavioral Science, Univ Colorado, Campus Box 314, Boulder, CO 80309-0314, U.S.A.)

Session 7 HOUSING POLICY IN THE THIRD WORLD
Co-chairs: Ranvinder Singh Sandhu (Dept Sociology, Guru Nanak Dev Univ, Amritsar 143005, INDIA)
Harvey Williams (Dept Sociology, Univ Pacific, Stockton, CA 95221, U.S.A.)

Session 8 URBAN REVITALIZATION
Co-chairs: J. John Palen (Dept Sociology & Anthropology, Virginia Commonwealth Univ, 312 North Shafer Str, Richmond, VA 23284-2040, U.S.A.)
Wim Blauw (Erasmus Univ, Postbus 1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam, NETHERLANDS)

Session 9a ROUNDTABLES: HOMEOWNERSHIP
Chair: Willem van Vliet (Inst Behavioral Science, Univ Colorado, Campus Box 314, Boulder, CO 80309-0314, U.S.A.)

Session 9b ROUNDTABLES: TENANT MANAGEMENT AND SOCIAL HOUSING
Chair: Willem van Vliet (Inst Behavioral Science, Univ Colorado, Campus Box 314, Boulder, CO 80309-0314, U.S.A.)

WORKING GROUP 3
LABOR MOVEMENTS IN THE INDUSTRIAL AND STATE ARENAS
LES MOVEMENTS OUVRERS DANS LES ARENES DE L'INDUSTRIE ET DE L'ETAT

Program Coordinator: Marino Regini (Facoltà Sociologia, Univ Trento, Via Verdi 26, 38100 Trento, ITALY)

Session 1 LABOR MOVEMENTS
Chair: Marino Regini (Fac Sociologia, Univ Trento, Via Verdi 26, 38100 Trento, ITALY)

Session 2 LABOR MOVEMENTS BETWEEN POLITICAL CHANGE AND ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENT
Chair: J. Samuel Valenzuela (Dept Sociology, Univ Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556, U.S.A.)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS EAST AND WEST: TOWARDS A CONVERGENCE?
Chair: Collin Crouch (Social Studies Faculty Ctr, Univ Oxford, George Str. Oxford OX1 2RL, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 4 ECONOMIC RESTRUCTURING AND NEW FORMS OF UNIONISM IN LATIN AMERICA
Chair: Francisco Zapata (Colegio Mexico, A.C., Camino Al Ajusco 20, 01000 Mexico, D.F., MEXICO)

Session 5 TRADE UNIONS IN STATE AND INDUSTRIAL ARENAS
Chair: Jelle Visser (Univ Amsterdam, Oude Hoogstraat 24, 1012 CE Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS. Phone: (020) 5252217)
Session 6 LABOR AND THE INTELLECTUALS: SOCIAL AND POLITICAL DIMENSIONS OF THE EROSION OF AN OLD TIE
Co-chairs: George Roum (Dept Sociology, Brandeis Univ, 415 South St, Waltham, MA 02254-9110, U.S.A.)

Session 7 TRADE UNIONS AND SUPRA-NATIONAL STATE FORMATION: THE CASE OF WESTERN EUROPE 1902
Co-chairs: Peter Lange (Dept Political Sciences, Duke Univ, Durham, N.C. 27706, U.S.A.)
Wolfgang Streeck (Dept Sociology, Univ Wisconsin-Madison Social, 1180 Observatory Drive, Madison, WI 53706, U.S.A., Phone: (608) 262-6944)

Session 8 CAMBIO DE VALORES SOCIALES Y CRISIS DE REPRESENTACION SINDICAL
Chair: Victor Pérez Díaz (Inst Juan March Estudios e. Investigaciones, Castelló 77, 28006 Madrid, SPAIN, Phone: 4354240)

JOINT SESSIONS
Wednesday, 11 July 1990
Chair: Michael Shalev (Dept Sociology, Univ Jerusalem, Mount Scopus, 91905 Jerusalem, ISRAEL)

WORKING GROUP 4
SOCIOLOGY OF MENTAL HEALTH
SOCILOGIE DE LA SANTE MENTALE
Program Coordinator: Harsha N. Mookherjee (Dept Sociology, Box 5101, Tennessee Technological Univ, Cookeville, TN 38505, U.S.A.)

Session 1 PERSONALITY AND SOCIETY: DYSFUNCTIONAL AND PATHOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS
Chair: Gordon J. DiRenzo (Dept Sociology, Univ Delaware, Newark, DE 19711, U.S.A.)

Session 2 PSYCHOPATHOLOGY AND STRESS
Chair: Bagar A. Husaini (Catr Health Rsch, Tennessee State Univ, Nashville, TN 37203, U.S.A.)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 THE COMMUNITY AND MENTALLY ILL
Chair: Sébastien Reichmann (Clinique Maladies Mentales, Univ Reine Descartes, 100 Rue de la Sante, 75674 Paris, Cedex 14, FRANCE)

Session 4 STUDIES IN THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF MENTAL ILLNESS - I
Chair: Harsha N. Mookherjee (Dept Sociology, Tennessee Technological Univ, Cookeville, TN 38505, U.S.A.)

Session 5 STUDIES IN THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF MENTAL ILLNESS - II
Chair: Harsha N. Mookherjee (Dept Sociology, Tennessee Technological Univ, Cookeville, TN 38505, U.S.A.)

Session 6 EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON RURAL URBAN VARIATION IN MENTAL WELLBEING
Chair: Kenneth P. Wilkinson (Dept Agricultural Economics, Pennsylvania State Univ, University Park, PA 16802, U.S.A.)

Session 7 SEX/CLASS DIFFERENCES IN MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL ILLNESS
Chair: Dean H. Harper (Dept Sociology, Univ Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627, U.S.A.)

Session 8 WORK AND MENTAL HEALTH
Chair: Ad H. van der Zwaan (Dept Industrial Relations, Univ Groningen, Box 800, 9700 AV Groningen, NETHERLANDS)

Session 9 MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL ILLNESS IN THE THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES
Chair: Layl Erminsho (Dept Sociology, Ogun State Univ, Box 636, Ijebu-Ode, NIGERIA)

WORKING GROUP 5
RATIONAL CHOICE
CHOIX RATIONEL
Program Coordinator: Michael Hechter (Dept Sociology, Univ Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, U.S.A.)
Karl-Dieter Opp (Inst Sociologie, Univ Hamburg, Allende-Platz 1, 2000 Hamburg 13, F.R.G.)
Reinhard Wippler (Univ Utrecht, Vakgroep Theorie en Methodologie, Heidelberglaan 2, 3508 TC Utrecht, NETHERLANDS)

Session 1 INSTITUTIONS AND NORMS
Chair: Michael Hechter (Dept Sociology, Univ Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, U.S.A.)

Session 2 SOCIAL INTERDEPENDENCIES
Chair: Werner Raub (Empirisch Teoret. Sociologie, Univ Utrecht, Heidelberglaan 2, 3584 CS Utrecht, NETHERLANDS)

Session 3 SOCIAL NETWORKS: EMERGENCE AND EFFECTS
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Chair: Hendrick Flap (Inst Sociology, Univ Utrecht, Heidelberglaan 2, 3584 CS Utrecht, NETHERLANDS)

Session 4 RATIONAL CHOICE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY ORGANIZATION STUDIES

Chair: Siegfried Lindenber (Inst Sociology, Univ Groningen, Grote Markt, 9712 GC Groningen, NETHERLANDS)

Session 5 UTILIZATION OF RESOURCES OF RATIONAL ACTORS

Chair: Reinhard Wippler (Theorie Methodologie Soziologie, Univ Utrecht, Heidelberglaan 2, 3508 TC Utrecht, NETHERLANDS)

Session 6 POLITICAL PROCESSES

Chair: Karl-Dieter Opp (Inst Soziologie, Univ Hamburg, Allende-Platz 1, 2000 Hamburg 13, F.R.G.)

Session 7 FIELDS OF EMPIRICAL APPLICATION OF RATIONAL CHOICE THEORY

Chair: Anthony Oberschall (Dept Sociology, Univ North Carolina, Hamilton Hall 970A, Chapel Hill, NC 27514, U.S.A.)

Session 8 POTENTIALS AND LIMITATIONS OF RATIONAL CHOICE THEORY

Chair: Douglas D. Heckathorn (Administration of Justice, Univ Missouri, 5100 Rockhill Rd, Kansas City, MO 64110-2499, U.S.A.)

BUSINESS MEETING: Friday, 15:00 hrs

WORKING GROUP 6 SOCIAL INDICATORS INDICATEURS SOCIAUX

Program Coordinator: Alex C. Michalos (Univ Guelph, Guelph, Ontario N1G 2W1, CANADA)

Session 1 SOCIAL REPORTING, DEVELOPMENT AND CROSS-CULTURAL ANALYSIS

Chair: Rutul Veenhoven (Dept Sociology, Erasmus Univ, Postbus 1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam, NETHERLANDS)

Session 2 POLITICAL SOPHISTICATION, COMMUNITY DECAY AND MARTIAL WELL-BEING

Chair: Torbjorn Moum (Dept Beh. Social Medicine, Univ Oslo, P.O. Box 1111, Blindern 0317 Oslo 3, NORWAY)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs

Session 3 SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING AND TIME USE

Chair: Shlomit Levy (Louis Guttmann Israel Inst, P.O. Box 7150, Jerusalem 91070, ISRAEL)

Session 4 LONG AND SHORT-TERM AFFECT, HAPPINESS AND HELPFULNESS

Chair: Helmut-Herbert Noll (ZUMA, Methodenanalyse, c.v., 82.1, 6800 Mannheim 1, F.R.G.)

Session 5 ADJUVANT BEHAVIOUR AND INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Chair: Wolfgang Glater (Fachbereich Geschellschaftswiss, J.W. Goethe Univ, Fach 111932, R. Mayerstr 5, 6060 Frankfurt am Main 11, F.R.G.)

Session 6 LIVING CONDITIONS AND LIFE GOALS

Chair: Rudolf Andorka (Dept Sociology, Univ Economics, Dimitrov 8, Pf 489, 1828 Budapest, HUNGARY)

Session 7 SOCIAL TRENDS AND INEQUALITY

Chair: JCJM de Hae (Dept Clinical Oncology, Acad Hospital, Box 9600, 2300 RC Leiden, NETHERLANDS)

Session 8 POVERTY AND WELL-BEING

Chair: Albert Kozma (Memorial Univ, St. John's, Newfoundland A1B 3X9, CANADA)

Session 9 LIFESTYLES AND SOCIAL MONITORING

Chair: Doh C. Shin (Sangamon State Univ, Springfield, IL 62704-9243, U.S.A.)

WORKING GROUP 7 SOCIOCYBERNETICS AND SOCIAL SYSTEMS THEORY

SOCIOCYBERNETIQUE ET THEORIE DES SYSTEMES SOCIAUX

Program Coordinator: Francisco Parra Luna (Fac Ciencias Políticas y Sociología, Univ Complutense, Campus Somosaguas, 28023 Madrid, SPAIN)

Jeffrey C. Alexander (Dept of Sociology, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.)

Session 1 SYSTEMS EPISTEMOLOGY

Chair: Mario Bunge (McGill Univ, 3479 Peel Str, Montréal, PQ H3A 1W7, CANADA)

Session 2 SOCIOLOGICAL THEORIES AND SYSTEMS THEORY

Chair: K.D. Bailey (Dept Sociology, Univ California, Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.)

BUSINESS MEETING: Monday, 20:00 hrs
Session 3 THE AXIOLOGICAL OPERATIONAL APPROACH TO SOCIAL SYSTEMS THEORY  
Chair: Wojciech Gąsparaki (Inst Sociology, Acad Sciences, ul. Nowy Swiat 72, 00-330 Warsaw, POLAND)  
Co-chairs: Christopher Chase-Dunn (Dept Sociology, Johns Hopkins Univ, Baltimore, MD 21218, U.S.A.)  
Eleonora Masiini (World Futures Studies Fedr., Casella Postale 5203, Roma-Prati, ITALY)

Session 4 THE WORLD SYSTEM. UNITY AND DIVERSITY  
Co-chairs: Paul Colomy (Dept Sociology, Univ Denver, Denver, CO 80208, U.S.A.)

Session 5 LOCAL SYSTEMS  
Chair: R. Rodríguez Delgado (Doctor Gómez Ulla, 4, 28028 Madrid, SPAIN)

Session 6 ORGANIZATIONS AS SOCIAL SYSTEMS  
Chair: J. van Gigch (School Business Administration, California State Univ, Sacramento, CA 95819-2694, U.S.A.)

Session 7 ECONOMIC SYSTEMS  
Chair: J. van Gigch (School Business Administration, Calif. State Univ, Sacramento, CA 95819-2694, U.S.A.)

Session 8 SOCIOCYBERNETICS: THEORY AND PRACTICE  
Chair: J. van Gigch (School Business Administration, Calif. State Univ, Sacramento, CA 95819-2694, U.S.A.)

Session 9 ETHICS IN SOCIAL SYSTEMS  
Chair: J. van Gigch (School Business Administration, Calif. State Univ, Sacramento, CA 95819-2694, U.S.A.)

WORKING GROUP 8  
SOCIOCYBERNETICS: THEORY AND PRACTICE  
THEORIE SOCILOGIQUE

Program Coordinator: Jeffrey C. Alexander (Dept Sociology, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.)  
Piotr Sztompka (Dept Sociology, Jagiellonian Univ, Grodzka 52, 31-044 Krakow, POLAND)

Session 1 BEYOND POLARIZATION: NEW STRATEGIES OF THEORETICAL DISCOURSE  
Chair: Edmund Mokrzycki (Inst Philosophy & Sociology, Polish Acad Sciences, Nowy Swiat 72, 00-330 Warsaw, POLAND)

Business Meeting: Monday, 20.00 hrs

Session 3 LIBERALISM, DEMOCRACY, AND SOCIAL INTEGRATION  
Chair: Duane Champagne (Dept Sociology, UCLA, 405 Hilgard Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1551, U.S.A.)

Session 4 NEOFUNCTIONALISM  
Chair: Paul Colomy (Dept Sociology, Univ Denver, Denver, CO 80208, U.S.A.)

Session 5 NEOMARXISM, RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND CRITIQUES  
Chair: Row Eyerman (Dept Sociology, Univ Lund, Box 114, 221 00 Lund, SWEDEN)

Session 6 CLASSICS AND CONTEMPORARIES: SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY THROUGH INTERPRETATIVE DEBATE  
Chair: Jeffrey C. Alexander (Dept Sociology, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.)

Session 7 THE NEW DEBATE ABOUT CULTURE  
Chair: Margaret Archer (Dept Sociology, Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 8 THE EVOLVING FOCUS ON AGENCY  
Chair: Miriam M. Johnson (Dept Sociology, Univ Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403-1291, U.S.A.)

JOINT SESSIONS  
Thursday, 12 July 1990  
Joint Session with RC 23 SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE: SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE AND SOCIAL THEORY

Program Coordinator: Andrew S. Harvey (Dept Economics, Saint Mary's Univ, Halifax, B3H 3C3, CANADA)
Session 1 THEORETICAL/EMPIRICAL DIMENSIONS OF TIME USE
Chair: Jonathan Geraghty (Nuffield College Oxford, Oxford OX1 1HF, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 2 LONGITUDINAL TIME USE STUDIES
Chair: John Robinson (Dept Sociology, Univ Maryland, College Park, MD, U.S.A.)

Session 3 PLENARY AND BUSINESS SESSION
Chair: Rudolf Androrka (Dept Sociology, Univ Economics, Dimitrov 8, P4 469, 1328 Budapest, HUNGARY)

Session 4 METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF TIME USE STUDIES AND STUDY UPDATES
Chair: Andrew S. Harvey (Dept Economics, Saint Mary's Univ, Halifax, NS B3H 3C3, CANADA)

Session 5 TROPICAL TIME USE STUDIES
Chair: Erkki Niemi (Cntr. Statistical Office, Box 504, 00101 Helsinki 10, FINLAND)

THEMATIC GROUP 2
SOCIAL CLASSES AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
CLASSES SOCIALES ET MOUVEMENTS SOCIAUX

Program Coordinator: Louis Maheu (Dept Sociology, Univ Montréal, C.P. 6128, Succ. A, Montréal, Québec H3C 3J7, CANADA)

Session 1 NEW AGENDAS AND RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THEORY AND ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL CLASSES
Chair: Carlo Carboni (Dept Sociology & Anthropology, Univ Gabriele D'Annunzio, Crecchio 126. 64100 Teramo, ITALY)

Session 2 CLASS ISSUES AND CLASS MOVEMENTS
Chair: John Urry (Dept Sociology, Lancaster Univ, Lancaster LA1 4YL, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 3 SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND POLITICS
Co-chairs: Louis Maheu (Dept Sociologie, Univ Montréal, C.P. 6128, Succ. A, Montréal, Québec H3C 3J7, CANADA)
Lucio Kowarick (Dept Political Science, USP, CEDEC, Rua Airesa Galvao 64, Sao Paulo 05002, BRAZIL)

Session 4 SOCIAL MOVEMENTS ANALYSES AND PARADIGMATIC TRENDS

Session 5 THEORETICAL APPROACHES IN FEMINIST ANALYSIS
Co-chairs: Danielle Jateau (Dept Sociology, Univ Montréal, C.P. 6128, Succ. A, Montréal, Québec H3C 3J7, CANADA)
Sylvia Walby (Dept Sociology, London School Economics, London WC 2A 2AE, UNITED KINGDOM)

THEMATIC GROUP 3
SOCIOLOGY OF CHILDHOOD

Program Coordinator: Jens Qvortrup (Sydysk Univ, Glenterq 7, 6705 Esbjerg, DENMARK)

Session 1 CHILDHOOD AS A SOCIAL CATEGORY: SOCIOLOGICAL CONCEPTUALISATION OF CHILDHOOD
Co-chairs: David Orlman (Dept Sociology, Univ Aberdeen, Dunbar Str. Aberdeen, UNITED KINGDOM)
Angelika Engelbert (Inst Bevölkerung, Univ Bielefeld, Postfach 8640, 4800 Bielefeld, F.R.G.)

Session 2 SOCIOGRAPHY OF CHILDHOOD
Co-chairs: Angelo Saporiti (Fac Sc Statistique, GIRS, Univ Roma, Place de A. Moro 5, 00185 Roma, ITALY)
Katja Böhm (Inst Sociology, Cankarjeva 1, 61000 Ljubljana, YUGOSLAVIA)

Session 3 INSTITUTIONALISATIONS OF CHILDHOOD
Co-chairs: Elisabeth Nessman (Arbetslivcentrum, Box 5606, 114 86 Stockholm, SWEDEN)
Jiri Kovarik (Plackého Nám. 4, 128 01 Prague 2, CZECHOSLOVAKIA)

Session 4 CHILDREN: ACTORS AND PRACTICES
Co-chairs: Judith Ennew (Social & Political Sciences, Univ Cambridge, Free School Lane, Cambridge CB2 3RQ, UNITED KINGDOM)
Anne Solberg (NIBR, Box 15 Greifen, 0400 Oslo 4, NORWAY)

Session 5 CHILDHOOD: RIGHTS AND POLICIES
Co-chairs: Kurt Lüscher (Sozialwissenschaftliche Fak, Univ Konstanz, Postfach 55 60, 7750 Konstanz 1, F.R.G.)
Lea Shamgar-Handelman (Hebrew Univ, Mount Scopus, Jerusalem, ISRAEL)

THEMATIC GROUP 4
SOCIOLOGY OF INTERNATIONAL TOURISM
SOCILOGIE DU TURISME INTERNATIONAL
Program Coordinators: Marie François Lanfant (Uresti, CNRS, 27 rue Damesme, 75013 Paris, FRANCE)
John B. Alleck, Erik Cohen, Graham M.S. Dunn, Jafar Jafari, Erwin K. Scheuch

Session 1 PRODUCTION DU TOURISME DANS LES SOCIETES CONTEMPORAINES: QUEL DEVENIR POUR CES SOCIETES?
Chair: John B. Alleck (Research Unit Yugoslav Studies, Univ Bradford, West Yorkshire BD7 1DP, UNITED KINGDOM)

Session 2 TOURISME ET PRODUIT CULTUREL: QUELLE CULTURE?
Co-chairs: Dean MacCannell (Dept Applied Behavioral Scienc, Univ California, Davis, CA 95616, U.S.A.)
Marc Laplante (Dept Etudes Urbaines et Touris, Univ Québec à Montréal, C.P. 8888, Succ. A, Montréal, Québec H3C 3P8, CANADA)

Session 3 IDENTITE/ALTERITE EN JEU DANS LA RENCONTRE TOURISTIQUE: LE SUJET EN QUESTION
Co-chairs: Edward M. Bruner (Dept Anthropology, Univ Illinois, 109 Davenport H, 607 South Mathews Ave, Urbana, IL 61801, U.S.A.)
Marie-Françoise Lanfant (URESTI, CNRS, 27 Rue Damesme, 75013 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 4 TOURISME IN GLOBAL SCALE, WHAT SOCIOLOGY?
Chair: Krzysztof Przlawski (Inst Tourism, Univ Warszaw, ul. Merlinego 9a, 02 511 Warsaw, POLAND)

JOURNAL SESSIONS
Friday, 13 July 1990
Joint Session with RC 13 SOCIOLOGY OF LEISURE: LUXURY AND TOURISM
Co-Chairs: Claude Moulin-Mairet (Buro Entwicklungs & Sozialfragen, Missionstr. 23, 4055 Basel, SWITZERLAND)
Ueli Mäder (Buro Entwicklungs & Sozialfragen, Missionstr. 23, 4055 Basel, SWITZERLAND)

THEMATIC GROUP 5
FAMINE AND SOCIETY
PAIN ET SOCIETE

Program Coordinator: Amrita Rangasami (B 100 Defence Colony, New Delhi 110024, INDIA, tel.625899)
Jean Flood (Nuffield College, Oxford, UNITED KINGDOM)

AD HOC SESSION 01
NOTION ET CRITERES D'ENSEMBLE REGIONAL, L'EXEMPLE DE L'AIRE MEDITERRANEENNE ET DE SA PERCEPTION DANS LE MONDE ARABE
Program Coordinator: Nourredine Abdi (CNRS, 61 Rue Pouchet, 75849 Paris, Cedex 1, FRANCE)

Session 1 ENSEMBLE MEDITERRANEEN ET SYSTEMES DE SOCIETE
Chair: Nourredine Abdi (CNRS, 61 Rue Pouchet, 75849 Paris, Cedex 1, FRANCE)

Session 2 ENSEMBLE MEDITERRANEEN DISCURS ET PRATIQUES
Chair: Jesús Carlos R. Gambotti (Inst Hispano Arab de Cultura, Paseo de Juan XXIII, 5, 28003 Madrid, SPAIN)

AD HOC SESSION 02
THE FUTURE OF WORK
Program Coordinator: Frank Adler (Acad Sciences, Johannes-Dieskammstr. 19-23, 1036, G.D.R.)

Session 1 NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND THE FUTURE OF WORK: INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES
Chair: George Muskena (ECCRDS, Grönangerg. 2, 1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA, Phone: (43 222) 512 43 33-0, Fax: (431) 512 53 66-16)

Session 2 NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND THE FUTURE OF WORK: INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES
Chair: George Muskena (ECCRDS, Grönangerg. 2, 1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA, Phone: (43 222) 512 43 33-0, Fax: (431) 512 53 66-16)

AD HOC SESSION 03
TRAVAIL ET PRATIQUES LANGAGIERES
Program Coordinator: Josiane Boutet (Dept Linguistique, Univ Paris VII, 2 place Jussieu, 75251 Paris Cedex, FRANCE)
Anni Borzel (CNRS-GIP, 26 Bd Richard Lenoir, 75011 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 1 LANGAGE ET THEORIE DE L'ACTION SOCIALE
Chair: Michèle Lacoste (Lab Communication et Travail, Univ Paris XIII, Ave J.B. Clément, 93430 Villetaneuse, FRANCE)

Session 2 TRAVAIL PRODUCTIF ET PRODUCTIONS LANGAGIERES
Chair: Bernard Gardin (CNRS-SUDLA. Univ Haute Normandie, Rouen, FRANCE)
AD HOC SESSION 04
ACHIEVEMENT IN SOCIOLOGY

Program Coordinators: Christopher G.A. Bryant (Dept. Sociology & Anthropology, Univ. Salford, Salford M5 4WT, England, UNITED KINGDOM) and Heinz A. Becker (Fac. Social Sciences, Univ. Utrecht, Postbus 801040, 3508 TC Utrecht, NETHERLANDS, Phone: 30 53 47 00)

AD HOC SESSION 06
EPISTEMOLOGIE ET ETHIQUE EN SOCIOLOGIE

Program Coordinators: Jacqueline Feldman (GEMAS, Maison Scien. de l’Homme, 54 Boulevard Raspail, 75270 Paris, FRANCE) and Bernard-Pierre Lecuyer (CNRS, Univ. Paris IV, 54, Bd Raspail, 75270 Paris, Cedex 06, FRANCE, Phone: 40 54 21 56)

AD HOC SESSION 08
SOCIOLGY OF MALDEVELOPMENT

Program Coordinator: Amalendu Guha (I.A.D.R., P.O. Box 870, Sentrum, 0104 Oslo 1, NORWAY)

Session 1 SOCIOLOGY OF OVERDEVELOPMENT AND UNDERDEVELOPMENT
Chair: Amalendu Guha (I.A.D.R., P.O. Box 870, Sentrum, 0104 Oslo 1, NORWAY)

Session 2 SOCIOLOGY OF DEPENDENT DEVELOPMENT AND UNBALANCED DEVELOPMENT
Chair: Dulai Bag (Balurghat Development College, North Bengal Univ., West Bengal, INDIA)

AD HOC SESSION 09
MODELS OF SOCIALISM AND STALINISM

Program Coordinator: Chavdar Kitanov (Institute of Sociology, 13 A Moskovska Str., 1000 Sofia, BULGARIA)

AD HOC SESSION 09
COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS: LEARNING FROM INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON


Session 1 PLENARY: THEORETICAL DEBATES IN SOCIAL MOVEMENT AND COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR LITERATURE
Chair: Ralph Turner (Dept. Sociology, Univ. California, Los Angeles, U.S.A.)

Session 2 ROUND TABLES ON SOCIAL MOVEMENT COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR

AD HOC SESSION 10
SOCIOLGY DES GENERATIONS ET RAPPORTS DE GENERATIONS

Program Coordinator: Jean Charles Lagree (CNRS - IRESO, 59-61 Rue Pouchet, 75849 Paris, Cedex 17, FRANCE, Phone: (1) 40 25 12 28)

Session 1 COMMENT SE CONSTRUISSENT LES GENERATIONS
Chair: Claudine Attias Donfut (C.N.A.V.T.S., 49 Rue Mirabeau, 75016 Paris, FRANCE)

Session 2 RAPPORTS D’AGE ET DE GENERATIONS
Chair: Jean Charles Lagree (CNRS - IRESO, 59-61 Rue Pouchet, 75849 Paris, Cedex 17, FRANCE, Phone: (1) 40 25 12 28)

AD HOC SESSION 11
ACTION SOCIOLOGY

Program Coordinator: C. Lakshmanan (16 D. Feroz Shah Rd, New Delhi 110061, INDIA)

AD HOC SESSION 12
FORMATION, METIERS ET SOCIALIZATION PROFESSIONNELLE

Program Coordinator: Yvette Lucas (ERMOPRES, Université Toulouse le Mirail, 5, Allée A. Machado, 31058 Toulouse Cedex, FRANCE) Claude Dubar (Inst. Sociology, Université Lille 1, 59665 Villeneuve d’Arce CEDEX, FRANCE)

Session 1 FORMATION ET DYNAMIQUE PROFESSIONNELLES DES INGENIEURS
Session 2 LA SOCIALIZATION PROFESSIONNELLE A TRAVERS LES MUTATIONS TECHNIQUES ET SOCIALES

Chair: Yvette Lucas (ERMOPRS - CNRS, Univ Toulouse le Mirail, 5 allée A. Machado, 31058 Toulouse, Cedex, FRANCE)

AD HOC SESSION 13
ETHNICITY AND THE NATION-STATE
Program Coordinator: Ephraim Nimni (School of Political Sciences, Univ New South Wales, P.O. Box 1, Kensington, NSW 2033, AUSTRALIA)

AD HOC SESSION 14
SOCIOPOLITICAL APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF CONTEMPORARY TERRORISM
Program Coordinator: Fernando Rinaldes (Cenro del Aire s/n, 28050 Madrid, SPAIN)

AD HOC SESSION 15
COMMUNICATION AND MIGRATION
Program Coordinator: Pradip Sarbadhikari (Dept Social Science, Univ Lakehead, Thunder Bay, Ontario P7B 5E1, CANADA)

AD HOC SESSION 16
THEORY, CULTURE AND SOCIETY
Program Coordinator: Mike Featherstone (Dept Admin & Social Studies, Teeside Polytechnic, Middlesbrough, Cleveland TS1 3BA, UNITED KINGDOM, Phone: (0642)218121 Ext.4313)

Session 1 CULTURAL THEORY
Chair: Mike Featherstone (Dept Administrative & Social S, Teeside Polytechnic, Middlesbrough, Cleveland TSI 3BA, UNITED KINGDOM, Phone: (0642)218121 Ext.4313)

Session 2 CULTURAL CHANGE
Chair: Mike Featherstone (Dept Administrative & Social S, Teeside Polytechnic, Middlesbrough, Cleveland TSI 3BA, UNITED KINGDOM, Phone: (0642)218121 Ext.4313)

AD HOC SESSION 17
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Program Coordinator: György Szell (FBS, Univ Osnabrück, PF 4469, 4500 Osnabrück, F.R.G., Phone: 49(541)608 2386, Fax: 49(541)608 2270)

Session 1 ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY - STATE OF THE ART
Co-chairs: György Szell (FBS, Univ Osnabrück, PF 4469, 4500 Osnabrück, F.R.G., Phone: 49(541)608 2386, Fax: 49(541)608 2270), Jean-Guy Vallencourt (Dept Sociology, Univ Montréal, C.P. 6128, Succ. "A", Montréal, Québec H3C 3J7, CANADA)

Session 2 ENVIRONMENT FOR ONE WORLD - UNITY AND DIVERSITY
Co-chairs: August Gijswijt (SISWO, P.O.B. 19079, 1000 GB Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS, Phone: 31(20)240075, Fax: 31(29)229430), Pal Tamaz (Inst Sociology, Hungarian Acad Sciences, Uri utca 49, 1050 Budapest 1, HUNGARY, Phone: 161-597)

AD HOC SESSION 18
LA SOCIOLOGIE DE LA VIE QUOTIDIENNE
Program Coordinator: Michel Maffeddoli (Sciences Sociales, Univ René Descartes, 12 Rue Cujas, 75230 Paris, Cedex 05, FRANCE, Phone: 43544656)

Session 1 SOCIOLOGIE DE LA VIE QUOTIDIENNE ET DE L’IMAGINAIRE SOCIAL
Chair: Michel Maffeddoli (Sciences Sociales, Univ René Descartes, 12 Rue Cujas, 75230 Paris, Cedex 05, FRANCE, Phone: 43544656)

Session 2 SOCIOLOGIE DE LA VIE QUOTIDIENNE ET DE L’IMAGINAIRE SOCIAL
Chair: F. Ferrarotti (Dept Sociology, Univ Rome, 42 Via Appennini, Rome, ITALY)

AD HOC SESSION 19
WOMEN AND PUBLIC POWER
Program Coordinator: Mina G. Vianello (Via Brenaerio 36, 00141 Roma, ITALY, Phone: 6-8881407)

AD HOC SESSION 20
COMPARATIVE SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY
Program Coordinator: Willem M. Evan (Sch Arts & Sciences, Dept Sociology, 3718 Locust Walk, Philadelphia, PA 19104-6299, U.S.A.)

AD HOC SESSION 21
SOCIOLOGIA LATINOAMERICANA

SSO SESSION 1
SSOASLIF
Program Coordinator: Edward A. Tiryakin (AISLIF, Dept Sociology, Duke Univ Durham, NC 27706, U.S.A.)
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SESSION 1  OU VA LA METHODE EN SOCIOLOGIE?

Chair: Christian Lalive d'Epinay (Dept Sociologie, Univ Genève, 1211 Genève 4, SWITZERLAND)

SESSION 2  OU VA LA SOCIOLOGIE DU TIERS MONDE?

Co-chairs: Gabriel Goussel (Inst Sociologie, Univ Lille, 47, Rue A. Sarraut, 78000, Versailles, FRANCE)
Antonio Gougalves (Dept Sociologie, Univ Porto, Porto, PORTUGAL)

SSO SESSION 2
SSOINSNA

Program Coordinator: Barry Wellman (Cntr Urban & Community Studies, Univ Toronto, 455 Spadina Ave, Toronto M5S 2G8, CANADA)

SESSION 1  INTERPERSONAL NETWORKS

Chair: Barry Wellman (Cntr Urban & Community St, Univ Toronto, 455 Spadina Ave, Toronto, Ontario M5S 2G8, CANADA)

SESSION 2  INTERORGANIZATIONAL NETWORKS

Chair: Peter J. Carrington (Dept Sociology, Univ Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, CANADA, Phone: (519)885-1211 ext3061, BITNET: PJC at WATDCC.UWaterloo.ca)

SSO SESSION 3
SSOINS

Program Coordinator: Edgar F. Borgatta (ILS, Mailstop JM 20, Univ Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, U.S.A.)

PRE- AND POST-Congress Activities

PRE-Congress Seminar on Women and Development

The ISA Research Committee on Women in Society jointly with the Commission of Women of the International Union of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences and the International Social Science Council will organize a pre-Congress symposium on Women and Development.

Four sessions are planned on:

- Household and Allocation Practices in Comparative Perspective
- The Effects of Socio-Economic Crisis on Women
- Increasing Gender-responsiveness in Poverty Alleviation Programmes
- Women and Development: Variations in Changing Political Economics

The meeting will take place in Segovia (Spain) on 5 to 7 July 1990. Participation will be by invitation from the organizers. If interested, kindly contact:

Neera Desai
Jai Kutir, Tsikalwadi Road
Mahim, P.O.
Bombay 400 016, India
Tele: 11-3743
or
Evelyne Blamont
Deputy Secretary General
International Social Science Council
1, rue Miollis
75015 Paris, France
Tele: 204 461 Paris-Unesco for ISSC
Fax: (33-1) 43 06 87 98

RC21 URBAN AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Forum on Spanish Cities and Regions and Tour of Madrid

The Research Committee on Regional and Urban Development is sponsoring a pre-Congress event on Sunday, July 8, 1990. The activities are being coordinated by Jesus Leal and Manuel Castells. The first part of this event will consist of two panels as follows:

10:00-11:00 hrs Economic and Political Change in the Regions of Spain
11:30-13:30 hrs The Dynamics of the Madrid Region

The second part, to take place from 15:00 to 20:30 hrs, will feature an air-conditioned bus tour of Madrid, focusing on socio-economic and planning issues. The tour will examine the quarters undergoing renewal, social life in the urban periphery, the zone of gentrification, the new central business district, and the old center.

The forum and tour will convene at the Universidad Complutense: a notice will be posted indicating the room for the panels. Anyone interested is invited to attend the morning session. Participation in the tour will be limited and require advance registration: a fee of about $6.00 to cover costs will be collected. To register for the tour, please write to:

Susan Fainstein
RC 21 Program Coordinator
Dept of Urban Planning & Policy Development
Klimmer Campus, Rutgers University
New Brunswick, NJ 08903, USA

Indicate if you prefer an English- or Spanish-speaking tour leader. You will be notified if there is a place available. Preference will be accorded to members of RC 21; please state whether or not you are a member.

RC10 PARTICIPATION, WORKERS' CONTROL, AND SELF-MANAGEMENT
Workshop in Mondragon: A Singular Experience of Industrial Democracy

The objective of the workshop is to visit and become acquainted with the Group Cooperative of Mondragon, perhaps the most important experience of industrial cooperation in the world. Nowadays this complex includes 172 cooperatives and over 22000 workers-owners.

16 July 1990
9:00 - Departure from Madrid. Visit to Burgos (Cathedral and Monastery of Huelgas). Arrival to Vitoria: accommodation in Hotel General Alava

17 July 1990
08:30 - Departure to Mondragon
09:00 - Arrival to Mondragon
09:30 - First Session
11:30 - Second Session
12:30 - Lunch at Iksabide
15:30 - Third Session
17:30 - Return to Vitoria

18 July 1990
08:30 - Departure to Mondragon
09:00 - Arrival to Mondragon
09:30 - Fourth Session
11:30 - Fifth Session
13:30 - Lunch at Iksabide
15:30 - Departure to Madrid
21:00 - Arrival to Madrid

Number of places available: 50
Priority will be given to the RC10 members who register before June 1st, 1990. Total cost:
If accommodation in single room: 24,000 ptas.
If accommodation in double room: 20,500 ptas

Payments should be remitted to:
Ibercolor
Gral. Díaz Porlier, 99
28006 Madrid, Spain
Tel: (34-1) 402 65 62, Fax: 309 0197,
Telex: 452 83 IBCOL

For further information, please contact:
Antonio Colomer Viadel
Facultad de Sociología
Universidad Autónoma. Cantabriaco
28049 Madrid, Spain

WG: SOCIOCYBERNETICS AND SOCIAL SYSTEMS THEORY

Special session at El Escorial (vicinity of Madrid). 14th July 1990

Round Table on the Role of Systems Theory in Social Sciences: Problems and Perspectives

Program of Activities:
09:00 - Departure to El Escorial by bus
10:00 - Round Table
12:00 - Coffee Break
12:30 - Round Table
14:00 - Lunch at the Restaurant "La Cueva"
16:00 - Visit to Monasterio El Escorial
18:30 - Reception in the Town Hall
21:00 - Return to Madrid

The cost of participation is $35 (everything included). Payments (personal cheques or bank transfers) should be sent to:

ISA WGSSP:
Account number: 750.271
Banco Español de Crédito
Las Rozas, Madrid.

For further information, please contact:
Francisco Parra Luna
Fac. Ciencias Políticas y Sociología
Universidad Complutense, Campus Somosaguas
28023 Madrid, Spain
tel: (34-1)582.2923

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE SOCIOLOGY OF LAW is organizing post-congress sessions in Oñati [Guipuzcoa, Northern Spain], between the 14th and 19th July 1990

Summary of Activities:
14 July - Arrival
15 July - Opening session with various festivities
16 July - One day session on “Business Disputes” (M. Galanter, USA)
17 July - One day session on “Family Disputes” (J. Commaille, France)
18 July - One day session on “Comparative Litigation” (E. Blasenberg, The Netherlands)
15-17 July - Workshop on “Méthodes des Sciences Sociales, Histoire et Droit” (N. Arnaud-Duc, France)
16-28 July - Summer Course on “Legal Sociology” (A.J. Arnaud, France)
17-19 - Workshop on “The Implementation of Equal Rights for Men and Women” (F. Tabak, Brazil)

Inscription
Before MARCH 30th, 1990 the Inscription fee (Note that the fees depend on the postmark on your envelope) is 10.000 petas; students upon providing a valid student card 8.500 petas, accompanying persons 5.000 petas (This includes free use of buses and social structure plus free entry to all the receptions and festivities organized by the Oñati International Institute for the Sociology of Law between the 14th and 18th July 1990.)
Before APRIL 30th, 1990 abstracts must be received by the Oñati IISL, if participants wish to present paper in one of the sessions.

MARCH 30th to MAY 30th the registration fee (Note that the fees depend on the postmark on your envelope) is 20.000 pesetas; students upon providing a valid student card 17.000 pesetas, accompanying persons 10.000 pesetas (This includes free use of buses and social structure plus free entry to all the receptions and festivities organized by the Oñati International Institute for the Sociology of Law between the 14th and 18th July 1990.)

After MAY 30th the registration fee (Note that the fees depend on the postmark on your envelope) for everyone will be 25.000 pesetas.

Before JULY 30th final papers (having sent abstracts previously) must be sent to the Oñati IISL.

Information and Inscriptions
Public Relations Department
Oñati Internacional Institute for the Sociology of Law
A.P. 28 20560 Oñati, Gipuzkoa, Spain
tel: (34-43) 783064, Fax (34-43) 783147, Telex: 36905 OSJIE

WORLDWIDE COMPETITION FOR YOUNG SOCIOLOGISTS
by
Daniel Berthaux, Project Director

The Worldwide Competition for Young Sociologists that the I.S.A. initiated in 1987 has proved quite successful. We received 335 essays from all over the world. They were evaluated by fourteen separate juries: one for each of the competition’s ten languages, and four extra ones for English or French as second languages. Most of the juries have already sent as the results of their evaluation, which is no small achievement, given the short time and the large number of essays some of their members had to read.

The list of the finalists who have won a given jury’s Competition is given below. They are called finalists since their essays will take part in a final, worldwide round, out of which the five very best essays will be chosen. Meanwhile the jury presidents are busy inviting all the finalists to take part in the next World Congress of Sociology; and we also hope to be able to welcome them one week before the Congress in the mountains near Madrid. While the I.S.A. is unable to cover their travel expenses it is doing its very best to help each of them to find necessary funds.

Who are the 335 young sociologists who wrote an essay for the Competition, and what did they write about? It is too early to answer the second question, but the participation can be described with some figures that show unexpected phenomena.

Participants belong to no less than 64 countries, and perhaps as many languages. Among the mother tongues one finds of course the Competition’s ten ‘official’ languages: English, French, Spanish (the three I.S.A. languages) and also Arabic, Chinese, German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese and Russian. One finds also, as we expected, practically all European languages: Slavic languages, Dutch, Greek, Finnish, Hungarian, and some Asian languages such as Hindi, Bengali, Tamil, Korean. But one also finds young intellectuals whose mother tongues are Lithuanian, Estonian, Kazakh, Malayalam, Nepali, Oriya, Tagalog, Ibibio, Igbo, Isoko, Kanuri, Shona, Siwas, Twi, or Yoruba (4 essays). This is enough to show the great motivation to participate among young intellectuals who usually find it difficult to take part in I.S.A. activities.

The statistical distribution of papers by language and thus by jury is the following:
ENGLISH, first language = 36. ENGLISH, second language: Asia = 27; Africa = 14; Europe = 43.
FRENCH, first language = 8. FRENCH, second language = 19.

The distribution is obviously not representative of the population of young sociologists worldwide: the proportion of participants from ‘center’ (developed) countries is much smaller and the proportion from ‘peripheral’ countries substantially higher. This bias is first of all a consequence of our own decision, explicitly stated in the text announcing the essays from Third World scholars. Indeed we tried hard to reach out for young graduates in developing countries, while we kept the existence of the Competition rather confidential, in fact the United States or Western Europe. Also the prizes we were able to offer – Madrid, visibility, publication – may have presented even for young scholars in the periphery than in the centre. As a result, only 17 essays came from the USA, 4 from Great Britain, 4 from France, 5 from Spain (2 in Spanish and 3 in English), none from Sweden or Norway. From the Federal Republic of Germany however, 20 papers were sent, and 13 from the GDR; 13 also from Italy. 42 papers came from the Soviet Union (32 in Russian and 10 in English). 12 from Bulgaria (7 in English, 3 in French, 1 in German and 1 in Russian); 9 from Czechoslovakia. Brazil sent 23 essays, India 16, Mexico 13, Argentina 12, Japan 12, China 9, Nigeria 8, South Africa 7, Chile 5, Colombia 7.

As one may have already guessed, most juries - which were defined by language, not by geography - received essays from a wide variety of countries. For instance the jury ‘English as second language’ received 43 essays from 14 countries, among which (it was a surprise) 10 from Soviet Union, 9 from Czechoslovakia, 7 from Bulgaria, 3 from Spain, 1 from Turkey, etc.

The jury ‘French as second language’ got essays from formerly French-speaking Africa but also from Egypt, Hungary, Uruguay or Japan. The jury for Arabic got papers from Algeria, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia, Jordan, but also from France.

What this shows is that many young scholars are already part of an international culture, as they either have learned sociology abroad or have some knowledge of foreign journals, and of foreign cultures. No need to say this is a very positive phenomenon, not only for the advancement of research but also for the mutual understanding of cultures.

The 335 essays received in Paris and examined by the 14
juries of the Competition represent 64 countries.

ENGLISH/FIRST LANGUAGE = 36 Papers - 11 Countries:
USA = 17; South Africa = 7; Great Britain = 4; JB/Japan = 1; Australia = 1; Canada = 1; India/USA = 1; Ireland = 1; Korea = 1; Mexico = 1; Singapore = 1.

ENGLISH/SECOND LANGUAGE = 24 Papers - 30 Countries:
Asia = 27 Papers - 9 Countries.
Europe = 43 Papers - 14 Countries.

ENGLISH/SECOND LANGUAGE - ASIA = 27 Papers - 9 Countries:
India = 16; China = 4; Canada = 1; Hong Kong/FRG = 1; Mauritius = 1; Nepal = 1; The Philippines = 1; Taiwan = 1; USA/Korea = 1.

ENGLISH/SECOND LANGUAGE - AFRICA = 14 Papers - 7 Countries:
Nigeria = 8; Algeria = 1; Egypt = 1; Ghana = 1; Sudan = 1; Swaziland = 1; Zimbabwe = 1.

ENGLISH/SECOND LANGUAGE - EUROPE = 43 Papers - 14 Countries:
USSR = 10; Czechoslovakia = 9; Bulgaria = 7; Spain = 3; Belgium = 2; Finland = 2; Hungary = 2; Poland = 2; Great Britain = 1; Israel = 1; Italy = 1; Netherlands = 1; Turkey = 1; Yugoslavia = 1.

FRENCH/FIRST LANGUAGE = 8 Papers - 4 Countries:
France = 4; Canada = 2; Belgium = 1; Ivory Coast = 1.

FRENCH/SECOND LANGUAGE = 19 Papers - 14 Countries:
Bulgaria = 3; Algeria = 2; Benin = 2; Tunisia = 2; Brazil = 1; Cameroun = 1; Egypt = 1; FRG = 1; Hungary = 1; Ivory Coast = 1; Japan = 1; Uruguay = 1; Mauritius = 1; Zaire = 1.

SPANISH = 50 Papers - 13 Countries:
Mexico = 13; Argentina = 12; Chili = 5; Colombia = 4; Brazil = 1; Uruguay = 3; Belgium = 7; Costa Rica = 2; Spain = 2; Bulgaria = 1; FRG = 1; Great Britain = 1; Venezuela = 1.

ARABIC = 9 Papers - 6 Countries:
Algeria = 2; Marocco = 2; Syria = 2; France = 1; Jordan = 1; Tunisia = 1.

CHINESE = 11 Papers - 3 Countries:
China = 9; Hong Kong = 1; USA = 1.

GERMAN = 36 Papers - 5 Countries:
FRG = 20; GDR 13; Bulgaria 1; Poland 1; Switzerland 1.

ITALIAN = 13 Papers - 1 Country.

JAPANESE = 12 Papers - 1 Country.

PORTUGUESE = 24 Papers - 2 Countries:
Brazil = 20; Portugal = 4.

RUSSIAN = 33 Papers - 2 Countries:
USSR = 32; Bulgaria = 1.

The young scholars whose names follow have been selected as finalists by one of the fourteen juries of the Competition:

ENGLISH/First Language
1. William Rogers BRUBAKER (Harvard University, Cambridge, USA) "Immigration, citizenship, and the nation-state in France and Germany: A comparative historical analysis"
2. John FORAN (University of California, Santa Barbara, USA) "A theory of Third World social revolutions: Iran, Nicaragua and El Salvador compared"
3. Tia De NORRA (University of Wales, Cardiff, United Kingdom) "Towards a sociology of artistic genius: The social bases of Beethoven’s success"

ENGLISH/Second Language - Asia (results not yet received)

ENGLISH/Second Language - Africa (results not yet received)

ENGLISH/Second Language - Europe
1. Risto HEISKALA (University of Helsinki, Finland) "Sociology as a discursive space - The coming age of a new orthodoxy"
2. Krzysztof KONECKI (University of Lodz, Poland) "Dependency and worker flinting"
3. Ex aequo:
   - A. ETBEND (Leningrad, USSR) "That side of the cult of power"
   - Lev Luis GRINBERG (Tel-Aviv University, Israel) "Are dualism and corporatism compatible patterns of economy?"

FRENCH/First Language
1. Daniel VANDER GUCHT (Université Libre de Bcruxelles, Belgique) "L’art au risque du musée: du musée à la collection?"
2. Normand FILLION (Paris, France) "Morphologie d’une relation: une administration et ses usagers"

FRENCH/Second Language
1. Cornelia ECKERT (Paris, France) "La dimension obscure du travail: l’identité sociale d’un groupe de mineurs"
2. Nicolai Gorovn YORDANOY (Soila, Bulgaria) "Le théâtre et le monolithisme réglementé de l’espace socioculturel"
3. Ex aequo:
   - Plamex KERELSKI (Conseil Central des Syndicats Bulgares, Sofia, Bulgaria) "Les conditions sociales et organisationnelles et la dynamique du conflit dans l’entreprise"
   - Peter DARVAS (Karl Marx University of Economics, Budapest, Hungary) "Politique de la réforme et changements survenus dans le domaine de l’enseignement"

SPANISH
1. Ex aequo: - Carlos Sojo OBANDO (San José, Costa Rica) "La Torre de Babel: democracia y paz en Centroamérica"
   - Mario ALBUQUERQUE (Santiago, Chile) "Movimientos so-
2. Ex aequo:
- Jorge A. GONZALEZ (Colima, Mexico) "Juego peligroso: ferias, memorias urbanas y frentes culturales"
- Raul Benitez MANAUT (Mexico D.F., Mexico) "El Salvador: Guerra civil, economia y politica"

ARABIC
1. El-Khammar BOUKARAA (Académie de Fès, Maroc) "Éducation et pouvoir: Approche sociologique de l'école et du changement social au Maroc"
2. AlQleh ODIBAT (Yarmouk University, Jordan) "Religion et changement social dans la société arabo-islamique: Etude sociologique"
3. Asmae BENADADA (Fès, Maroc) "La magie dans la société marocaine: la femme et la magie"

CHINESE
Li Lou Lou, YAN Xiao, WANG Feng Yu (Universite du Peuple de Chine, Pekin, Chine) "The structure of social stratification and modernization process in contemporary China"
Lu Jian Huan (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Beijing, China) "The Chinese workers' high expectation on management of the enterprises"

GERMAN
Hans PONGRATZ (Universität der Bundeswehr, Neubiberg, FRG) "Tradition and change in rural culture"
Martin HEIDENREICH (University of Bielefeld, FRG) "Problems of generalization in international comparative research on organizations"
Ines SCHMIDT (Inst. für Marxistisch-Leninistische Soziologie, Berlin, GDR) "Geographical mobility and fixing in their influence on the structure of housing"

ITALIAN
1. Ex aequo:
- Giuseppe SCIORTINO (Bologna, Italia) "Perverse effects of migration policies against immigration from countries outside the EEC"
- Caesuoso CORRADI (Roma, Italia) "Metaphorical structure of sociological explanation"
2. Gianfrancesco COSTANTINI (Roma, Italia) "Sociology and the evaluation of development projects"

JAPANESE
1. Nao OYAMA (Fac. of International Relations, Shizuoka, Japan) "A study on the dimensions of value in individual-societal orientations"
2. Eriko NAGATA (Tokyo Woman's Christian University, Tokyo, Japan) "A theory of systems equilibrium: a response to Hobbes' question of order"
3. Kyomitsu YUO (Kobe University, Kobe, Japan) "The present state of theories on Japanese modernization"

PORTUGUESE
1. Sonia Weidner MALUF (Florianopolis, Brasil) "Witches and witchcraft in Lagoa de Conceição: A study of the representations of women's power in Santa Catarina Island"
2. Claudio Chaves Beato FILHO (Minas Gerais, Brasil) "Social reality as an interpretative process"
3. Joao Alfredo DOS REIS PEIXOTO (Coimbra, Portugal) "In praise of town"

COMPOSITION OF THE JURIES
ENGLISH/First Language
President: James BECKFORD (Dept Sociology, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UK)
Members:
Melvin KOHN (The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, USA)
Thelma MCCRACKEN (Toronto, Canada)
David PEARSON (Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand)

ENGLISH/Second Language - Asia
President: T.K. OOMEN (Centre for the Study of Social Systems, School of Social Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi 110067, India)
Members:
Susanttha GOONATILAKE (People's Bank, Colombo, Sri Lanka)
Ayse ONCU (Bogazici University, Istanbul, Turkey)
M.N. PANINI (Indian Sociological Society, New Delhi, India)
Stella R. QUAH (National University of Singapore, Singapore)

ENGLISH/Second Language - Africa
President: Simi A. AFOJHA (Obafemi Awolowo University, P.O.Box 1052, Ile-Ife, Nigeria)
Members:
Ntolo J. MIJERE (University of Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia)
M.M. SHALE (National University of Lesotho, Lesotho)

ENGLISH/Second Language - Europe
President: Veronica STOLTE-HEISKANEN (Dept Sociology and Social Psychology, University of Tampere, P.O.B. 607, SF-33101 Tampere, Finland)
Members:
Rune ABERG (University of Umea, Sweden)
Feride ACAR (Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey)
Jolanta KULPINSKA (University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland)

FRENCH/First Language
President: Céline SAINT-PIERRE (Dept Sociologie, Université du Québec à Montréal, C.P. 8888, Succ. “A”, Montreal, P.O. H3C 3P8, Canada)
Members:
François DUBET (Centre d’Analyse et d’Intervention Sociologiques, Paris, France)
Claude JAVEAU (Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgique)
Jean KELLERHALS (Université de Genève, Suisse)

FRENCH/Second Language
President: Deniz KANDIYOTI (10 Ashmount Road, London N19 3BH, UK)
Members:
Fanny COLONNA (Lotissement Altitude, Hydra-Alger, Algérie)
Angélique SAYANE (Dakar, Sénégal)
Fred STAMHOULT (Universite de Tunis, Tunisie)

SPANISH
President: Elizabeth JELIN (Centro de Estudios de Estado y Sociedad, Av. Pueyrredon 510, 1032 Buenos Aires, Argentina)
Members:
Orlando ALBORNOZ (Universidad Central de Venezuela, Venezuela)
Inds IZAGUIRRE (Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina)
Humberto MUÑOZ (Universidad Nacinal Autonoma de México, México)
Teresa VALDES (FLACSO, Santiago, Chile)

ARABIC
President: Tahar LABIB (Secrétaire général, Association Arabe de Sociologie, I.F.A.C., 16, rue Mihail Nuaima, El Omrane, Tunis, 1005, Tunisie)

CHINESE
President: FEI Xiaotong (Deputy Chairman, Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress, President, Central Committee of the Democratic League, Xijiao, Haidian Qu, Zhong Yang Ming Zu Xue Yuan Su She, 33 Lou, China)
Members:
DAI Kejing (Research Inst. of Sociology, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Beijng, China)
LU Xueyi (Research Inst. of Sociology, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Beijng, China)
PANG Shuqi (Shangai University, Shangai, China)
SU Tuo (Nankai University, Tianjin,China)

GERMAN
Members:
Wolf LEPENIES (Wissenschaftskolleg Westberlin, Berlin , FRG)
Karl-Urlich MAYER (Max-Planck Institut für Bildungsforschung, Berlin, FRG)
Friedhelm NEIDHARDT (Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin für Sozialforschung, Berlin, FRG)

ITALIAN
President: Paolo AMMASSARI (University of Rome “La Sapienza”, Piazzale Aldo Moro 5, 00185 Rome, Italy)
Members:
Achille ARDIGO (Univ. of Bologna)
Luciano GALLINO (Univ. of Turin)
Franco LEONARDI (Univ. of Catania)
Alessandro PIZZORNO (European University Institute, Florence)

JAPANESE
President: Shujiro YAZAWA (Fac. of Social Studies, Hitotsubashi Univ. 2-1 Naka, Kunitachi, Tokyo 186, Japan)

PORTUGUESE
President: Boaventuro DE SOUSA SANTOS (Centro de Estudos Sociais, Univ. de Coimbra, Apdo 3087 Coimbra, Portugal)
Members:
Maria CARRILHO (Inst. Superior de Ciencias do Trabalho e da Empresa, Lisboa, Portugal)
Maria Celia PAOLI (Univ. de Sao Paulo, Brasil)
Antonio TEIXEIRA FERNANDES (Univ. de Porto, Porto, Portugal)

RUSSIAN
President: Gennady OSIPOV (Inst. of Sociology, Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Krizhanovskogo 24/35 5, 117259 Moscow, USSR)
Members:
Vladimir YADOV (Inst. of Sociology, Academy of Sciences, Moscow, USSR)
Vladimir LEVADA (Centre for Public Opinion Research, Moscow, USSR)
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ISA MEMBERSHIP DUES

RESEARCH COMMITTEES OF THE I.S.A.
01 Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution
02 Economy and Society
03 Community Research
04 Sociology of Education
05 Ethnic, Race and Minority Relations
06 Family Research
07 Futures Research
08 History of Sociology
09 Social Practice and Social Transformation
10 Participation, Workers' Control, and Self-Management
11 Sociology of Aging

COMITES DE RECHERCHE DE L'A.I.S.
01 Forces armées et résolution des conflits
02 Economie et société
03 Recherches communautaires
04 Sociologie de l'éducation
05 Relations entre les races, les ethnies et les minorités
06 Recherches sur la famille
07 Recherches sur la futurologie
08 Histoire de la sociologie
09 Les processus d'innovation dans le changement social
10 Participation, contrôle des travailleurs et autogestion
11 Sociologie du vieillissement
12 Sociology of Law
13 Sociology of Leisure
14 Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture
15 Sociology of Health
16 National Movements and Imperialism
17 Sociology of Organization
18 Political Sociology
19 Sociology of Poverty, Social Welfare and Social Policy
20 Comparative Sociology
21 Regional and Urban Development
22 Sociology of Religion
23 Sociology of Science
24 Social Ecology
25 Sociolinguistics
26 Sociotechnics - Sociological Practice
27 Sociology of Sport
28 Social Stratification Social
29 Deviance and Social Control
30 Sociology of Work
31 Sociology of Migration
32 Women in Society
33 Logic and Methodology in Sociology
34 Sociology of Youth
35 Committee on Conceptual and Terminological Analysis
36 Alienation Theory and Research
37 Sociology of Arts
38 Biography and Society
39 Sociology of Disasters
40 Sociology of Agriculture
41 Sociology of Population
42 Social Psychology

12 Sociologie du droit
13 Sociologie du loisir
14 Sociologie des communications, de la connaissance et de la culture
15 Sociologie de la santé
16 Sociologie des mouvements nationaux et de l'impérialisme
17 Sociologie des organisations
18 Sociologie politique
19 Sociologie de la pauvreté, du bien-être social et de la politique sociale
20 Sociologie comparative
21 Développement régional et urbain
22 Sociologie de la religion
23 Sociologie de la science
24 Ecologie sociale
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26 Sociotechnique - Pratique Sociale
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28 Stratification sociale
29 Déviance et contrôle social
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31 Sociologie des migrations
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34 Sociologie de la jeunesse
35 Comité sur l'analyse conceptuelle et terminologique
36 Théorie et recherche sur l'aliénation
37 Sociologie des arts
38 Biographie et société
39 Sociologie des désastres
40 Sociologie de l'agriculture
41 Sociologie de la population
42 Psychologie sociale
INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP DUES - METHODS OF PAYMENT

Payment must be made either in US Dollars or Spanish Pesetas.

1. Personal cheques or bank drafts - drawn on North American bank/branch: in US Dollars only
2. International Postal Money Order / Post Giro: in Pesetas only
3. Direct bank transfers:
   in US Dollars only, to: ISA Account no. 82.31027.Z
   Banco Exterior de España, Agencia 50
   Paseo de la Castellana 32
   28046 Madrid, Spain

   in Spanish Pesetas only, to: ISA Account no. 30.01611.G
   Banco Exterior de España, Agencia 50
   Paseo de la Castellana 32
   28046 Madrid, Spain

Please note that both this form and your payment must reach the ISA Secretariat in order to validate your membership.

Do not enclose money for the Research Committee(s)' fees, as you will be billed separately by the Research Committee(s).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membership Category</th>
<th>Obligatory Membership Fee (Pts)</th>
<th>Subscription Price (Pts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life members after age 60</td>
<td>$250 / $32,790</td>
<td>$25 / $327.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting</td>
<td>$25 / $32,790</td>
<td>$25 / $327.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>$250 / $32,790</td>
<td>$25 / $327.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students and members in non-convertible currency countries</td>
<td>$15 / Pts 1,150</td>
<td>$15 / Pts 1,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please circle chosen categories. Total amount due: ____________________

See Methods of Payment on reverse side.